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Abstract  
The stability of pharmaceutical solids is impacted by the properties of both active and 
inactive ingredients. Given that the aqueous solubility of solid-state medicinal products can be 
directly linked to the component properties, it is prudent to carefully study these materials to 
predict bioavailability and shelf stability. The relative energetic stabilities of the molecular 
crystals of interest are governed by both the intermolecular forces and the molecular 
conformations within the structure. In this research, the electronic origins of crystalline stability 
were investigated using a combination of solid-state density functional theory (ss-DFT) and 
terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS). Terahertz spectroscopy of the lattice vibrations 
offers a sensitive probe of solid-state interactions and serves as a rigorous benchmark for testing 
the quality of the applied theoretical methods. Vibrational simulations of different polymorphic 
forms are also useful for investigating the relative thermodynamic stabilities of these structures. 
Through the calculation of Gibbs free energy versus temperature trends, it was possible to not 
only identify enantiotropic or monotropic relationships between polymorphs, but also the precise 
transition temperature linking enantiotropic pairs. These combined experimental and 
computational methods were extended to analyzing the relative stabilities of not only pure solids, 
but also cocrystals. The successful use of DFT for identifying relative stabilities of known crystal 
structures led to its use for crystal structure prediction. Overall, this work has demonstrated the 
extensive applicability of ss-DFT in the analysis of electronic and thermodynamic relationships 
within polymorphic and pseudopolymorhic systems. Application of this methodology to 
pharmaceutical solids has provided new insights into the most important contributors to the 
stabilities of these materials. 
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1 
 
CHAPTER 1. Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
 The pharmaceutical industry works with many active and inactive ingredients throughout 
the process of product development. In pursuit of producing the most shelf stable yet most 
medicinally effective tablets, it is as important to understand the properties and stabilities of the 
inactive solids as it is to understand those of the active ingredients. For many pharmaceutical 
excipients, this means investigating the structures and properties of not just one, but multiple 
crystal structures due to the presence of anhydrous polymorphs, solvates, and cocrystals. The 
thermodynamic stabilities of the different anhydrous forms in relation to such physical properties 
as melting points or polymorph transition temperatures will have a direct effect on the shelf life 
of a product. The relative stability of hydrate crystals also impacts shelf life via the retention or 
release of water molecules. If the hydrate form of an inactive ingredient releases its water 
molecules, this unintentional introduction of water might degrade the active pharmaceutical 
ingredient.  
 In this work, the intermolecular forces and intramolecular conformations that govern 
solid-state stability have been investigated across mannitol and sorbitol crystal systems with 
experimental and computational methods. Both single-crystal and powder X-ray crystallography 
were used for identification of molecular packing arrangements to be used as starting points in 
electronic structure simulations. Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) experimentally 
probed the intermolecular forces present in each structure. In this low-frequency infrared 
spectroscopy, the peaks correspond to intermolecular lattice vibrations, leading to fingerprint 
patterns of each different packing arrangement which consist of the same molecule. These 
vibrational motions and the corresponding electronic properties were investigated using solid-
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state density functional theory. Simulations of the crystal structures and the molecular 
conformations they contain lend themselves not just to analysis of the total electronic energy in a 
crystal, but also to a breakdown of that energy into conformational and cohesion components. 
This breakdown is useful to justify differences between relative electronic stabilities and 
observed thermodynamic trends. 
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1.2 Polymorphism 
1.2.1 Anhydrous Polymorphs 
Within solid-state chemistry there are four main types of crystalline structures: ionic 
solids, metallic solids, covalent network solids and molecular solids. The formation of molecular 
solids is dictated by both the stability of the molecular conformations and the strength of the 
various intermolecular interactions (London dispersion, dipole-dipole, and hydrogen bonding). 
The large range of conceivable intermolecular interactions and the conformational flexibility of 
molecules leads to the occurrence of polymorphism – the ability of a molecule to crystallize in 
multiple different packing arrangements.1 Within the category of polymorphism, there are two 
classifications: conformational polymorphs and packing polymorphs, illustrated in Figure 1-1.1-3  
With conformational polymorphs, different conformations of the component molecule 
result in different crystal structures.2-5 The most common examples, as demonstrated in Figure 
1-1,  are different polymorphs which result from cis versus trans alkene conformations, such as 
the cis-cis and trans-trans polymorphs of muconic acid.6 Packing polymorphs differ in the 
packing arrangement of the component molecules.2-5 These two ways in which molecular 
packing can differ lead to the common occurrence of polymorphism  in organic systems.7 In a 
2014 review on conformational polymorphism, it was noted that out of over 650,000 organic and 
organometallic crystal structures within the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD8), 2935 
different well-defined (low R-factor) organic (only containing C, H, N, O, S and halogens) 
crystal structures containing 1366 different molecules exhibited polymorphism.2 Some examples 
of polymorphic systems are illustrated in Figure 1-2. 
When working with polymorphs experimentally it can be very challenging to control the 
form that is obtained. Polymorph growth is usually controlled via relative thermodynamic or via  
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Figure 1-1. Schematic illustrating the difference between packing and conformational 
polymorphs using cis-2-butene versus trans-2-butene as an example molecule. Image 
inspired by Figure 1 seen in reference 3. 
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Figure 1-2. Polymorphic crystal structures of benzamide9-11, cyclobutylfuran12, and 2-((4-
(2-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)ethyl)phenyl)amino)benzoic acid13-17. 
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relative kinetic stabilities. Thermodynamic control can be attempted by manipulating the 
recrystallization solvent or the experimental temperature. Kinetic control is often achieved by 
controlling the rate of crystal growth through controlling the rate of solvent evaporation. 
While simply controlling the growth of known polymorphic forms is challenging enough, 
there are additional common frustrations that need to be considered. Disappearing polymorphs 
are able to be grown once; however, due to their significantly low stability relative to the most 
stable form, they are unlikely to be re-prepared.1, 5 Examples of molecules for which 
disappearing polymorphs have been observed include l,2,3,5-tetra-o-acetyl-β-D-ribofuranose, 
benzocaine picarate, melibiose, and mannose.18 To the opposite extreme are concomitant 
polymorphs. These are polymorphs that favor the same experimental conditions and, as a result, 
grow concurrently. This is of particular concern for experimentalists seeking high levels of purity 
in their samples.5, 19  The different physical properties, such as melting points, solubilities and 
even morphology, across polymorphs (resulting from the unique molecular conformations and 
intermolecular force networks) are useful for identifying each crystalline form in a concomitant 
growth. 
These physical properties are also useful for understanding the relative thermodynamic 
stabilities of various polymorphic structures. Not only is it important to be aware of the relative 
stabilities among polymorphs, but it is also necessary to know if solid-solid transitions are likely 
to occur under experimental conditions. Some experimental methods are useful for predicting 
this type of relationship as well as the overall relative stabilities. Solubility trends, for example, 
will change over a range of temperatures if the polymorphs can transition from one form to 
another.4, 20-22 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) has also been used to investigate relative 
polymorph stability and observe polymorph transition temperatures (similar to the way in which 
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this method measures melting points) 23-33 The thermodynamic stabilities and relationships 
between polymorphs can be determined using these solubility, heat-of-transition and other rules 
described by Burger in 1979 (listed in Table 1-1).1, 4, 21  
The two thermodynamic relationships possible between polymorphs are known as 
enantiotropy and monotropy. When two polymorphs are enantiotropic, a reversible solid-solid 
transition is possible at a definite transition temperature below the melting point of both forms.34 
In a free energy versus temperature phase diagram (Figure 1-3), the relative free energies of the 
two forms change ranking at this transition temperature.35 In a monotropic system, no reversible 
transition can be observed and the relative free energies of the forms remain the same at all 
temperatures below the melting point.34-35  
1.2.2 Pseudopolymorphs 
Many of the analysis techniques used to understand polymorphs can also be used to 
evaluate the characteristics of pseudopolymophs. By strict definition, crystals in a group of 
polymorphs need to have the same molecular make-up. Therefore, related solids containing other 
component molecules as well (e.g. solvates, hydrates, and cocrystals) are grouped as 
pseudopolymorphs.1, 4-5 Examples of such pseudopolymorphs are depicted in Figure 1-4. These 
structures are comparable not just to structures with the same components, but also with the pure 
substances of each component molecule. For example, hydrate stabilities can be evaluated 
relative to their anhydrous counterparts.36-40 
Understanding various pseudopolymorphs, especially solvates and hydrates, relative to 
their anhydrous counterparts is a significant concern for pharmaceutical companies. The 
stability, or lack thereof, for such structures could inadvertently lead to the decomposition of a 
pharmaceutical product caused by free solvent molecules released by a pseudopolymorph. These  
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Table 1-1. Thermodynamic rules to determine relative thermodynamic stability and the 
thermodynamic relationships of a polymorphic system.1, 4, 21  
Heat of transition rule Two polymorphs are enantiotropic if an endothermic phase change is 
observed. The polymorphs are monotropic if an exothermic phase 
change is observed. 
 
Heat of fusion rule Two polymorphs are enantiotropic if the higher-melting form has a 
lower heat of fusion. The polymorphs are monotropic if the higher-
melting form has a higher heat of fusion. 
 
Entropy of fusion rule Two polymorphs are enantiotropic if the higher-melting form has the 
lower entropy of fusion. The polymorphs are monotropic if the 
lower-melting form has the lower entropy of fusion. 
  
Heat capacity rule Two polymorphs are enantiotropic if the higher-melting form has a 
higher heat capacity. The polymorphs are monotropic if the higher-
melting form has a lower heat capacity. 
 
Density rule A polymorph with a higher density can be assumed to more stable at 
0 K than another polymorph with a lower density 
 
Infrared rule The hydrogen-bonded polymorph with the higher frequency 
absorption band can be assumed to have a larger entropy than another 
polymorph with a lower frequency absorption band.  
 
Solubility rule4 Two polymorphs are enantiotropic if one form is most soluble below 
the transition temperature and another form is most soluble above the 
transition temperature. The polymorphs are monotropic if one form is 
most soluble at all temperatures below its melting point.  
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crystalline structures contain a range of solute-solvent interaction strengths. At one extreme, the 
solvent molecule is held tightly in the packing arrangement, and the loss of the solvent molecule 
results in total collapse of the crystal structure.1 At the other extreme, the solvent molecules are 
very loosely bound, and de-solvation simply results in rearrangement of the molecules in the 
solid state to achieve at least a metastable pure state.1 The de-solvated state can then be directly 
compared to the pure crystalline polymorphs, but is no longer directly comparable as a 
polymorph to its solvated parent structure. 
The relative stabilities of the pseudopolymorphs and their de-solvated structures provide 
insight into the strength of the solute-solvent interactions as compared to the solute-solute 
interactions in the pure analogs. These electronic properties can be investigated using terahertz 
time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) and solid-state density functional theory (ss-DFT). The 
low-frequency intermolecular interactions holding the crystal structures together can be probed 
using THz-TDS, and an understanding of the specific motions associated with each vibration, 
achieved from ss-DFT simulations, can give further insight into the strength of the interactions. 
For example, THz-TDS was used to identify a low-frequency vibration in the sorbitol-pyridine 
crystal structure. SS-DFT was able to show that this vibration was related to weak sorbitol-
pyridine hydrogen bonds that result in the low stability of this structure relative to pure sorbitol 
(Chapter 6). Together THz-TDS and ss-DFT prove incredibly useful in identifying and 
understanding the thermodynamic and vibrational factors dictating the experimentally observed 
trends across polymorphic crystal systems.  
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Figure 1-3. Free energy versus temperature phase diagrams representing an enantiotropic 
relationship (left) and a monotropic relationship (right) between two polymorphs I and II. 
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Figure 1-4. Crystal structures of 3-amino-5-nitro-1,2,4-triazole with its monohydrate41-42, 
lactitol with its monohydrate43-44, 5-iodopyrimidine-2,4(1H,3H)-dione with its formamide 
solvate45, glycine46, DL-tartaric acid47, and the glycine/DL-tartaric acid cocrystal48. Water 
molecules have been highlighted in blue, and formamide solvent molecules have been 
highlighted in green. The individual components of the glycine DL-tartaric acid cocrystal 
have been highlighted in purple and orange respectively. 
 
formamide solvate 
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1.3 Research Objectives 
This research has focused on understanding the relative electronic and thermodynamic 
stabilities of polymorphs and pseudopolymorphs. Solid-state simulations focused on determining 
the electronic origins of experimentally observed stability trends. In order to achieve quality 
simulations, much time was also spent on determining the proper DFT methods for reproducing 
experimental THz spectra. From these simulations it was clear that the use of a dispersion 
correction (DFT-D349) augmenting the density functionals used (discussed further in Chapter 3), 
was necessary to better account for the long-range non-covalent interactions known to be 
underestimated by typical DFT methods.50 The work presented here with extensively hydrogen 
bonded systems revealed a shortcoming in the use of this dispersion correction. While it is 
necessary to apply the correction for modelling of weaker intermolecular interactions, over-
compensation of the stronger hydrogen bond interactions resulted in large unit cell contractions. 
The resulting constraints necessary for achieving high quality simulations while using the 
dispersion correction are further discussed in Chapter 5 as it applies to mannitol polymorph 
structures. Due to the large errors seen in simulated mannitol crystals (Chapter 5) and in 
simulated sorbitol crystals and cocrystals (Chapters 6-7), a methodology search was undertaken 
to identify the ideal functional and basis set for high quality simulations of crystals with strong 
intermolecular forces (Chapter 8). 
Over the course of this research, the combined use of these ss-DFT simulations and 
terahertz spectroscopy have been used to understand the relationships between anhydrous 
polymorphs and solvates. While knowing relative electronic and thermodynamic stabilities is 
beneficial for determining the optimum form to be used in product development, computational 
methods also need to be coupled with an experimental technique that can differentiate the forms. 
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Terahertz spectroscopy is the most useful nondestructive technique for this purpose; the low-
frequency intermolecular vibrations within a crystal structure are excited and probed by terahertz 
radiation leading to a unique fingerprint spectra per polymorph form.51  
Terahertz spectroscopy is also useful for combining with ss-DFT as an experimental 
benchmark for verifying the quality of the structural models. One of the challenges of achieving 
high quality simulations is not only being able to reproduce the experimental crystal structure in 
terms of unit cell dimensions, but also in terms of the molecular and intermolecular structures. 
Simulations of the mannitol polymorphs’ terahertz spectra demonstrated impacts on the low-
frequency vibrations by errors in the external unit cell structure. Large unit cell contractions with 
accurate molecular structures precisely reproduced each structure’s spectral pattern but resulted 
in peaks shifted to higher frequencies due to the contracted unit cells (impacts of unit cell 
expansion and contraction on THz spectra will be elaborated on in Chapter 2). On the other 
hand, errors in the molecular structure and intermolecular hydrogen bonding network, even 
minor errors, have led to intensity errors in the simulated spectra relative to experimental data, 
and to errors in the number of peaks. For example, split peaks observed in experimental spectra 
may be reproduced as single peaks in the simulated spectra. These impacts were seen in both the 
mannitol and the sorbitol simulations (Chapters 5 and 6).  
Once the both the internal and external structures of molecular crystals were accurately 
reproduced, the electronic energies were used to explain previously observed experimental 
trends. For each of the mannitol and sorbitol crystal structures studied here, the electronic 
energies were decomposed into conformational and cohesive components. Among the mannitol 
polymorphs, this breakdown of the electronic energies shed light on the delicate energetic 
balance between conformational and cohesive energies within a crystal structure. However, the 
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electronic energies alone were shown to be insufficient for justifying experimentally observed 
behavior. To further investigate the experimental observations, vibrational and thermodynamic 
simulations were carried out on the mannitol crystals as well. Free energy versus temperature 
phase diagrams were able to confirm one polymorphic transition temperature observed in DSC 
studies as well as determine the precise transition temperatures of two other solid-solid 
transitions.52-54 
Solid-state simulations have also been used to evaluate the stability of cocrystals relative 
to their pure counterparts. Through comparison of the cocrystals with hypothetical energetic 
equivalents composed from the anhydrous counterparts, free energy phase diagrams were used to 
determine the thermodynamic decomposition behavior of such cocrystal structures. In the case of 
the mannitol hemihydrate, simulations indicated that the hydrate loses its water molecule and 
then reorganizes into one of the known anhydrous forms (Chapter 5). The sorbitol hydrate and 
sorbitol-pyridine cocrystal, on the other hand, were each determined to completely decompose 
without passing through an anhydrous structure before melting (Chapter 6)  
Understanding the stability of the sorbitol cocrystals simulations required comparison to 
a less common polymorph (α) due to the higher electronic stability of this structure relative to the 
most commonly encountered sorbitol form (γ). In the case of the γ polymorphic form, the 
computational methods revealed inaccuracies in the previously published crystal structure.55-56 
Despite use of the determined best functional/basis set combination, using the published γ crystal 
structure as a starting part inhibited the ability to reach a final optimized structure. In order to 
evaluate the electronic stabilities of the sorbitol polymorphs fully, as was done with the mannitol 
polymorphs, it became necessary to determine the proper γ sorbitol structure.  
Using a combination of powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) and ss-DFT methods, it was  
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possible to correct the intermolecular hydrogen bonding network of this crystal structure and, by 
extension, also correct the published space group symmetry. This combination of methods for 
crystal structure refinement was not new, but had until recently, been limited in the scope of its 
applicability. Many crystal structures in the last few years had been solved using ss-DFT and 
PXRD, but these systems were all smaller than the Z’ = 6 (156 unique atoms) symmetry in the γ 
sorbitol crystal structure (Chapter 7).10, 57-72  
A natural progression from the work to determine the γ sorbitol structure led to extending 
the use of ss-DFT to crystal structure prediction (CSP). Many groups began working on CSP 
after this field of research gained attention from the first CSD CSP blind test in 2000.73 Since this 
first test, there have been five other blind tests with increasing numbers of groups 
participating.74-78 The work presented here proposes a more rigorous method of structure 
generation and search than has been used in the past (Chapter 9). To extend the theme of 
polymorphs seen throughout this research, the polymorphs of a simple biological molecule, 
glycine, have been used as a benchmark crystal structure for testing this pure ss-DFT approach to 
CSP. 
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CHAPTER 2. Terahertz Time-Domain Spectroscopy 
2.1 Terahertz Radiation and Applications 
The electromagnetic spectrum can be categorized into different regions based on 
wavelength. The term terahertz is used to refer to the range of radiation (0.1 – 20 THz) between 
the infrared and microwave regions (Figure 2-1).1 The length of a terahertz wave (300 μm) 
makes it nonionizing, similar to the surrounding infrared and microwave radiations.2 The 
terahertz region of electromagnetic radiation is also very useful for nondestructive applications, 
such as scanning and identifying objects. For example, terahertz imaging has been used as a 
useful and safe technique for analyzing historic works of art, and even being able to identify 
hidden layers of art beneath the top, visible layer.3-5 It is also appealing for security purposes 
with its ability to “see through” luggage or other objects and identify metallic, plastic, or other 
THz absorbing materials within (Figure 2-2).6 
Terahertz radiation has also become a popular tool in pharmaceutical research. Terahertz 
imaging is a useful technique for being able to scan different layers of a medicinal tablet, and 
terahertz spectroscopy is useful for substance identification.7-12 The long wavelength mentioned 
above gives terahertz a unique application with solid-state samples. This radiation can be 
absorbed by the crystal  to probe intermolecular vibrations such as translations and librations as 
well as by the molecules to probe intramolecular vibrations such as stretches and torsions.6 These 
low-energy intramolecular motions result in related intermolecular motions due to the 
interactions between molecules in the solid-state. 
Probing the intermolecular interactions within a crystal structure has made terahertz 
spectroscopy useful not only for identifying a sample, but also for differentiating polymorphic 
structures.9-10, 13-16 Even though polymorphs are composed of the same molecule, the different  
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Figure 2-1. Spectrum of electromagnetic radiation. Terahertz radiation refers to a range of 
1 mm – 15 μm. 
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Figure 2-2. A terahertz transmission image through a bag clearly showing a knife, bottle, 
and gun. This image can be seen as figure 29 in reference 6. 
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packing arrangements result in changes in the intermolecular interactions within the crystal 
structure. These unique intermolecular interactions across polymorphic structures result in 
fingerprint terahertz spectra. 
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2.2 Terahertz Generation and Detection 
 Terahertz radiation has many experimental uses, so it has become necessary for interested 
labs to identify ways in which to generate this wavelength. This frequently involves the use of an 
ultrafast laser centered around 800 nm.1 The near-infrared radiation from the laser passes through 
a photoconductive antenna or nonlinear crystal to generate terahertz radiation. When the 
terahertz radiation passes through the sample, some of it is absorbed, and the remaining 
electromagnetic waves again pass through a photoconductive antenna or nonlinear crystal for 
detection. A schematic of the terahertz spectroscopy set-up used in the research discussed here is 
depicted in Figure 2-3. As seen in the figure, ZnTe nonlinear crystals were used for both 
generation and detection of terahertz radiation. 
 2.2.1 Optical Rectification 
 Using the nonlinear crystal ZnTe, terahertz radiation is generated by a nonlinear optical 
process known as optical rectification (illustrated in Figure 2-4). The process occurs when an 
optical pulse induces second-order polarization in the ZnTe crystal. When expressing the electric 
field of the optical beam as 
 𝐄 = 𝐴 cos𝜔𝑡 (2.1) 
where A is the amplitude of the optical wave and ω is the central frequency of the beam, the 
second order polarization becomes17 
𝑃(2) = 𝜒(2)(𝐫, 𝑡): 𝐄(𝐫, 𝑡)𝐄(𝐫, 𝑡) =
𝜒(2)𝐴2
2
+
𝜒(2)𝐴2
2
cos 2𝜔𝑡 (2.2) 
 Within equation 2.2, the first term relates to optical rectification. This indicates that 
optical rectification is only dependent on the amplitude of the incident wave.  
When the generator crystal is noncentrosymmetric, the polarization induced by the  
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Figure 2-3. Schematic of the terahertz spectroscopy system applied in this research. 
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incident optical wave will not average to zero and will last for the duration of the optical pulse. 
When the incident radiation is a continuous wave, it creates a DC polarization proportional to the 
intensity of the wave.17 
 For the process of terahertz generation by optical rectification, an ultrafast laser pulse is 
used as the incident radiation. For the research discussed here, this pulse originates from a 
femtosecond Ti:Sapphire laser system. When the pulse interacts with the ZnTe generator crystal, 
it induces a beating polarization resulting from spectral broadening of the incident pulse due to 
the uncertainty principle:18 
 
∆𝐸∆𝑡 >
ħ
2
 (2.3) 
The induced polarization leads to conversion of the pulsed optical wave into 
electromagnetic waves. Since electromagnetic radiation follows Maxwell’s equations, the 
frequency of the emitted electromagnetic radiation is proportional to the second time derivative 
of the induced polarization. As a result, the type of electromagnetic radiation emitted is 
dependent on the duration of the incident pulse. When polarization is induced in the ZnTe crystal 
by a sub-picosecond pulse, the optical wave is converted into terahertz radiation.2, 18 
Generally, this process has been used with several different nonlinear crystals, such as 
LiNbO3, DAST, CdTe, GaAs, InP, and ZnTe.
19-23 When considering the three major factors 
important for terahertz generation (nonlinearity of the crystal, absorption of both optical and 
terahertz radiation within the crystal, and the coherence length of the optical rectification 
process) ZnTe has been found to be the most favorable material for THz generation by optical 
rectification.2 In the spectroscopic set used here, a 1 mm thick, <110> oriented ZnTe crystal 
emits terahertz pulses with a bandwidth ~10-100 cm-1 and a duration of 200 femtoseconds. 
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Figure 2-4. Visualization of the generation of a terahertz pulse via optical rectification. 
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2.2.2 Free-Space Electro-Optic Sampling 
 Free-space electro-optic sampling is a detection method dependent on the second order 
nonlinear process known as either the electro-optic or the Pockel effect. This process can be 
thought of as the reciprocal process of optical rectification.2, 17 The electro-optic effect refers to 
the induced birefringence which occurs in a nonlinear crystal when it is exposed to terahertz 
radiation.24 A linearly polarized probe beam, shown in Figure 2-3 as the detector beam, is 
modified to elliptical polarization by the induced birefringence when it passes through the 
nonlinear crystal (ZnTe in the experimental set up here).  
 Once the beam is polarized in this way, there are two different ways the resulting phase 
delay can be measured: cross and balanced measurements. In the experimental setup used here, 
the balanced measurement is used and will be focused on. This process employs a quarter-
waveplate, a polarizer (the Wollaston prism in Figure 2-3), and balanced photodetectors, all used 
in that order (as depicted in Figure 2-5). When the elliptically polarized beam passes through the 
1/4 waveplate, the polarization is enhanced by ¼ of one wavelength.2, 25 After the ¼ waveplate, 
the polarized beam passes through the Wollaston prism, which allows the intensity of the beam 
to be measured via balanced photodetectors in its individual horizontal and vertical 
components.2, 25 In this balanced detection method, the intensity difference can be written 
mathematically as 
 ∆𝐼 = 𝐼ℎ − 𝐼𝑣 = 𝐼0 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛤 (2.4) 
where Ih and Iv represent the intensities of the horizontal and vertical components of the 
elliptically polarized beam, I0 represents the initial intensity of the linearly polarized probe beam, 
and Γ represents the phase delay caused by the birefringence in the nonlinear crystal. 
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Figure 2-5. Visualization of the electro-optic sampling process. Image inspired by Figure 1 
in reference 25. 
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2.3 Terahertz Radiation in Crystalline Materials 
 The interaction of low frequency terahertz radiation in condensed phase materials can be 
understood as being similar to molecular vibrations. All molecular and intermolecular vibrations 
can be expressed as harmonic oscillators in terms of the Schrödinger equation26: 
 
−
ħ2
2𝑚
d2𝛹(𝑥)
d𝑥2
+
1
2
𝑘𝑓𝑥
2𝛹(𝑥) = 𝐸𝛹(𝑥) (2.5) 
where kf is the force constant. From this equation, it is possible to also derive the energy levels of 
each harmonic oscillator: 
 
𝐸𝑛 = (𝑛 +
1
2
)ħ𝜔 (2.6) 
where 
 
𝜔 = √
𝑘𝑓
𝑚
 (2.7) 
It is important to note that, while spectroscopic vibrations can be described as harmonic 
oscillators, they actually possess anharmonic character and are more realistically expressed with 
a Morse potential: 
 
𝐺(𝜈) = (𝜈 +
1
2
) (
1
2𝜋𝑐
)√
𝑘𝑓
𝑚𝑒𝑓𝑓
− (𝜈 +
1
2
)
2
((
1
2𝜋𝑐
)√
𝑘𝑓
𝑚𝑒𝑓𝑓
)
1
4𝐷𝑒
 (2.8) 
where De is the depth of the potential minimum. The difference between the harmonic and 
anharmonic oscillators are illustrated in Figure 2-6.  
 Normal vibrational modes occur when the absorbed frequency excites a vibrational state 
from the ground level energy state to the n = 1 energy state.26 In molecular spectroscopy,  
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Figure 2-6. Illustrations of a harmonic oscillator model and a Morse potential 
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normal modes for bond vibrations are visible throughout a mid-IR spectrum. For example, C=O 
stretches are commonly observed around 1700 cm-1, C≡C bond stretches excite around 2200 cm-1 
and O-H stretches typically appear around 3300 cm-1. The intermolecular vibrations which occur 
within crystalline materials have much smaller force constants, resulting in lower angular 
frequencies and, ultimately, lower energy levels of the harmonic oscillator. This leads to such 
solid-state vibrations being excited by the lower-energy, longer-wavelength terahertz radiation.  
 The normal modes that are active in infrared spectroscopy (mid-IR and far-IR (terahertz)) 
are governed by selection rules. To be an IR-active mode and appear in a terahertz absorption 
spectrum, the vibration causes a change in the dipole moment of the crystal structure.26 In solid-
state spectroscopy, this results from some intramolecular torsions that change the dipole of the 
whole unit cell due to symmetry as well as intermolecular vibrations such as shearing motions or 
rocking motions that involve entire molecules. 
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2.4 Experimental spectroscopy methods 
 For spectroscopic analysis, all samples were prepared in a polymer matrix with a w/w 3% 
concentration in order to temper the absorption strength of the sample. For this purpose, many 
polymers such as polyethylene (PE), polymethylpentene (PMP), cyclic olefin copolymers 
(COCs), and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) are likely candidates due to their little to no 
absorption of terahertz radiation.7, 27 In this research, PTFE was chosen as the matrix polymer 
due to its low hygroscopicity and high compressibility.28-29 
 The sample and PTFE matrix were homogenized and finely ground using a stainless-steel 
ball mill (Dentsply-Rinn 3110-3A). PTFE alone was similarly treated in order to compress it into 
a pellet used as a blank. Once sufficiently ground the sample/PTFE matrix and the pure PTFE 
were each pressed into 13 mm diameter x 2 mm thick pellets using a hydraulic press exuding 
~2000 psi on the powder. Enough of the homogenized powder was compressed to obtain pellets 
of ~550 mg. For measurements, the samples also to be in a chamber held under vacuum and the 
spectrometer needed to be continuously purged with dry air to prevent noise peaks from water 
vapor, which is a very strong terahertz absorber.30 
 Terahertz measurements were performed at both room temperature (293 K) and 78 K in 
order to resolve the room-temperature observed peaks. The extreme temperatures cause unit cell 
contractions in the crystal structure and an increase in the force constants for the intermolecular 
vibrations. Overall, these effects lead to the 78 K temperature peaks shifting to higher vibrational 
frequencies relative to their room temperature frequencies. These effects also cause fewer 
vibrational states to be excited over a small range of frequencies, allowing the room temperature 
peaks to narrow when the sample is cooled.  
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 To obtain a single data set which consisted of 3200 points, the sample and blank were 
each scanned 32 times over a time window of 32 ps. The resulting terahertz time-domain 
waveform was Fourier transformed to obtain a frequency-domain spectrum. The final terahertz 
frequency spectrum was obtained from a ratio of sample data to blank data. The final reported 
spectra resulted from an average of four ratioed spectra. In order to facilitate comparison 
between experimental and computational vibrational spectra, the experimental spectral intensities 
are reported in units of ε (M-1 cm-1), where molarity is expressed in terms of the concentration of 
unit cells, related by Z rather than individual molecules. 
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Chapter 3. Density Functional Theory 
 
3.1 Introduction to Density Functional Theory 
 Computationally derived models of chemical systems are based on the fundamental 
principles of quantum mechanics. In this way, all atomic-level simulations serve as different 
approaches to solve the Schrödinger equation for practical systems. In order to evaluate even a 
simple system of a single atom for its energy, it is necessary to be able to describe how the 
protons, neutrons, and electrons respond to changes in the surroundings. Protons and neutrons 
are known to be much heavier than electrons, lending themselves and the atomic nuclei to being 
evaluated in fixed positions. This leaves the time-independent Schrödinger equation only having 
to describe properties of the moving electrons: 
 
[−
ħ
2m
∑𝛻i
2 + ∑V(𝒓i) + ∑∑U(𝒓i, 𝒓j)
𝐣<𝐢
𝐍
𝐢=𝟏
N
i=1
N
i=1
]𝜓 = E𝜓 (3.1) 
This equation calculates the kinetic energy of each electron, the interaction energy between each 
electron and the atomic nuclei, and the interaction energy between two electrons.1  
Solving this equation, which is dependent on the position of each electron, is a 3N -
dimensional problem. For example, for a water molecule, the equation is a 30-dimensional 
function. This indicates that it would be increasingly unfeasible to attempt to solve the equation 
for other small molecules, such as glucose (C6H12O6), where it becomes a 288-dimensional 
problem, let alone something as extensive as metallic nanomaterial. For example, with a 100-
atom Au nanocluster, eq. 3.1 is 23700-dimensional. To further complicate solving this equation, 
the third term in the Hamiltonian (the interaction energy between two electrons) indicates that it 
is necessary to know the wave functions of all the other electrons in the system in order to find 
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ψi(r) of the electron of interest. As a result, the time-independent Schrödinger equation is 
complicated not only by its 3N-dimensionality, but also by being a multi-body problem. 
A value closely related to the energy of the electrons is the density of electrons at a 
particular point in space. The electron density can be written as 
 n(𝒓) = 2∑𝜓i
∗(𝒓)𝜓𝐢(𝒓)
i
 (3.2) 
Using the electron density reduces the problem from a 3N-dimensional equation to just a three-
dimensional calculation because n(r) is a function of only three coordinates. As stated in a 
mathematical theorem from Hohnberg and Kohn the ground-state energy can be approached as a 
functional of the electron density: E[n(r)], hence referring to this computational chemistry 
approach as density functional theory (DFT).1 
 The above Hohnberg/Kohn theorem can also be stated as the idea that the ground state 
electron density can determine all properties of the ground state. However, a key aspect of this 
theory is missing: knowledge of the electron density. Based on the second Hohnberg/Kohn 
theorem, the true electron density can be identified if it minimizes the energy of the system. This 
theorem can be expressed in terms of single-electron wave functions: 
 E[{𝜓i}] = E𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑛[{𝜓i}] + E𝑋𝐶[{𝜓i}] (3.3) 
Solving this equation, though, returns to the original complexity of eq. 3.1. Kohn and Sham 
determined equations which simplify this problem, only requiring solving equations for a single 
electron: 
 
[−
ħ2
2m
𝛻2 + V(𝒓) + V𝐻(𝒓) + V𝑋𝐶(𝒓)]𝜓i(𝒓) = 𝜀i𝜓i(𝒓) (3.4) 
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In this equation, the first potential (V(r)) defines the interaction between an electron and the 
atomic nuclei in the system. VH(r) and VXC(r) define the Hartree potential and the 
exchange/correlation contributions to the wave function respectively. Each of these are 
functionals of the electron density written respectively as 
 
V𝐻(𝒓) = e
2 ∫
n(𝒓′)
|𝒓 − 𝒓′|
d3r′ (3.5) 
and 
 
V𝑋𝐶(𝒓) =
δEXC(𝒓)
δn(𝒓)
 (3.6) 
 Equations 3.3 and 3.4 form the basis of the self-consistent field energy calculations 
characteristic of DFT methods. In order to solve eq. 3.4, the electron density needs to be known, 
but in order to determine the electron density, it is necessary to know the single electron wave-
functions (see eq. 3.2). The single electron wave-functions are determined by solving eq. 3.4, 
completing the circular problem. As a result, in order to calculate the ground state energy of a 
structure, an iterative approach is used2: 
Step 1: estimate an electron density. 
Step 2: Using the estimated density, calculate the single electron wave functions from eq. 3.4. 
Step 3: Using the single electron wave functions, calculate the electron density via eq. 3.2. 
Step 4:  Compare the calculated electron density with the estimated electron density. If the 
densities are the same, the ground-state electron density and its corresponding ground-state 
energy have been determined. If the two densities are different, the estimated density is changed 
in some way.  
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After the estimated density changes, this cycle restarts from step 2. Such self-consistent 
field cycles continue in DFT calculations until the desired user-defined convergence criteria for 
either energy or density differences have been reached. 
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3.2 Density Functionals 
 As shown above in both eqns 3.3 and 3.4, the energy and electron wave function 
calculations are split into two components: the exchange/correlation part (EXC in eqn. 3.3 and 
VXC in eqn. 3.4) and the known energies of the coulombic interactions.
1-2 These known electron-
electron attraction and repulsion interactions can primarily be calculated using Hartree-Fock 
(HF) models.3 As an example of this, the Hartree potential (eqn. 3.5) in the Kohn-Sham equation 
describes the Coulombic repulsion between the electron being considered and the remainder of 
the electron density. 
 The exchange/correlation functional is not as simple to handle because its true form is not 
known. This problem led to the development of several different ways in which to define the XC 
functional. The different functional methods can generally be grouped into different categories 
such as local-density approximations (LDAs), generalized gradient approximations (GGAs) and 
hybrid functionals. These categories can be ranked by the amount of physical information 
incorporated into the functional type in a scheme commonly visualized as “Jacob’s Ladder” 
(Figure 3-1).1, 4 It is important to note, though, that while the order of functionals in Jacob’s 
Ladder is, for the most part, in order of increasing accuracy, moving up the ladder does not 
guarantee improved computational results.  
3.2.1 Local Density Approximations 
 Local density approximations (LDAs), at the lowest rung on Jacob’s ladder, are the 
simplest approximations to the exchange-correlation potential in eqn. 3.4. Originally, the term 
LDA was used to describe any DFT method which exclusively calculated the electron density at  
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Figure 3-1. The ranking of density functionals as “Jacob’s Ladder. The functional 
categories are listed on each rung, with their corresponding dependencies and examples 
listed on the left and right respectively. The functionals here represent only a portion of 
Jacob’s Ladder 
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a specified position in the system. The primary LDA functionals (such as PZ5, VBH6, and 
VWN7) that have been used in the past were derived from analysis of a uniform electron gas:1-2 
In this calculation, the exchange-correlation energy can be written as 
  E𝑋𝐶
𝐿𝐷𝐴(𝒓) = E𝑋
LDA + EC
LDA (3.7) 
where the energy is broken up and calculated as the sum of independent exchange and 
correlation constituents. The exchange energy corresponding to a single electron wave function 
can be solved exactly using the equation 
 
E𝑋
𝐿𝐷𝐴(𝒓) = −
9α
8
(
3
π
)
1
3
n
1
3(𝒓) (3.8) 
with α being set to ⅔. The correlation energy density, defined as 
 
EC
𝐿𝐷𝐴(𝒓) = ∫n(𝒓)ϵc[n
α(𝒓)nβ(𝒓)]d𝒓 (3.9) 
is dependent on the specific correlation energy between two electrons with spin densities nα and 
nβ. This energy, though, is not known exactly the way the exchange energy is and has been 
approximated with good accuracy (as compared to Hartree-Fock calculations) using the 
homogenous electron gas model.8-9 
 These equations are exact when used to model systems with slowly varying electron 
densities, such as atomic gasses or metals with high electron delocalization.10 In molecular 
systems, with widely differing localized densities across the structure these estimations result in 
systematic errors and, as a result, unreliable simulations.10-11 For example, LDA calculations 
resulted in a linear H2O molecule and electron repulsion in a C2 molecule.
11 These extreme 
inaccuracies in molecular simulations led to efforts to expand the information used to account for 
electron correlation. 
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3.2.2 Generalized Gradient Approximations 
 The GGA approach is based on an idea that real electron densities are not uniform 
throughout a system. In order to improve on the LDA calculation method and account for 
changing electron densities, this functional is dependent on both the electron density and the 
gradient of the electron density (∇n(r) in figure 3-1). Inclusion of this gradient correction is what 
defines GGA functionals. Many such functionals simply add the gradient correction to the LDA 
exchange-correlation functional: 
 
εXC
GGA(𝒓) = εXC
LDA[n(𝒓)] + ∆εXC [
|𝛻n(𝒓)|
n
4
3(𝒓)
] (3.10) 
While this is a broadly applicable generic form of the GGA exchange-correlation functional, the 
way in which the gradient correction is constructed has resulted in many different, but useful 
GGA-style functionals.  
The GGA category can further be split into nonempirical (i.e. B8612 and PBE13) and 
semi-empirical (i.e. BLYP14-15 and PW9116) functionals. For example, in BLYP, the exchange 
functional developed by Becke (B) incorporates one empirical parameter that was optimized by 
fitting to the known exchange energies of noble gases. Similarly, the correlation functional 
developed by Lee, Yang, and Parr (LYP) contains four empirical parameters which were fitted to 
the helium atom.2  
 As the field of GGA functionals grew, exchange and correlation functionals were 
developed independently. As a result, it is conceivable that any combination of these functionals 
could be used in computational simulations. Developed exchange functionals include B14, 
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CAM17, FT9718, O19, PW20, B8612, LG21, and PBE13. Developed correlation functionals include 
B8822, P8623, PW9120, and LYP15. 
 As another step in further improving density functionals, it is logical to also take the 
second derivative of the density (∇2n(r) in figure 3-1), the Laplacian, into account. These 
functionals are referred to as meta-GGA (mGGA) functionals, seen as the third rung on Jacob’s 
Ladder in Figure 3-1. However, while numerically calculating the Laplacian improves the 
accuracy of the calculated electron density, it does pose a technical challenge. An alternative 
approach includes a dependence on the kinetic energy density in VXC. The kinetic energy density 
(τ) is defined as 
 
τ(𝒓) = ∑
1
2
|𝛻ψi(𝒓)|
2
𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑑
i
 (3.11) 
 While the initially developed mGGA functionals, BR24 and Lap25, are each dependent on 
both the Laplacian and τ, most mGGA functionals are solely dependent on τ. These functionals 
are beneficial computationally over pure GGA functionals due to their increased accuracy 
without additional computational cost. 
3.2.3 Global Hybrid Functionals 
 Additional accuracy on some DFT calculations can further be obtained by mixing exact 
HF exchange with the GGA correlation functional. This combination of methods is known as the 
adiabatic connection method or hybrid method and can be expressed as 
 E𝑋𝐶 = (1 − a)E𝑋𝐶
𝐷𝐹𝑇 + aE𝑋
𝐻𝐹 (3.12) 
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where a represents the fraction of HF exchange energy incorporated into the functional.2 Becke 
was the first to develop an exchange functional with this purpose. A three-parameter functional 
was developed in 1993 which can generally be defined as  
 E𝑋𝐶
𝐵3+𝐺𝐺𝐴 = (1 − a)E𝑋
𝐿𝐷𝐴 + aE𝑋
𝐻𝐹 + b∆E𝑋
𝐵 + E𝐶
𝐿𝐷𝐴 + c∆E𝐶
𝐺𝐺𝐴 (3.13) 
where values for the three semi-empirical parameters a, b, and c were optimized against 
experimental data such as atomization energies, ionization energies, and proton affinities.26-27  
 After the development of this three-parameter method, several one-parameter models 
were developed as well. The most commonly used of these is PBE028, which can be expressed as  
 
E𝑋𝐶
𝑃𝐵𝐸0 = E𝑋𝐶
𝐺𝐺𝐴 +
1
4
(E𝑋
𝐻𝐹 − E𝑋
𝐺𝐺𝐴) (3.14) 
In the case if this model, the parameter ¼ was determined using perturbation theory rather than 
experimental benchmarks.28 
 These hybrid functionals have become more popular among DFT users, especially for 
modelling polar or ionic systems. The inclusion of the HF exchange component in hybrid 
functionals makes up for underestimation of ionic terms by pure GGA functionals to leading to 
more well-defined polar bonds. However, both hybrid and GGA methods possess systematic 
errors in the simulation of different properties. For example, GGA functionals underestimate 
chemical reaction energy barriers, but HF theory in hybrid functionals will overestimate this 
energy. Therefore, while it would seem that hybrid functionals should result in increased 
accuracy of DFT simulations, this is not always the case. A comparison of solid-state structural 
calculations carried out using hybrid functionals versus GGA functionals discussed in Chapter 8 
will demonstrate some benefits and pitfalls of both types of computational methods. 
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3.2.4 Range-Corrected Functionals 
 In the hybrid functionals, the exchange/correlation potential decreases asymptotically at a 
rate which is dependent on the fraction of HF exchange included. This behavior results in errors 
with calculating charge transfer and Rydberg excitations of long chains, and other properties 
which are highly sensitive to the structural density of the model.29-30 The exact asymptote can be 
recovered by introducing range separation into the electron density. This is usually implemented 
by splitting the Coulomb operator into short-range (SR) and long-range (LR) components:29, 31  
 1
u
=
1 − 𝑒𝑟𝑓⁡(ωu)
u
+
𝑒𝑟𝑓⁡(ωu)
u
 (3.15) 
 
In this expression, u represents the interelectronic distance and ω is a parameter that defines the 
range separation. When this range correction is applied to a hybrid density functional, for 
example as a long-range correction, its energy is defined as31 
 E𝑋𝐶
𝐿𝑅−𝐷𝐹𝑇 = E𝑋
𝑆𝑅−𝐷𝐹𝑇(ω) + E𝑋
𝐿𝑅−𝐻𝐹(ω) + E𝐶
𝐷𝐹𝑇 (3.16) 
Generally, functionals are developed to address short-range, middle-range, or long-range 
interactions. In these cases, the range correction is applied to the HF exchange at the range of 
interest. For example, as shown in eqn. 3.16, long-range functionals like LC-ωPBE32 apply a 
long-range correction to the HF exchange functional. 
 This range-separation has been shown to improve the calculated properties 
misrepresented by hybrid functionals. Unfortunately. this higher accuracy comes at a great 
computational cost relative to the hybrid and GGA functional calculations.33 
 
LR SR 
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3.3 Basis Sets 
 The above discussed functionals are used in DFT calculations to describe the quantum 
mechanical behavior of electrons. However, this alone is not enough to accurately describe a 
chemical system. It is also necessary to describe the orbitals that the electrons occupy. The set of 
functions used to derive the wavefunctions that describe these orbitals is known as a basis set. In 
real systems, atoms have an infinite set of orbitals, so accurately calculating the electron density 
would require an infinitely large basis set. While this is clearly not feasible, it has been 
demonstrated that increasing the size of the basis set does increase the accuracy of DFT 
simulated structures relative to their experimental counterparts.34 In DFT calculations, both 
plane-wave and atom-centered basis sets can be used to describe the atomic orbitals. The basis 
sets used in the work discussed here, atom-centered basis sets, can be constructed as either 
Slater-type orbitals (STOs) or Gaussian-type orbitals (GTOs). The general form of STOs and 
GTOs are slightly different. When written in spherical coordinates, STOs are expressed as  
 χnlm = Nnl(ζ)r
n−1e−ζrYlm(θ,φ) (3.17) 
where N is a normalization constant, ζ is the orbital exponent, n is the principal quantum number 
and Ylm(θ,φ) represents the spherical harmonics dependent on the l and m angular momentum 
quantum numbers.35-36 STOs can be defined in cartesian coordinates as well: 
 χ𝑘𝑚𝑛 = Nx
kymzne−ζr (3.18) 
where k, m and n are simply integral exponents of the coordinates.35-36 GTOs follow the same 
basic definition in cartesian coordinates, with one minor difference in the exponential: 
 χ𝑘𝑚𝑛 = Nx
kymzne−ζr
2
 (3.19) 
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 Despite the better accuracy that can be obtained from use of Slater type basis functions (a 
comparison of STO and GTO functions for the hydrogen 1s orbital are shown in Figure 3-2), in 
ab initio calculations Gaussian type basis functions are more widely used owing to their lower 
computational cost.36  
 Initially, in order to develop a compromise between accuracy of the basis set and 
computational cost, basis sets of the form STO-nG (also known as minimal basis sets) were 
developed which combined one slater type basis function with n Gaussian type basis functions to 
define each orbital type. The orbital exponent used in the GTO functions were optimized to 
match as closely as possible with the STO function. In these basis sets, the accuracy of the 
functions relative to known orbital radial functions increased with the number of GTO 
functions.36-37 The most widely accepted basis set of this form contains three GTO functions: 
STO-3G37. 
 Even with the increased accuracy achieved by combining STO and GTO functions, basis 
set development has focused primarily on improving the accuracy of pure GTO basis sets. In the 
work discussed here, two types of GTO basis sets were applied: Pople-style basis sets and 
Ahlrich-style basis sets. Both of these types of basis sets have been developed focusing on 
improving the definition of the valence orbitals, which vary significantly in molecules depending 
on how the electrons are being shared between atoms.  
 Pople basis sets follow the form X-Y1G or X-Y11G.38-40 These basis set names represent 
split-valence double-zeta or triple-zeta (respectively) basis sets where X represents the number of 
contracted Gaussian functions  used to construct the core electron orbitals and Y represents the 
number of Gaussian functions used to construct valence electron orbitals. Ahrlich-style basis sets 
are simply designated as SV (split-valence) or DZV/TZV (double/triple zeta valence) if the basis  
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Figure 3-2. Graphical comparison of the Hydrogen 1s radial wavefunction to the 
corresponding Slater type basis function and Gaussian type basis function. 
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sets are defined beyond a single zeta SV set.41-42  
The term “split-valence” arises from the mathematical treatment of the valence orbitals: 
defining them using multiple sets of functions. The first set of functions (Y in the Pople basis 
sets) are contracted Gaussian functions and the additional functions are typically normalized 
primitive Gaussian functions.2 For example, in the Pople basis set 6-31G for a carbon atom, 6 
contracted Gaussian functions are used to construct the core orbitals in the carbon atom. To 
construct the 2s and 2p valence orbitals, three contracted Gaussian functions and one primitive 
Gaussian function are used per orbital. The specific number of functions used in the Ahlrich-
style basis sets are not indicated in the basis set name 
 Additional corrections developed for the basis sets are known as polarization and diffuse 
functions. Polarization functions are indicated in the basis set name with d,p or just p listed at the 
end of the name (i.e: 6-31G(d,p) or DZVP). Alternatively, the polarization functions can be 
indicated by the addition of asterisks at the end of a Pople-style basis set name (6-311G(d,p) 
written as 6-311G**). When these functions are added, they add extra p orbital functions to 
hydrogen and helium atoms and extra d orbital functions to all second row elements.43 These 
functions add mathematical flexibility and allow for the center of the orbital to shift away from 
the atomic nucleus. This is of particular concern when simulating molecules in which the 
electrons are delocalized or where electron repulsion in the molecular geometry pushes the 
orbital away from the atomic nucleus.2, 36 For example, when simulating an ammonia molecule 
using a basis set which only includes s and p orbitals a trigonal planar geometry model is 
calculated as the ground state structure. However, once p and d functions have been added to the 
hydrogen and nitrogen atoms respectively, the expected trigonal pyramidal geometry is 
simulated. 
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 Diffuse functions, notated as + in the Pople-style basis set name, are typically included to 
more accurately describe localized electrons (for example electrons localized on ionic atoms or 
as unshared electron pairs in a molecule).36, 43 These functions improve modelling orbitals further 
away from the atomic nucleus, therefore refining the description of the localized, but loosely 
bound electrons. These additional functions are also useful for accurately modelling processes 
where the number of unshared electron pairs may change, such as with hydrogen transfers in 
acid-base reactions.36  
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3.5 Introduction to DFT in the solid-state 
The functionals and basis sets discussed above were developed and tested against single 
molecule cluster systems, representing gas-phase models. Running simulations on crystalline 
solids is more complicated due to the molecular interactions which result from a crystalline 
packing arrangement that extends infinitely in all three dimensions. The application of periodic 
boundary conditions (illustrated in Figure 4-1) helps simplify this problem by exploiting the 
space group and corresponding symmetry elements in the solid. This presence of symmetry 
allows for the use of Bloch functions to define the periodicity in the solid such that the periodic 
potential can be written as V(x + r) = V(x). According to Bloch’s theorem, the eigenvectors (𝛹) 
for the Schrödinger equation of such a potential satisfy the condition 
 Ψk(x + r) = ⁡ e
ik𝐫Ψk(𝐫) (3.20) 
where the Bloch function is periodic in the unit cell and k is an index counting the number of 
atoms in the lattice. 
For computational efficiency, the Bloch functions are evaluated in reciprocal space rather 
than direct space. The reciprocal space lattice vectors (𝒂∗, 𝒃∗, and 𝒄∗) can be determined from 
the real space vectors (𝒂, 𝒃, and 𝒄) by44 
 
𝐚∗ = 2π
𝐛 × 𝐜
𝐚 ∙ 𝐛 × 𝐜
 
𝐛∗ = 2π
𝐜 × 𝐚
𝐛 ∙ 𝐜 × 𝐚
 
𝐜∗ = 2π
𝐚 × 𝐛
𝐜 ∙ 𝐚 × 𝐛
 
(3.21) 
The unit cell in reciprocal space, referred to as the first Brillouin zone, is defined by k 
points within the limit of k = ± π/a along the a-axis.45 A three-dimensional Brillouin zone is 
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Figure 3-3. Illustration of periodic boundary conditions. Calculations evaluate the 
electronic structure of the asymmetric unit (boxed in red), which can be extended to the 
whole unit cell (highlighted in yellow) by symmetry and extrapolated to pack in all 
directions infinitely. 
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defined by the analogous limit along the b- and c-axes as well. As a result, the problem of 
calculating the Bloch functions is greatly simplified by only requiring evaluation for k points 
within the first Brillouin zone; any k-points beyond this would result in redundantly evaluated 
Bloch functions.  This redundancy allows for the assumption that calculating properties within 
the first Brillouin zone is equivalent to calculating those properties over an infinitely packed 
system. 
 When modelling a crystal structure, a finite number of k points is chosen to sample the 
Brillouin zone. The magnitude of this sampling is determined by evaluating the electronic energy 
convergence of a crystalline system as a function of a shrinking factor according to the Pack-
Monkhorst method.46 The sampling points are within a lattice known as the Monkhorst Net, 
which is defined by the basis vectors b1/S1, b2/S2, and b3/S3. Here b1, b2, and b3 are reciprocal 
space lattice vectors and S1, S2, and S3 are the shrinking factors.  
In this reciprocal space net, the Bloch functions are calculated as linear combinations of 
atomic orbitals (𝜑𝜇), which then allows crystalline orbitals (𝜓𝑖) to be defined as linear 
combinations of Bloch functions. The atomic orbitals are calculated as linear combinations of a 
specified number of Gaussian type functions with constant coefficients, dj, and constant 
exponents, aj, each defined by the chosen basis set. 
 
φμ(𝐫 − 𝐀μ − 𝐠) = ∑djG(αj; 𝐫 − 𝐀μ − 𝐠)
nG
j
 (3.22) 
 ϕμ(𝐫; 𝐤) = ∑φμ(𝐫 − 𝐀μ − 𝐠)e
𝐢𝐤∙𝐠
𝐠
 (3.23) 
 ψi(𝐫; 𝐤) = ∑aμ,i(𝐤)ϕμ(𝐫; 𝐤)
μ
 (3.24) 
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The Bloch functions (equation 3.23) are summed over all lattice vectors g, with Aμ in the 
summation representing the coordinate of the nucleus in the reference cell.  
When calculating the crystalline orbitals, the expansion coefficients, αμ,i(k) (equation 
3.24), are evaluated by solving a matrix equation for each k lattice vector: 
 𝐅(𝐤)𝐀(𝐤) = 𝐒(𝐤)𝐀(𝐤)𝐄(𝐤) (3.25) 
The matrices included in this calculation are the orbital coefficients (A(k)), an overlap matrix 
over the Bloch functions (S(k)), a diagonal energy matrix (E(k)), and a Fock matrix in reciprocal 
space (F(k)). The Fock matrix in reciprocal space, which encompasses the kinetic energy, 
nuclear attraction energy, Coulombic energy and exchange energy, is defined as a function of the 
real space Fock matrix, Fg: 
 𝐅(𝐤) = ∑𝐅𝐠e𝐢𝐤∙𝐠
𝐠
 (3.26) 
The real space Fock matrix is calculated as the sum of one-electron and two-electron 
contributions in the atomic orbital basis set. The kinetic and nuclear attraction energies are 
accounted for in the one-electron component, while the Coulombic and exchange energies are 
used to calculate the two-electron component. 
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CHAPTER 4:  Solid-State DFT Applications with CRYSTAL Software 
 Density functional theory has been used for solid-state investigations since the late 1990s 
and has seen increased use in this field over the last decade.1-11 It has been useful for 
understanding the electronic origins of experimentally observed trends in such properties as 
crystal stability, solubilities, melting points, etc. Solid-state density functional theory (ss-DFT) is 
also useful for calculating spectroscopic properties. For example, recent studies have used ss-
DFT calculations to calculate infrared spectroscopy vibrational modes or solid-state NMR 
shifts.12-18 
In the work discussed here, ss-DFT, with a London dispersion correction, has been used 
to optimize crystal structures. These optimized structures were used to evaluate the electronic 
energy, including its conformational and cohesive components, the vibrational normal modes, 
and the thermodynamic free energy of each crystal form. 
4.1 Geometry Optimizations  
 The first and most important step in electronic structure analysis is to optimize the crystal 
structure within the ss-DFT program being used. A structural optimization seeks to identify the 
best atomic structure with the lowest possible electronic energy (the global minimum on the 
potential energy surface). Various computational methods, such as functionals and basis sets, 
treat specific atom types, intermolecular forces, and other properties within the unit cell 
differently. As a result, it is necessary to calculate a new optimized geometry and corresponding 
electronic energy each time any part of the method is changed. 
 To begin a geometry optimization, the electronic energy and electron density for the input 
geometry are calculated using the self-consistent-field (SCF) process described in Chapter 3. 
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From this initial energy, the Hessian matrix (the second-derivative matrix of the energy) can be 
calculated numerically and used to establish a general shape of the potential energy surface.19  
 Once an initial structure and potential energy surface (PES) have been determined, the 
calculation samples the PES by shifting the atomic positions and cell parameters to move 
towards an energetic minimum. In the CRYSTAL17 software, this sampling is implemented 
using a Quasi-Newton optimization scheme.20 As compared to the related Newton-Raphson 
procedure, which uses the Hessian matrix for PES searching, Quasi-Newton methods are 
gradient-based. As the calculation steps through the optimization, the energy gradient is 
evaluated using the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm.21-25  
 The Hessian matrix is also re-evaluated throughout the geometry optimization. When 
multiple structural changes result in a negligible energy change (an energetic local minimum), 
the last structure calculated is used as a new reference point for the PES. In this way, the Hessian 
matrix and, by extension, the shape of the surface can be refined. Due to the very rough PES 
estimate obtained from the input geometry, this reference geometry change must be done several 
times. An energetic global minimum is identified on the refined PES by user-defined cutoff 
parameters for the displacement along the surface and the energetic gradient of this 
displacement. 
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4.2 London Dispersion Correction 
 The strength and directionality of intermolecular interactions are driving forces behind 
crystal formation. Therefore, when computationally analyzing structures, it is necessary to be 
able to adequately model these interactions within a unit cell. Unfortunately, many density 
functionals do not satisfactorily account for these interactions.26 This shortcoming has been seen 
in geometry optimizations of crystal structures containing varying strengths of intermolecular 
forces. While stronger intermolecular forces are able to make up for weakly defined dispersion 
interactions, all geometry optimizations conducted with ss-DFT alone result in physically 
unreasonable unit cell expansions (Chapter 8).  
To fill the resulting gap in computational methods, a semi-empirical London-dispersion 
correction, known as the Grimme dispersion correction has been developed and refined over the 
years, passing through D1, D2 and now the D3 (used in this work) generations.27-30 When this 
correction is applied to calculations, the electronic energy becomes a sum of the DFT-calculated 
energy and a dispersion energy component: 
 EDFT−D3 =⁡EDFT + Edisp (4.1) 
The Edisp component is composed of a two-body and three-body term (Edisp = E
(2) + E(3)). The 
two-body term can be computed by  
 
E(2) = ∑ ∑ sn
Cn
AB
rnAB
fd,n(rAB)
n=6,8AB
 (4.2) 
summed over all atom pairs. The sn parameter is a global (functional-dependent) scaling factor 
adjusted for n > 6 and rAB is the internuclear distance between atoms A and B, which is also 
functional-dependent. 𝐶𝑛
𝐴𝐵 represents the dispersion coefficients for atom pair AB. The C6 
parameter describes long-range dispersion while C8 and higher terms describe short-range 
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dispersion.30 The C6 parameter is determined from ab initio time-dependent DFT calculations. 
This calculation starts from the Casimir-Polder formula: 
 
C6
AB =
3
π
∫ αA(iω)αB(iω)dω
∞
0
 (4.3) 
where α(iω) is the average dipole polarizability at imaginary frequency ω.30 This approach to 
calculating C6 is the primary improvement seen in the D3 correction as compared to its D2 
counterpart, which determined this parameter empirically.28 While equation 4.3 is useful for 
calculating the dispersion coefficient for any pair of free atoms, it does not consistently describe 
dispersion between bonded atoms. In order to better account for the quenched dispersion 
coefficients in molecules, C6 is calculated using equation 4.4, which is based on calculations of 
atomic hydrides, with the contribution of the hydrogens removed: 
C6
AB =
3
π
∫
1
m
[αAmHn(iω) −
n
2
αH2(iω)] ×
1
k
[αBkHl(iω) −
l
2
αH2(iω)] dω
∞
0
 (4.4) 
where 𝛼𝐻2(iω) corresponds to the dihydrogen molecule, m, n, k, and l are stoichiometric factors 
and  𝛼𝐴𝑚𝐻𝑛/𝛼𝐵𝑘𝐻𝑙 correspond to the reference molecules AmHn/BkHl respectively.30 At first 
glance, this approach does not really seem like an improvement on the empirical method used in 
the D2 correction because it relies on defining reference molecules. However, this has been 
partly accounted for with the use of an approach based on the concept of fractional coordination 
numbers (CNs). In this way, the D3 correction is able to better correct for various hybridization 
states reached by atoms when molecules are formed. By focusing on the idea that the atomic 
state, not the hybridization state, causes the change in the dispersion coefficient, this CN 
parameter can be expressed as 
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CNA = ∑
1
1 + e
−k1(
k2(RA.cov+RB.cov)
rAB
−1)
N
B≠A
 (4.5) 
for atom A.30 RA.cov/RB.cov is a scaled covalent radius of atoms A/B respectively.  
Referring back to equation 4.4, at least one reference molecule for each element on the 
Periodic Table is used to calculate α(iω). For this calculation, equation 4.5 is used to determine 
the CN values for each atom in the reference molecule. For atoms, such as carbon, that are 
frequently found in different chemical environments, CN values for multiple reference molecules 
(i.e: ethane, ethene, and ethyne) should be used. After calculating the CN value for each atom in 
the molecule, the dispersion coefficient can be calculated using a Gaussian-distance (L) weighted 
average approach to a two-dimensional interpolation scheme:  
 
C6
AB =
Z
W
 (4.6) 
where 
 
Z = ∑∑C6,ref
AB (CNi
ACNj
B)Lij
NB
j
NA
i
 
(4.7) 
 
W = ∑∑Lij
NB
j
NA
i
 
 
Lij = e
−k3[(CN
A−CNi
A)
2
+(CNB−CNj
B)
2
]
 
In these equations, NA and NB are the number of reference molecules for atoms A and B 
respectively. CNA and CNB are the fractional coordination numbers for the AB atom pair; 𝐶𝑁𝑖
𝐴 
and 𝐶𝑁𝑖
𝐵 are the fractional coordination numbers for the reference systems i and j for which 
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𝐶6,𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝐴𝐵 (𝐶𝑁𝑖
𝐴𝐶𝑁𝑗
𝐵) is the pre-calculated value. The k3 parameter was chosen as the factor 
necessary to smooth the 2D interpolation curves. 
 Moving on in equation 4.2, the C8 parameter, due to its description of short-range 
dispersion, is simpler to calculate. It is evaluated recursively and is dependent on the C6 
parameter: 
 C8
AB = 3C6
AB√QAQB (4.8) 
 
QA = s42√ZA
〈r4〉A
〈r2〉A
 (4.9) 
In equation 4.9, 〈𝑟4〉 and 〈𝑟2〉 are multipole-like expectation values derived from average atomic 
densities. √𝑍𝐴 is the ad hoc nuclear charge dependent factor, which is necessary for consistency 
with the calculated interaction energies of heavy elements.30 
 The three-body energy term contributing to the overall dispersion energy can be 
expressed as 
 E(3) = ∑ fd,(3)(r̅ABC)E
ABC
ABC
 (4.10) 
In this expression, the EABC term is a triple dipole dispersion term calculated using third-order 
perturbation theory: 
 
EABC =
C9
ABC(3 𝑐𝑜𝑠 θa 𝑐𝑜𝑠 θb 𝑐𝑜𝑠 θc + 1)
(rABrBCrCA)3
 (4.11) 
where θa, θb, and θc are the internal angles between rAB, rBC, and rCA. The constant 𝐶9
𝐴𝐵𝐶 is the 
triple-diple constant. The triple-body contribution to the dispersion energy amounts to less than 
10%, and as a result, the magnitude of this triple-dipole constant can be estimated using C6 
dispersion coefficients for each atom pair in the atom triple30: 
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C9
ABC ≈ −√C6
ABC6
BCC6
AC (4.12) 
 The use of the D3 dispersion correction in solid-state DFT calculations primarily better 
accounts for the attractive forces holding the crystal structure together. However, the 
intermolecular binding interactions within a unit cell consist of both attractive and repulsive 
forces. In order to prevent the calculated attractive forces from overtaking any repulsion and 
causing the simulated structure to collapse in on itself, both the two-body (equation 4.2) and 
three-body (equation 4.10) terms include a damping function. This function is calculated as 
 
fd,n(rAB) =
1
1 + 6(rAB/(sr,nR0
AB))
−αn (4.13) 
with sr,n being the order-dependent scaling factor of the cutoff radii 𝑅0
𝐴𝐵. 
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4.3 Vibrational Normal Modes and Intensities 
 The principles of calculating characteristic vibrational normal modes for a crystalline 
solid are based on those for calculating vibrational dynamics within a molecule. In the harmonic 
approximation, the vibrational Hamiltonian of a polyatomic molecule can be written as 
 
H =
1
2
(∑Miui
2
i
+ ∑HijUj
ij
+ V0 =
1
2
(〈p|p〉 + 〈q|W|q〉) + V0⁡ (4.14) 
In this equation, ui is the displacement of the ith cartesian coordinate from its equilibrium 
position and V0 is the electron energy for the equilibrium coordinates. The generalized coordinate 
is expressed as 𝑞𝑖 = √𝑀𝑖𝑢𝑖 (the first summation term in equation 4.14 adds (qi)
2), and its 
derivative, 
𝑑𝑞𝑖
𝑑𝑡
, is pi.
31 Hij represents the Hessian matrix elements evaluated for the equilibrium 
structure, which can be written as  
 
Hij =
1
2
[
∂2V
∂ui ∂uj
]
0
⁡ (4.15) 
The generalized force constants for the system are calculated as the eigenvalues of the weighted 
Hessian matrix (𝑊𝑖𝑗 =
𝐻𝑖𝑗
√𝑀𝑖𝑀𝑗
) which allows the vibrational Hamiltonian to be expressed as 3N 
one-dimensional harmonic oscillator Hamiltonians. Consequently, each vibrational movement 
can be interpreted as a single, spring-like motion at the frequency 
  
ωv =
√ξv
2π
⁡ (4.16) 
where ξv is the eigenvalue of the weighted Hessian matrix. This also simplifies the problem of 
calculating vibrational modes to identifying the eigenvalues from the diagonalization of the 
weighted Hessian matrix.31 
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 In a periodic solid, the gradient of the potential energy surface and the corresponding 
Hessian matrices are dependent on all three cell dimensions. As a result, for the generalized 
coordinates at each k point to obey Bloch’s theorem, they are calculated as a sum over the cell g: 
 qi(𝐤) = N∑e
−i𝐤𝐠qi
𝐠
𝐠
 (4.17) 
The weighted Hessian matrix for each k point must also be calculated as a sum over the cell. By 
calculating the generalized coordinates and weighted Hessian matrices in this way, the number of 
equations to be solved will equal the number of k points in the first Brillouin Zone. From this 
point, the frequency corresponding to each eigenvalue can be calculated from the diagonalized 
weighted Hessian matrix, as described above. While this greatly simplifies the calculation, 
evaluating the Hessian matrix is a very time-consuming process in CRYSTAL17 due to the use 
of a numerical, rather than analytical approach. 
 In order to compare computationally derived vibrational spectra to their experimental 
counterparts, it is also necessary to be able to calculate the infrared (IR) intensities at each 
normal mode frequency. The IR intensity (I) of the ith vibrational normal mode can be written as 
 
Ii =
NAπ
3c2
(|
∂μx
∂Qi
|
2
+ |
∂μy
∂Qi
|
2
+ |
∂μz
∂Qi
|
2
) (4.18) 
where μx, μy, and μz are the cartesian coordinates of the dipole moment and Qi is the vibrational 
normal mode coordinate.32 Under periodic boundary conditions, the dipole moment cannot be 
interpreted simply as being dependent on the position operator. In the calculations carried out 
with the CRYSTAL software, the dipole moment of a unit cell is expressed as a geometric 
quantum phase (Berry phase33).20, 32  Through this Berry phase approach, the atomic Born 
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tensors (
𝜕𝜇
𝜕𝑹
, where R represents atomic displacements) are evaluated as polarization (P) 
differences between the equilibrium structure and the displaced atomic positions, ∆𝑃 = 𝑃𝑹 − 𝑃0. 
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4.4 Thermodynamic Analysis 
 Over the course of a vibrational frequency calculation, the 3N harmonic oscillators are 
evaluated for each k-point in the first Brillouin zone. These oscillators are labeled by a phonon 
band index, p, with energy levels defined as harmonic energy levels: 𝜀𝑚
𝑝,𝒌 = (𝑚 +
1
2
) 2𝜋𝜐. These 
energy levels can then be used to calculate the vibrational canonical partition function, Qvib(T) at 
any given temperature. 
 
Qvib(T) = ∏∏ ∑ e
−
εm
p,𝐤
kBT
∞
m=0
3N
p=1𝐤
 (4.19) 
When this equation is plugged into the statistical mechanics definitions of such thermodynamic 
properties as entropy (S(T)), thermal contribution to internal energy (U(T)), and constant-volume 
specific heat (CV(T)), they can be written as 
 
S(T) = kB ∑
[
 
 
 
 
ħω𝐤p
kBT(e
ħω𝐤p
kBT − 1)
− 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (1 − e
−
ħω𝐤p
kBT )
]
 
 
 
 
𝐤p
 (4.20) 
 
U(T) = ∑ħω𝐤p [
1
2
+
1
e
ħω𝐤p
kBT − 1
]
𝐤p
 (4.21) 
 
CV(T) = ∑
(ħω𝐤p)
2
kBT2
e
ħω𝐤p
kBT
(e
ħω𝐤p
kBT − 1)
2
𝐤p
 
(4.22) 
Using equation 4.19, an explicit harmonic expression for the Helmholtz free energy can be 
derived as well. This expression takes into account the zero-temperature internal energy (U0(V)), 
zero-point energy (EZPE) of the system and the vibrational contribution to the energy: 
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F(T, V) = U0(V) + E
ZPE(V)kBT∑[𝑙𝑛 (1 − e
−
ħω𝐤p(V)
kBT )]
𝐤p
 (4.23) 
Finally, the Gibbs free energy (G) is calculated as a thermodynamic parameter by adding to the 
pure electronic energy (E) contributions from the zero-point energy, the thermal contribution to 
the vibrational energy (ET), expansion work (PV), and energy from the environment (-TS): 
  G = E + EZPE + ET + PV − TS (4.24) 
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4.5 Crystal Structure Prediction 
 Solid-state computational research has not been limited to structural, energetic, and 
spectroscopic analyses of known crystal structures. It has also been used to predict crystal 
structures when using a single molecule as a starting point. The field of crystal structure 
prediction (CSP) began to take off with the first blind test hosted by the Cambridge 
Crystallographic Data Center in 2000.34 As computational methods and computer resources 
evolved over time, more groups have become interested in this field and developed methods 
which were tested in the five additional, increasingly complicated blind tests.35-39 Within the 
many CSP protocols, DFT has been used in initial molecular conformational searches and for 
structural evaluation of any final predicted crystal structures. However, it has often been seen as 
too computationally expensive for extensive use throughout the structure generation and testing 
steps. 
 In this work, a CSP protocol has been developed using ss-DFT as the only computational 
method. An initial rectangular molecular volume was calculated to contain a single molecular 
building block. In order to accommodate packing arrangements resulting from space groups with 
a Z-value greater than one, the dimensions were doubled, producing the starting unit cell (Figure 
4-1). Multiple packing arrangements within a single space group were generated from differing 
molecular orientations achieved by rotating the starting molecule in space. Using the CRYSTAL 
software, the molecule was packed into different crystalline space groups and optimized with ss-
DFT.  
 Using glycine as a test molecule, this CSP protocol was able to identify the correct 
packing arrangements corresponding to two anhydrous polymorphs. The most stable polymorph 
was easily found on potential energy surface corresponding to its space group. The PES 
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corresponding to the space group of the other polymorph revealed a need to more finely sample 
parameter space, thereby refining the surface in order to identify the global minimum structure. 
The third known anhydrous structure has been more difficult to find on the PES corresponding to 
its space group. Using this polymorph, and a metastable high-pressure polymorph which packs in 
the same space group, the CSP protocol is undergoing further refinement to increase the extent of 
the PES sampling for each space group (and, by extension, the overall crystal energy landscape). 
This CSP protocol, and its results with glycine are discussed in further detail in Chapter 9.  
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Figure 4-1. Construction of the initial unit cell for crystal structure prediction 
demonstrated with the test molecule glycine. 
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CHAPTER 5: Origins of the Relative Stabilities of Anhydrous and Hydrated D-Mannitol 
Crystals  
 
The material contained within this chapter is published in The Journal of Physical Chemistry A 
(Dierks, T. M.; Korter, T. M.. J. Phys. Chem. A 2016, 120 (33), 6629-6636.) This article has 
been reproduced with permission from the American Chemical Society. 
 
Abstract 
D-mannitol, a common bulking agent used in the pharmaceutical and food industries, is 
known to crystallize in three anhydrous polymorphs (α, β, and δ) and a hemihydrate form. In this 
work, solid-state density functional theory simulations and experimental terahertz spectroscopy 
were used to evaluate the stabilities, thermodynamic relationships, and spectral signatures of 
these various solids. The thermodynamic analyses of the anhydrous polymorphs identified 
enantiotropic transitions for β-δ at approximately room temperature and α-δ near the α melting 
point but showed α and β to be monotropically related. Computational refinement of the D-
mannitol hemihydrate crystal structure and comparison of its Gibbs free energy to the anhydrous 
forms showed the hemihydrate to be stable only at low temperatures (< 253 K), in agreement 
with experiment, and reveals its conversion to the δ polymorph upon dehydration. Quantification 
of the intramolecular and intermolecular energies within these solids highlights the competition 
that exists between molecular conformation and cohesion energies and how a balance of these 
forces dictates the observed behaviors. 
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5.1 Introduction 
The sugar alcohol D-mannitol is commonly used as a diluent and sweetening agent in the 
pharmaceutical and food industries.1-3 Its relatively high melting point and low hygroscopicity 
are of central importance as a bulking agent in product formulations.1, 3-4 These physical 
properties are dependent on both the solid-state molecular structure and the three-dimensional 
packing of the D-mannitol molecules in the crystalline lattice. Therefore, the polymorphic 
character of D-mannitol is of great interest since transformations between different solid-state 
arrangements can alter the properties that are required for particular applications.5-6 
Understanding the details behind the formation mechanisms and energetic stabilities of the 
various D-mannitol polymorphs enhances their practical usage, such as in the prediction or 
detection of unintended polymorph growth in commercial products. Another prominent aspect 
impacted by crystalline structure is the ability of D-mannitol solids to interact with water, a 
relationship that has not been as extensively studied, but is highly relevant to solubility and 
product shelf life. 
D-mannitol is known to exist in three anhydrous polymorphic forms referred to as α, β, 
and δ (Figure 5-1).7 The α and β forms are structurally very similar (both P212121 symmetry), 
differing primarily in their intermolecular hydrogen bonding networks, and have previously only 
been reliably differentiated experimentally by X-ray diffraction. The δ form is set apart by its 
significant change in space group symmetry (P21 rather than P212121), different Z value (2 rather 
than 4), and lower melting point (155 °C rather than the ~166 °C of α/β).  All three polymorphs  
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Figure 5-1. Unit cell packing as viewed along the crystallographic a-axis of the anhydrous 
mannitol polymorphs. 
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are known to be kinetically stable once formed, meaning that they do not undergo 
transformations under mechanical stress or long periods (months) of storage.8 Under ambient 
conditions, the β polymorph (the common commercial form) is thermodynamically stable with 
an accepted stability ranking at room temperature of β > α > δ.8-9 Various parameters such as 
melting point, entropy and enthalpy of fusion, and density have been used to understand the 
thermodynamic relationships of the polymorphs, with a specific goal being to identify their 
transformations as monotropic or enantiotropic. Monotropic polymorphs undergo irreversible or 
solvent-mediated phase changes between forms, while enantiotropic polymorphs undergo 
reversible phase changes at a transition temperature.5 Enantiotropic relationships have been 
reported between β and δ and between α and δ, based on both differential scanning calorimetry 
experiments and the heat-of-transition rule.8, 10-11 The α and β polymorphs have nearly identical 
physical properties (due to their remarkably similar crystal structures), such as 166.0 °C and 
166.5 °C melting points respectively, making it difficult to unambiguously determine their 
relationship experimentally. Yet recent studies indicate by the heat-of-fusion rule that the α-β 
relationship is monotropic.8, 10-11 
As anticipated from its low hygroscopicity1, 4, D-mannitol hydrates are uncommon. Only 
a low-yield hemihydrate has been reported to form below -20 °C, which readily transforms into 
an unidentified anhydrous solid above this temperature.12-13 While existing only in low 
concentrations, the D-mannitol hemihydrate can regularly be found in freeze-dried aqueous 
solutions.12, 14-15 It is interesting to note the opposite character of sorbitol (a D-mannitol 
diastereomer), which exhibits facile hydrate formation under ambient conditions.3, 16-17 The 
limited (but non-zero) hydration of crystallized D-mannitol is of particular interest to the 
pharmaceutical industry, where the unintended release of even small amounts of water from an 
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excipient could degrade the active ingredient.15 A structure for this hydrate containing two 
mannitols and one water in the crystallographic unit cell (hence a hemihydrate) has been 
published based on powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) data14, but the hydrogen atom positions 
were undetermined. Refinement of the structure is a necessary step towards better understanding 
the source of its stability at low temperatures. 
In this work, the structures and stabilities of the three anhydrous D-mannitol polymorphs 
and the D-mannitol hemihydrate have been investigated using solid-state density functional 
theory (DFT) simulations and the anhydrous spectral signatures have been identified using 
terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS). These studies reveal the delicate balance 
between molecular conformation and intermolecular cohesion in these solids and how such 
factors govern both polymorph and hydrate stabilities. In particular, the refined hemihydrate 
crystal structure presented here enables strong intermolecular forces to be identified as the source 
of its initial stability, but conformational strain leads to its conversion to the δ polymorph at 
relatively low temperatures. 
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5.2 Methods 
5.2.1 Experimental 
D-mannitol was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (≥ 98% purity). Powder X-ray diffraction 
was used to identify each polymorphic form (available in Appendix A). Analysis of the as-
received D-mannitol confirmed it to be the β polymorph. The α and δ polymorphs were grown 
from recrystallization of the supplied D-mannitol under different conditions. The α polymorph 
was grown by slow evaporation over several days of a 70% ethanol solution prepared at 333 K.7 
The δ polymorph was grown by fast evaporation (less than one day) of a saturated aqueous 
solution placed in a desiccator.18 Attempts to synthesize D-mannitol hemihydrate crystals in any 
useful amount were unsuccessful. 
Terahertz (20 – 90 cm-1) spectra of the samples were recorded using a THz-TDS 
instrument based on an amplified Ti:Sapphire femtosecond laser system. Zinc telluride crystals 
were used for both generation of the terahertz radiation by optical rectification and detection by 
free-space electro-optic sampling.19-21 A sample of each polymorph was mixed with a 
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) matrix for preparation of 550 mg sample pellets (13.0 mm 
diameter, 2.0 mm thickness), containing about 3% D-mannitol. Pure PTFE was pressed into a 
pellet of similar mass to serve as a blank. Measurements were performed at 293 K and 78 K with 
the samples and blank held under vacuum to minimize interference from atmospheric water. The 
samples were scanned 32 times for each data set over a time window of 32 ps and consisted of 
3200 points. A terahertz spectrum resulted from the ratio of the Fourier-transformed data sets of 
the blank and sample. Data collection for each sample was replicated four times at each 
temperature and averaged to obtain the reported terahertz spectra. Spectral intensities are 
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reported in units of ε (M-1 cm-1), where molarity is expressed in terms of the concentration of unit 
cells, related by Z, rather than individual molecules. 
5.2.2 Theoretical 
 Solid-state calculations were carried out using periodic boundary condition DFT with the 
CRYSTAL1422 software package. The B3LYP23 density functional and the 6-311G(d,p)24 basis 
set were used for all simulations, and augmented with London force corrections (DFT-D325-26) to 
better account for the long-range non-covalent interactions that are known to be underestimated 
by typical DFT methods27.  
Geometry optimizations and frequency analyses were performed on all four D-mannitol 
crystals. Energy convergence criteria were ΔE < 10-8  hartree for optimizations and ΔE < 10-10 
hartree for frequency analyses. Atomic orbital overlap tolerances for the Coulomb and exchange 
integrals28 were defined as 10-8, 10-8, 10-8, 10-8 and 10-16 hartree. All anhydrous optimizations 
used structures obtained from experimental 100 K single-crystal X-ray diffraction data7 as 
starting points, and hemihydrate simulations used structures derived from experimental 253 K 
PXRD data14. Initial optimizations were calculated without limits placed on atom positions or 
cell dimensions, beyond that of space group symmetry. Structural optimizations were also 
carried out under the constraint of constant volume, with the unit cell volumes set to the 100 K 
(or 253 K for the hemihydrate) experimental measurements.7, 14 The molecular conformational 
energy in each polymorph was calculated by extracting a single isolated D-mannitol (the 
asymmetric unit in each anhydrous polymorph) from the optimized solid-state structures and 
calculating its electronic energy. The cohesive energy was calculated from the difference 
between the total energy of the crystallographic unit cell and the conformational energy of a 
single D-mannitol molecule multiplied by the unit cell Z value. The vibrational modes and 
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infrared intensities were calculated for each optimized crystal structure and utilized for terahertz 
spectral comparisons. These frequency analyses were also used to obtain the zero-point energies 
(ZPE) and construct temperature-dependent Gibbs free energy curves of each polymorph to 
determine room temperature stability rankings.  
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5.3 Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 Full Optimizations of the Anhydrous Polymorph Structures 
Full optimizations of the D-mannitol polymorphs were done first and evaluated in terms 
of both molecular structure and crystal packing agreement with the X-ray data7. The quality of 
the crystal packing in the final optimized structures was determined by the average absolute 
percent error in a, b, c, and V as compared to experimentally determined values7. Initial 
optimizations with B3LYP without the additional DFT-D3 measures resulted in poor molecular 
structures, showing average RMSDs of 0.006 Å, 10.44° and 2.20° in the bond lengths, bond 
angles and torsion angles respectively, but the unit cells demonstrated large volume expansions 
of 9.96% (α), 9.21% (β), and 5.95% (δ). The dispersion-corrected structures are superior to the 
structures optimized without the corrections applied, as demonstrated by the much smaller 
absolute overall errors of ≤ 2.75% in the individual unit cell dimensions (Table 5-1), and smaller 
average molecular RMSDs of 0.004 Å, 0.39°, and 1.51°, but the unit cell volumes are 
considerably reduced (~ -4.46% on average). The source of this significant contraction may be 
linked to an overestimation of the hydrogen-bonding interactions in the DFT-D3 correction. All 
three polymorphs showed notably shortened intermolecular hydrogen bonds, being an average of 
0.041 Å (α), 0.044 Å (β), and 0.046 Å (δ) smaller than experiment. 
Alternatively, basis set superposition error (BSSE) may be a factor in the unit cell 
contraction. To test this, all three anhydrous polymorphs were also optimized using the larger 
Ahlrich’s VTZ basis set29 with added polarization functions30 (VTZP). This basis set reduced 
BSSE in the crystals by ~70% relative to the 6-311G(d,p) basis set (see Appendix A) due to 
VTZP being constructed from pure s and p orbitals rather than sp hybrids31. 
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Table 5-1. Experimental (from reference 7) and calculated unit cell parameters (Å) and 
volume (V, Å3) of the α, β, and δ mannitol polymorphs. 
 α β  δ  
 Full Optimization 
 Exp. Calc.  % Err. Exp. Calc.  % Err. Exp. Calc. % Err. 
a     4.8653     4.8280 -0.77     5.5381     5.4998 -0.69     4.899     4.855 -0.90 
b     8.873      8.671 -2.27     8.580     8.369 -2.46   18.268   18.109 -0.87 
c   18.739   18.454 -1.52   16.795   16.392 -2.39     5.043     4.978 -1.29 
V 808.959 772.572 -4.50 798.046 754.478 -5.46 397.043 383.509 -3.41 
 Abs. Avg. %Err. 2.26 Abs. Avg. %Err. 2.75 Abs. Avg. %Err. 1.62 
  
 Constant Volume Optimization 
a     4.8653     4.8882 +0.47     5.5381     5.5482 +0.18     4.899     4.874 -0.51 
b     8.873     8.821 -0.59     8.580     8.551 -0.34   18.268   18.302 +0.18 
c   18.739   18.759 +0.11   16.795   16.815 +0.12     5.043     5.065 +0.44 
 Abs. Avg. %Err. 0.39 Abs. Avg. %Err. 0.21 Abs. Avg. %Err. 0.38 
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However, this BSSE improvement comes with the penalty of much longer calculation 
times (~10x). Optimizations with the VTZP basis set resulted in small improvements of the unit 
cell dimensions, with less volume contraction (-2.96% on average) and lower absolute average 
lattice errors (1.52%) (see Appendix A), but the intermolecular hydrogen bonds errors were 
essentially unchanged. Based on the limited improvement in the crystal structures, minimal 
impact on the relative energies (polymorph energy ranking was preserved), but very large 
increase in computational time (particularly problematic for frequency analyses), the 6-
311G(d,p) basis set was used for all further work. 
5.3.2 Full Optimizations and Terahertz Simulations 
The fully-optimized structures of the anhydrous polymorphs were used as the basis for 
frequency calculations. The simulated terahertz spectra were compared to experimental 
observations at 78 K, and a consistent overestimation of the calculated peak positions was seen 
(Figure 5-2) due to unit cell contractions in the optimized polymorphs. An optimum frequency 
scalar was determined which minimized the deviation between the calculated frequencies and the 
low-temperature experimental peak frequencies for each polymorph (see Appendix A for a list 
of frequencies). Scaling by 0.830 (α), 0.845 (β), and 0.897 (δ) resulted in close agreement 
between the theoretical and experimental vibrational spectra. While the use of frequency scaling 
is not uncommon in the simulation of vibrational spectra32, the magnitudes of these determined 
scalars are unusually small, where a scalar closer to 1.0 (meaning no scaling required) is desired. 
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Figure 5-2. Overlay of the scaled (solid) and unscaled (dashed) full-optimization (FO, blue) 
and constant-volume optimization (CVO, red) simulated vibrational spectra with the 78 K 
experimental spectra (black). β impurity absorptions in the δ sample are indicated by 
asterisks. 
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5.3.3 Constant Volume Optimizations and Terahertz Simulations 
To compensate for these volume contractions, the structure of each polymorph was 
optimized under a constant-volume constraint based on the 100 K experimental unit cell 
volumes. This constraint dramatically improved the quality of the calculated structures, with 
average errors in the individual lattice dimensions being < 0.3% (Table 5-1), approaching a tenth 
of the full optimization errors. Bond lengths, bond angles, and torsion angles in the D-mannitol 
molecules achieved similar levels of accuracy in both the fully-optimized (FO) and the constant-
volume-optimized (CVO) structures (Table 5-2), indicating that the changes in the structure 
were primarily associated with improvements in the intermolecular coordinates. 
Constraining the unit cell volume during an optimization does lead to higher energy 
structures due to the reduced flexibility. However, the energetic strain is relatively small in the 
case of D-mannitol, with the constrained structures being 2.62 kJ/mol (α), 4.51 kJ/mol (β), and 
1.67 kJ/mol (δ) higher in energy relative to the fully optimized structure, which represents < 1% 
of the average intermolecular cohesive energy of these solids (vide infra). 
Frequency analyses of the CVO structures (Figure 5-2) produced vibrations that were still 
shifted to higher frequencies relative to the experimental vibrational spectra, but significantly 
less than with full optimizations. The optimum frequency scalars for the CVO structures were 
much closer to unity than in the full optimizations: 0.896 (α), 0.946 (β), 0.945 (δ), and similar to 
the frequency scalar magnitudes that have been utilized in the mid-infrared32. While the CVO 
frequencies match well with experiment, some spectral feature patterns are better reproduced in 
the FO simulations, specifically the peak splitting near 80 cm-1 in the β spectrum. Despite these 
imperfections, the improved lattice dimensions and frequency scalars closer to 1.0 indicate the 
overall superior quality of the CVO simulations over the FO simulations. 
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Table 5-2. Evaluation of the fully-optimized (FO) and constant-volume-optimized 
(CVO) simulated structures of the D-mannitol polymorphs by root-mean-squared 
deviations (RMSDs). H-bond lengths refer to intermolecular O···O distances. 
 
α β δ 
 
FO CVO FO CVO FO CVO 
bond lengths (Å) 0.005 0.005 0.002 0.002 0.005 0.005 
bond angles (°) 0.457 0.491 0.375 0.406 0.331 0.363 
torsion angles (°) 1.596 1.676 1.250 0.890 1.676 1.433 
H-bond lengths (Å) 0.046 0.024 0.056 0.016 0.023 0.019 
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5.3.4 Calculated Gibbs Free Energies of D-mannitol Polymorphs 
In terms of pure electronic energies, both the FO and CVO structures demonstrated a 
stability ranking of δ > β > α. Stability as a function of temperature was evaluated by calculating 
Gibbs free energy as the sum of electronic energy, ZPE, thermal vibrational energy, and entropy 
over a temperature range from 0.0 to 600.0 K (at 1 atm), well above the melting points of these 
solids.  Plots of Gibbs free energy versus temperature (available in Appendix A) for the 
anhydrous polymorphs were then be used to indentify enantiotropic relationships and estimate 
transition temperatures. 
 Based on the density and the heat of fusion rules33, the polymorph stability ordering at 0 
K was expected to be δ > β > α, with β-δ and α-δ enantiotropic transitions at low temperatures 
that result in the β > α > δ ordering seen at room temperature2. The free energy data from the 
CVO calculations do show β-δ and α-δ enantiotropic relationships. The β-δ transition occurs at 
room temperature (298 K) and the α-δ transition (442 K) occurs just 3 degrees above the α 
melting point. An enantiotropic transition near the melting point is supported by previously 
published differential scanning calorimetry data that showed a transition from δ to either α or β at 
a temperature close to the α/β melting point34. The calculated α-δ transition temperature is also in 
good agreement with the ~423 K α-δ value published by Bruni et. al.10 Most importantly, these 
transition temperatures collectively show the stability ranking to be β > δ > α at room 
temperature, which is in agreement with the most recent experimentally determined enantiotropic 
transitions10, 34. 
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5.3.5 Energetic Details of the Polymorph Stabilities 
The CVO structures were used to evaluate the underlying details of the anhydrous D-
mannitol polymorph stabilities on a per molecule basis within the crystalline solids. The relative 
electronic energy for each anhydrous polymorph (Eele in Table 5-3) follows the expected 
stability of the polymorphs at 0 K. The polymorph energy gaps are small, with separations being 
less than or near ambient room-temperature energy. These small energy differences make 
contributions from ZPE an important factor that must be taken into account, since ZPE effects 
can be large enough to reorder polymorph stabilities35. In the case of D-mannitol, the addition of 
ZPE does alter the relative energies, but the ranking is unchanged.  
The total electronic energy in the polymorph unit cells results from two coexisting forces: 
the conformational energy of individual D-mannitols, and the intermolecular cohesive binding 
energy between molecules in the solids. From Table 5-3, it can be seen that the cohesive energy 
follows the same trend as the total electronic energies, with the most stable polymorph having 
the most favorable cohesive energy. Even when BSSE corrections are applied to the cohesive 
energies (via the counterpoise method36), and the binding is lessened by ~10% to -270.51 kJ/mol 
(α), -282.25 kJ/mol (β), and -319.53 kJ/mol (δ), the overall trend across the polymorphs is 
preserved.  Interestingly, the conformational energies of the molecules follow an opposite trend. 
The α polymorph contains molecules with the lowest conformational energy, but simultaneously 
demonstrates the worst intermolecular cohesion. The conformational energy (coupled with Eele + 
ZPE differences of ~1 kJ/mol) suggests that α, rather than β, may be the more readily formed 
polymorph from solution at room temperature. Indeed, nucleation studies of the various D-
mannitol polymorphs have shown α to be the kinetically favored (faster growing) polymorph9, 
supporting this assertion. However, the poor cohesive energy ultimately causes α to be less stable  
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Table 5-3. Relative per molecule electronic energy (Eele), zero-point energy (ZPE), and 
conformational energy (Econ) of the D-mannitol polymorphs. Cohesive energy (Ecoh) is 
reported as the total amount per molecule. All values are in kJ/mol. 
 α β δ 
Eele +ZPE 3.75 2.46 0.00 
ZPE 0.68 1.31 0.00 
Eele 3.06 1.15 0.00 
Econ 0.00 18.29 61.77 
Ecoh -302.12 -322.32 -366.95 
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than β. The opposite is true for the δ form, which shows the most favorable intermolecular 
binding energy at the cost of highly unfavorable D-mannitol conformations. Therefore, despite 
conformational energy differences, cohesive energy plays the governing role in determining the 
overall stabilities of the anhydrous polymorphs.   
5.3.6 D-Mannitol Hemihydrate Structure Refinement and Energy Analysis  
The paramount importance of cohesive energy in the anhydrous polymorph stabilities led 
to a similar computational investigation of the structure and energies of the D-mannitol 
hemihydrate. In order to understand the stability (or instability) of the hemihydrate, it was 
necessary to first refine the published hemihydrate crystal structure by determining accurate 
atomic positions for the hydrogen atoms. The structural refinement began with several proposed 
hemihydrate structures that were developed based on the heavy-atom positions provided by 
previously published data.14 Ten different hydrogen-bond arrangements were constructed and 
fully optimized, with only one structure (Figure 5-3, see Appendix A for unit cell parameters 
and atomic fractional coordinates) yielding calculated unit cell dimensions that compared well 
with experiment, and also having a total energy 22.1 kJ/mol lower than the next lowest-energy 
candidate. A vibrational analysis (see Appendix A) performed on this structure produced no 
imaginary frequencies, confirming the structure to be at a minimum on the potential energy 
surface. To facilitate energy comparisons between the hemihydrate and the anhydrous 
polymorphs, CVO simulations were then performed on the lowest energy structure with the 
volume set to that determined by PXRD.  
The conformational energy of the D-mannitol molecules of the hemihydrate can be 
directly compared to those of the anhydrous forms. The relative conformational energies 
referenced to the α form are shown in Figure 5-4. The average energy of the hemihydrate 
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Figure 5-3. Lowest-energy hemihydrate structure including hydrogen positions and circled 
water molecule. 
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mannitols (41.74 kJ/mol) was found to be higher than that found in either the α or β polymorphs, 
and similar to the δ form. This suggests that the formation characteristics of the hemihydrate may 
follow the trend of the δ polymorph and favor formation at low temperatures. 
The cohesive energy of the hemihydrate was less straightforward to compare with the 
anhydrous polymorphs given the chemical differences in the unit cell contents. The cohesive 
energies in Figure 5-4 are listed per atom in order to make the values meaningful across all of 
the solids. The hemihydrate has nearly the strongest cohesive energy of all the D-mannitol 
crystals, emphasizing the energetic similarity between the hemihydrate and the δ polymorph. The 
importance of these intermolecular forces can be gauged by investigating the cohesive energies 
of a hypothetical “dehydrated” D-mannitol framework, generated by removing the water 
molecule from the fixed hemihydrate crystal. The dehydrate showed the cohesive energy of the 
D-mannitol molecules with each other (without the influence of the water molecule) to be poorer 
than any other D-mannitol solid. As may be expected, the water molecule stabilizes the 
hemihydrate crystal through strong intermolecular forces, counteracting the highly unfavorable 
conformations of its molecular components.  
Thermodynamic analysis further supports the stability of the hemihydrate at low 
temperatures, as compared to the anhydrous polymorphs. Direct comparison of the Gibbs free 
energies between the different anhydrous solids and the hemihydrate can be achieved by adding 
the calculated free energy of one (in the case of δ) or two (for both α and β) isolated water 
molecules to that of the anhydrous solids to maintain a consistent 2:1 mannitol:water ratio 
(Figure 5-5). Plotting the free energies versus temperature revealed a crossing of the curves 
between the D-mannitol hemihydrate and the “δ + H2O” polymorph at 253 K. This agrees with 
the experimental observation that the hemihydrate decomposes at temperatures above -20 °C  
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Figure 5-4. Calculated relative conformational (left) and cohesive energies (right) of D-
mannitol in anhydrous (red) and hydrated (blue) crystals. The hypothetical dehydrate is 
shown in black 
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 (253 K), and suggests that at least initially, it converts to the δ anhydrous form upon release of 
water. 
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Figure 5-5. Relative free energies (kJ/mol) calculated from 0.0 K to 600.0 K for “hydrated” 
α (blue), β (red) and δ (green) mannitol polymorphs and the mannitol hemihydrate (black, 
dashed) (see text for details). 
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5.4 Conclusion 
The polymorphic nature of D-mannitol and its low propensity for hydrate formation were 
investigated using solid-state DFT to uncover the energetic details of the interactions present in 
the crystalline samples. Full and constant-volume optimizations of the anhydrous structures were 
performed and verified for accuracy against both X-ray diffraction data and THz-TDS spectra, 
which indicated that the constant-volume constraint was necessary for accurate simulations. A 
thermodynamic analysis of the constant-volume structures showed β-δ (at 298 K) and α-δ (at 442 
K) enantiotropic relationships, but α-β to be monotropic. The Gibbs free energy versus 
temperature plots clarify the experimentally observed34 enatiotropic transition near the α melting 
point to be specifically between α and δ, rather than involving β.  
A detailed analysis of the polymorph stability rankings showed the electronic energies to 
be a result of an interplay between opposing intramolecular conformational and intermolecular 
cohesive energies. While conformational energies certainly play a role in polymorph formation, 
the ultimate stability rankings are largely driven by cohesive forces between molecules. 
This same conclusion is true for D-mannitol hemihydrate. The improved crystal structure 
of the hemihydrate enabled its energetic character to be identified as being similar to that of the δ 
anhydrous polymorph, having unfavorable D-mannitol conformations but highly favorable 
cohesive energy. As a result of these factors, D-mannitol hemihydrate is thermodynamically 
stable at low temperatures (< 253 K) but transforms into the anhydrous δ polymorph with 
increased temperature. 
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5.5 Supporting Information (see APPENDIX A) 
Experimental PXRD data for D-mannitol polymorphs, terahertz spectra at 293 K and 78 
K for D-mannitol polymorphs, free energy vs. temperature plots of mannitol polymorphs, 
comparison of unit cell dimensions calculated with 6-311G(d,p) and VTZP basis sets, 
comparison of BSSE calculated with 6-311G(d,p) and VTZP basis sets, terahertz spectral peaks 
for D-mannitol, refined hemihydrate lattice parameters and fractional coordinates, simulated 
hemihydrate frequencies. This material is available free of charge via the internet at 
http://pubs.acs.org. 
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CHAPTER 6: Comparison of Intermolecular Forces in Anhydrous Sorbitol and Solvent 
Cocrystals 
 
The material contained within this chapter is published in The Journal of Physical Chemistry A 
(Dierks, T. M.; Korter, T. M. J. Phys. Chem. A 2017, 121 (30), 5720-5727.) This article has been 
reproduced with permission from the American Chemical Society. 
 
 
Abstract 
The hygroscopicity of solid sorbitol is important for its utilization as a sweetener in the 
pharmaceutical and food industries. The molecular foundations of sorbitol hydration 
characteristics are explored here using two solvated cocrystals, sorbitol-water and sorbitol-
pyridine. In this work, solid-state density functional theory and terahertz time-domain 
spectroscopy were used to evaluate the relative stabilities of these cocrystals as compared to 
anhydrous sorbitol in terms of conformational and cohesive energies. The modification of the 
hydrogen-bonding network in crystalline sorbitol by solvent molecules gives new insight into the 
origins of the notable stability of sorbitol-water as compared to similar solids such as mannitol-
water. In particular, the energy analysis reveals that the relative instability of the mannitol 
hydrate is based primarily in the lack of water-water interactions which provide considerable 
stabilization in the sorbitol-water crystal. 
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6.1 Introduction 
The polyalcohol, D-sorbitol (C6H14O6) is a widely used sweetener and excipient in the 
food and pharmaceutical industries.1, 2   It has been useful as a bulking agent and additive in 
sugar-free formulations due to its high thermal stability.2, 3 Sorbitol is also known to be highly 
hygroscopic and can easily form a hydrated solid if not stored in a dry environment, unlike its 
diastereomer mannitol.4,5,6 The single chiral center difference between the two compounds results 
in changes to the physical properties of sorbitol versus mannitol, including melting point, 
solubility, and hygroscopicity.7, 8 Since the molecules themselves are nearly identical, the 
significant variation in hydrate formation must be based on the intermolecular forces exhibited 
by the isomers in the solid state. A detailed investigation of how these forces inhibit mannitol 
hydration has been presented previously,9 and the current focus is on the various factors that 
promote hydration in both pure sorbitol solids and sorbitol-solvent cocrystals. 
The numerous hydrogen bonding contacts and conformational flexibility of sorbitol leads 
to a complex crystalline polymorphism with five pure anhydrous forms indentified.2, 10 Complete 
crystal structures of the α and ε polymorphs have been determined with single-crystal X-ray 
diffraction (SC-XRD) (Figure 6-1), and the crystal structure of the γ polymorph (the most 
commonly encountered form2) was determined from Rietveld analysis of powder X-ray 
diffraction (PXRD) data.10-11,12 However, this particular structure for the γ polymorph has been 
noted as possessing a chemically inaccurate hydrogen bond network, indicating the need for 
further refinement.13 
In addition to the anhydrous crystalline forms, sorbitol is also known to cocrystallize with 
hydrogen-bonding solvent molecules. SC-XRD structures have been published for sorbitol 
cocrystallized both with water (C6H14O6•⅔H2O) and with pyridine (C6H14O6•C5H5N) (Figure  
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Figure 6-1. Unit cell packing of the α and ε anhydrous sorbitol polymorphs as viewed along 
the crystallographic a axis. 
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6-2).10, 14 Water and pyridine participate in notably different hydrogen bonding interactions with 
sorbitol, allowing these cocrystals to give insight into the its hydration behavior.10, 15 The 
sorbitol-water cocrystal is also naturally comparable to the mannitol-water (C6H14O6•½H2O) 
crystal structure.16 While sorbitol readily forms a stable water cocrystal under ambient 
conditions, the low-yield mannitol-water cocrystal has only been reported to form at 
temperatures below -20 °C, and decomposes into the δ polymorph at higher temperatures.9, 17,18  
In this work, the structures and stabilities of the sorbitol-water and sorbitol-pyridine 
cocrystals have been investigated using a combination of experimental and computational 
techniques, with a specific goal being elucidation of the sorbitol-water cocrystal stability as 
compared to its mannitol-water counterpart.  X-ray diffraction techniques (SC-XRD and PXRD) 
and terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) were utilized to refine the crystal structures 
and characterize the intermolecular motions of the sorbitol solids, respectively. Solid-state and 
isolated-molecule density functional theory (DFT) were also used to understand the 
thermodynamic and electronic stabilities of each crystal structure. These studies reveal the 
dominating role that conformational strain plays in cocrystal growth and the high thermal 
stability of both solvate cocrystals once they are formed. The stability of the sorbitol-water 
cocrystal was shown to result from a combination of both favorable sorbitol molecular 
conformation and intermolecular cohesion relative to the anhydrous solid, a scenario that is 
considerably different from the mannitol-water cocrystal. 
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Figure 6-2. Unit cell packing as viewed along the crystallographic a-axes of the sorbitol-
water and sorbitol-pyridine cocrystals. 
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6.2 Methods 
6.2.1 Experimental 
Sorbitol was purchased from Alpha Aesar (98% purity) and recrystallized before use. 
Single crystals of the α anhydrous polymorph were grown in a watch glass from an ethanol-
sorbitol solution. The sorbitol-pyridine cocrystal was grown from a saturated sorbitol-pyridine 
solution at room temperature and the sorbitol-water cocrystal was grown from a saturated 
aqueous sorbitol solution at 0 °C. PXRD was used for bulk identification of each crystalline form 
(data available in Appendix B) and SC-XRD was used to refine the α and sorbitol-pyridine 
crystal structures at 95 K. 
Terahertz (20 – 90 cm-1) vibrational spectra of the samples were recorded using a THz-
TDS instrument based on an amplified Ti:Sapphire femtosecond laser system. Zinc telluride 
crystals were used for both generation of the terahertz radiation by optical rectification and 
detection by free-space electro-optic sampling.19,20 Samples were mixed with a 
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) matrix for preparation of 555 mg sample pellets (13.0 mm 
diameter, 2.0 mm thickness), containing approximately 3% sorbitol material. Pure PTFE was 
pressed into a pellet of similar mass to serve as a blank. Measurements were performed at 293 K 
and 78 K (full spectral data sets available in Appendix B) with the samples and blank held under 
vacuum to minimize interference from atmospheric water. The samples were scanned 32 times 
for each data set, over a time window of 32 ps and consisted of 3200 points. A terahertz 
spectrum resulted from the ratio of the Fourier-transformed data sets of the blank and sample. 
Data collection for each sample was replicated four times at each temperature and averaged to 
obtain the reported terahertz spectra. Spectral intensities are reported in units of ε (M-1 cm-1), 
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where molarity is expressed in terms of the concentration of unit cells (related by Z) rather than 
individual molecules. 
6.2.2 Theoretical 
Solid-state calculations were carried out using periodic boundary condition DFT with a 
developmental version of CRYSTAL1421. The PBE22 density functional and def2-TZVP23 basis 
set were used for all simulations. PBE was augmented with London force corrections (DFT-D3 
with the Becke-Johnson damping function24,25) to better account for the long-range non-covalent 
interactions that are known to be underestimated by typical DFT methods.26 Additionally, a 
geometric counterpoise (gCP) correction27 was applied to all solid-state simulations to correct for 
any energetic and structural effects resulting from basis set superposition error (BSSE). 
Geometry and frequency analyses were performed on the α and ε anhydrous polymorphs, 
and on the sorbitol-water and sorbitol-pyridine cocrystals. Energy convergence criteria were ΔE 
< 10-8 hartree for optimizations and ΔE < 10-10 hartree for frequency analyses. Atomic orbital 
overlap tolerances for the Coulomb and exchange integrals28 were defined as 10-9, 10-9, 10-9, 10-
10, and 10-20 hartree. 64 (α), 80 (ε and sorbitol-pyridine), and 112 (sorbitol-water) k-points in the 
irreducible Brillouin-zone were used, as determined after monitoring energy convergence as a 
function of k-point count in reciprocal space according to the Pack-Monkhorst method.29 
Anhydrous α and sorbitol-pyridine geometry optimizations used initial structures obtained from 
room-temperature SC-XRD data11, 14 as starting points, while the anhydrous ε and sorbitol-water 
simulations used initial structures derived from 100 K SC-XRD data10. Optimizations were 
executed without limits placed on atom positions or cell dimensions, beyond that of space group 
symmetry. A normal mode analysis with infrared intensities calculated via the Berry phase 
approach was performed for each optimized crystal structure and then utilized for terahertz 
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spectral comparisons.30,31 The frequency analyses were also used for constructing temperature-
dependent Gibbs free energy curves of the solids to estimate the temperature at which each 
cocrystal would thermodynamically desolvate. 
The sorbitol molecular conformational energy in each crystal structure was calculated by 
extracting an individual sorbitol molecule from the optimized solid-state structures and 
calculating its rigid isolated electronic energy. The cohesive energy of each solid was calculated 
from the difference between the total energy of the crystallographic unit cell and the total 
conformational energy of the sorbitol molecules and, in the case of the water and pyridine 
cocrystals, the solvent molecules.  
Isolated-molecule and solution-phase (via polarizable continuum models, C-PCM32) 
calculations were carried out using Gaussian0933 with PBE and def2-TZVP to further explore the 
conformational energy of sorbitol. Relaxed two-dimensional potential energy surface (PES) 
scans involving four dihedral angles: O1-C1-C2-C3 (φ1), C1-C2-C3-C4 (φ2), C3-C4-C5-C6 
(φ3), and C4-C5-C6-O6 (φ4) (atom labels indicated in Figure 6-3) were carried out over a range 
of -180° to 180° with a step size of 10°. Minima were identified within these potential energy 
maps and used as starting points for unconstrained optimizations with subsequent frequency 
analyses done to verify true minima.  
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Figure 6-3. Atom labeling scheme used to define scanned dihedral angles in sorbitol. 
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6.3 Results and Discussion 
6.3.1 Solid-State Optimizations and Frequency Analyses 
Full optimizations were carried out on all the sorbitol solids and evaluated in terms of 
crystal packing agreement with 95 K X-ray data. Frequency analyses of the two anhydrous 
polymorphs showed α to be the most thermodynamically stable form at room temperature (see 
Appendix B for details). As a result, α was chosen as the benchmark anhydrous polymorph for 
comparison with the cocrystals. The quality of crystal packing in the final optimized structures 
was evaluated by the percent errors in a, b, c, and V of the crystallographic unit cells. Use of the 
extensive def2-TZVP basis set (456 basis functions per sorbitol) resulted in crystal structures 
with low errors in all unit cell dimensions (Table 6-1), and molecular structures in good 
agreement with experiment (see Appendix B for RMSD values). The GCP method was used to 
correct for the influence of BSSE on electronic energies throughout the optimizations but had 
little impact. The average absolute error in the unit cell dimensions for the α crystal structure 
optimized with and without this BSSE correction differ by only 0.11%. 
The optimized crystal structures were used as the basis for normal mode frequency 
calculations to further evaluate the quality of the simulation methodology as compared to 
experimental THz-TDS measurements. The ability of the applied theory to simultaneously model 
both the minima and curvature of the potential energy surfaces governing the crystal structure is 
critical for being able to arrive at high-quality electronic and thermodynamic results. While the 
optimized unit cells show relatively low errors, the simulation of THz frequency vibrations is 
remarkably sensitive to even small deviations in the unit cell parameters and molecular 
structures. This makes THz-TDS a strict measure of quantum model quality. 
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a 100 K data from Reference 10. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 6-1. Experimental and calculated (PBE-D3/def2-TZVP) unit cell parameters (Å) and 
volumes (V, Å3) of the α sorbitol polymorph, pyridine cocrystal, and water cocrystal. 
 Anhydrous α Pyridine Cocrystal Water Cocrystal 
 Expt. Calc. % err Expt. Calc. % err Expt.a  Calc. % err 
a 8.6164(3) 8.6000 -0.18 4.5863(3) 4.5279 -1.27 4.7845 4.6920 -1.93 
b 9.2846(3) 9.3315 +0.51 10.1167(8) 10.1657 +0.48 8.7663 8.7206 -0.52 
c 9.6690(3) 9.5447 -1.30 13.3424(10) 13.3253 -0.13 16.333 16.415 +0.50 
V 773.52(4) 765.90 -1.23 619.01(8) 612.98 -0.97 663.01 651.13 -1.79 
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The simulated terahertz spectra were compared to experimental observations at 78 K 
using Lorentizan line shapes with full-width half-maxima of 2.0 cm-1 based on measured data 
(Figure 6-4). Significant overestimation (approximately 3x) of the simulated peak intensities 
necessitated the application of intensity scalars in order for the cocrystal spectra to better match 
the experimental data. While the calculated and observed spectra correlate well, distinct 
frequency shifting of the simulated spectra can be seen. The frequencies of the vibrational modes 
in the α polymorph spectra (prominent features at 37.4 and 87.1 cm-1 in the experimental data) 
are clearly underestimated in the simulated spectrum, which can be linked to imperfect 
optimizations of the crystal structure. The lower frequency vibrational mode corresponds to a 
translation along the b-axis, which is slightly expanded in the calculated α structure. The higher 
frequency vibrational mode corresponds primarily to an intramolecular torsional motion, which 
is also impacted by the unit cell modelling.  
The sorbitol-pyridine spectral simulation is in general good agreement with the 
experiment except for the peak predicted at 35.3 cm-1. This peak (41.1 cm-1 in the experimental 
data) corresponds to a geared rotation of the pyridine rings about the a-axis of the unit cell. The 
vibration is affected not only by minor expansion of the crystallographic b-axis, but also the 
intermolecular interactions specifically between the pyridine rings in the solid, which are 
underestimated by DFT (preliminary calculations also show this trend in pure solid pyridine). 
The angle between the rings increases from 107° in the experimental cocrystal structure to 114° 
in the optimized structure, further from the ideal 90° positioning suggested for a stable T-shaped 
configuration, but closer to a geometry that may maximize π-π interactions.34,35  
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Figure 6-4. Overlay of simulated terahertz vibrational spectra (red) with the 78 K 
experimental spectra (black) of some sorbitol solids. Intensities of the simulated cocrystal 
spectra have been scaled by a factor of one-third.  
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While the simulated vibrational spectra of both the α polymorph and the pyridine 
cocrystal contained underestimated peak frequencies, the assignments were still clear. 
Unambiguous peak assignments were more difficult with the simulated sorbitol-water terahertz 
spectrum, although the spectral features appear to be consistently overestimated by about 10%. 
This observation may be related to the systematic underestimation of hydrogen bond lengths 
calculated across the sorbitol solids (1.8% on average), which could be emphasized in the 
sorbitol-water cocrystal due to the additional hydrogen bonds (both sorbitol···water and 
water···water) it contains. Complete lists of the α-sorbitol, sorbitol-pyridine, and sorbitol-water 
vibrational frequencies and intensities are available in the Appendix B. 
6.3.2 Gibbs Free Energies and Thermodynamic Stabilities 
Stability of the cocrystals compared to their desolvated forms as a function of 
temperature was evaluated by calculating their Gibbs free energies from 0.0 to 600.0 K (at 1 
atm), well above their melting points. Direct comparison of the Gibbs free energies between the 
anhydrous α solid and the cocrystals was achieved by calculating the free energy of an idealized 
“α + solvent” system, as was done previously for mannitol.9 These model systems are 
constructed by addition of the free energy of the pure α solid with the free energy of a gas-phase 
solvent (water or pyridine) molecule using a solute:solvent stoichiometry specific to the cocrystal 
being considered. In this scenario, the temperature-dependent isolated solvent free energy is also 
calculated using the CRYSTAL14 software. 
The “α + pyridine” free energy curve, shown in Figure 6-5, was constructed by adding 
the calculated free energy of one pyridine molecule to the per molecule free energy of the 
anhydrous α solid to maintain a consistent 1:1 sorbitol:pyridine ratio. Plotting the free energies 
versus temperature resulted in a crossing point above the experimental melting points of both α-
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sorbitol and sorbitol-pyridine, indicating that the sorbitol-pyridine cocrystal is not only stable at 
room temperature, but maintains stability until its melting point is reached.   
 The “α + water” free energy curve shown in Figure 6-5 for the sorbitol-water cocrystal 
was constructed by adding the free energy of two water molecules to that of three α sorbitol free 
energies. This was done to maintain a 3:2 sorbitol:water ratio as observed in the crystalline 
hydrate. A plot of these free energies shows that the sorbitol-water cocrystal maintains its 
thermodynamic stability up to the melting point at 323 K, exhibiting behavior similar to the 
thermodynamic stability of the sorbitol-pyridine solid. The occurrence of the sorbitol-water 
cocrystal under ambient conditions, as well as elevated temperatures, is a significant departure 
from the behavior of mannitol-water which only exists at temperatures below 253 K. 
6.3.3 Analysis of Energy Factors in the Solid State 
The stability of the sorbitol cocrystals can be further understood by analyzing the 
electronic energy components of each solid. Electronic energies can be broken down into two 
elements: the conformational energy of individual constituent molecules and the intermolecular 
cohesive energy in the solid. 
6.3.3.1 Molecular Sorbitol Conformational Analysis 
Comparison of the conformational energies of the individual sorbitol molecules in each 
solid indicated that the pyridine cocrystal contained the most favorable sorbitol conformation, 
with the other crystals containing sorbitols of significantly higher energy (Table 6-2). The 
meaning of the conformational energies is made clearer by comparing these solid-state energies 
to those of free sorbitol molecules. Incorporation of molecules into the solid state induces some  
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Figure 6-5. Calculated temperature-dependent relative free energies for an “α + solvent” 
solid (purple, green) compared to the pyridine cocrystal (red) and to the water cocrystal 
(blue). The melting point of each cocrystal is indicated with a dashed line of the same color, 
and the melting point of α sorbitol is 358 K. 
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Table 6-2. Sorbitol and mannitol conformational (Econ) and conformational strain 
(Ecs) energies, and total cohesive energy per atom (Ecoh) in kJ/mol for various 
crystalline solids. Three values appear for sorbitol-water due to three symmetry-
unique sorbitol molecules. Ecs values are relative to the g+tttg- gas-phase sorbitol 
conformation.  
 Econ (relative) Ecs Ecoh 
sorbitol-pyridine 0.00 73.70 -8.95 
sorbitol-water 
9.58 83.29 
-11.97 13.86 87.56 
26.58 100.28 
α sorbitol 20.56 94.26 -10.93 
mannitol-water 0.00 2.38 -11.35 
δ mannitol 19.48 21.85 -11.68 
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degree of conformational strain to facilitate intermolecular binding, and the magnitude of this 
strain can provide information related to the crystal growth process. The conformational strain in 
the different solids can be estimated by performing isolated-molecule DFT analyses (or with 
continuum solvent) on the molecular structure of sorbitol to determine its lowest energy 
conformation in solution. 
A conformational search was conducted using three gas-phase PES scans (Figure 6-6) 
involving four dihedral angles (φ1/φ2, φ3/φ4, φ1/φ4) to identify low-energy sorbitol 
conformations. From each two-dimensional scan, all local minima within 10 kJ/mol of the global 
minimum of the scan were identified and subjected to full optimizations (see Appendix B for 
structures). Eleven unique conformations in total resulted from the optimizations and are shown 
in Table 6-3. Frequency calculations on these structures resulted in no imaginary vibrational 
modes, confirming their energetic minima identities. Eight of these structures correspond to low-
energy solution-phase conformations reported by a molecular dynamics study utilizing an 
explicit solvent model.36  Two of the additional conformations identified by the gas-phase scans 
(g-g+ttt and tg+tg-g-) exhibit bent chain geometries arising from intramolecular hydrogen bonding 
between non-adjacent hydroxyl groups. The highest-energy structure, tg+tg-t, resulted from 
extensive intramolecular hydrogen bonding across all six hydroxyl groups at the expense of the 
carbon-chain angles.  While they may be stable gas-phase conformations, these three strained 
molecules are less likely to be important in solution, where the sorbitol molecules are able to 
form hydrogen bonds with surrounding solvent molecules. 
The relative energies of the eleven identified conformations revealed that three of the 
straight chain conformations are significantly more stable than the other structures. 
Optimizations of these conformations (g+tttg-, ttttg-, g-tttg-) using water, ethanol, and pyridine  
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Figure 6-6. Contour plots of relaxed PES scans over φ1/φ2 (panel A), φ3/φ4 (panel B), φ1/φ4 
(panel C). 
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Table 6-3. Relative calculated conformational energies (kJ/mol) of gas-phase sorbitol 
molecules. 
g+tttg- 
 
0.00 ttttg- 
 
1.21 
g-tttg- 
 
4.30 g-g+ttt 
 
11.35 
tg+tg-g- 
 
11.39 tg+ttg- 
 
11.96 
g+tttt 
 
13.62 tg+ttt 
 
13.69 
ttttt 
 
15.41 g-tttt 
 
17.83 
tg+tg-t 
 
18.82 
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continuum solvent models resulted in an unchanged energy ranking (see Appendix B for full 
energy rankings in each solvent). This indicated that the lowest-energy structure of Table 6-3 
(g+tttg-) is also the most favorable conformation in solution.  
 Given the significantly lower conformational energy of the g-tttg-, g+tttg- and ttttg- 
structures, it might be expected that they would be found in the solid state as well.  However, a 
bent conformation (most similar to tg+ttt) is found in all sorbitol solids, meaning that all of the 
solid-state sorbitol molecules experience some amount of conformational strain. The 
conformational strain of the crystalline sorbitol molecules (Ecs in Table 6-2) was calculated as 
the difference between the solid-state conformational energy and the energy of the g+tttg- 
conformation (evaluated using CRYSTAL14 for this analysis). The pyridine cocrystal shows the 
least amount of sorbitol strain. Similarly, the average sorbitol molecular strain in the water 
cocrystal is less than that estimated in the anhydrous α polymorph (Table 6-2). 
6.3.3.2 Intermolecular Cohesive Energies 
While the extent of molecular strain imposed by each crystal structure gives insight into 
some aspects of crystal growth, it is also necessary to analyze the cohesive binding energies of 
the solids to understand their relative stabilities. Due to the chemical differences in the contents 
of the unit cells, the cohesive energies listed in Table 6-2 have been evaluated per atom (total 
unit cell cohesive energy divided by the number of atoms in the unit cell) to enable a fair 
comparison. 
Although the pyridine cocrystal contains a more favorable sorbitol molecular 
conformation, it contains weaker intermolecular forces than the α polymorph (Table 6-2). Both 
the anhydrous polymorph and the pyridine cocrystal have five symmetry-unique sorbitol-sorbitol 
hydrogen bonds. Yet the average length of these hydrogen bonds in the experimental pyridine 
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cocrystal structure is 0.025 Å longer than those in the anhydrous polymorph. The positioning of 
pyridine between layers of sorbitol molecules in the cocrystal prevents the sorbitol molecules 
from achieving optimum sorbitol-sorbitol hydrogen bonds. The stronger hydrogen bonds and 
overall intermolecular forces present in the anhydrous polymorph would suggest that this form is 
more stable and would grow preferentially over the pyridine cocrystal. However, evaporation of 
sorbitol-pyridine solutions results exclusively in growth of the cocrystal, indicating that the 
conformational energies play the dominant role in crystal growth. 
Even though the pyridine cocrystal is favored over the anhydrous polymorph at room 
temperature, it is superseded by the sorbitol-water cocrystal when exposed to the humidity of 
laboratory air. Samples of the pyridine cocrystal in the open atmosphere decomposed in less than 
two months, and samples in high humidity deliquesced after two weeks. However, those stored 
in a desiccator showed no signs of degradation over six months (see Appendix B for a PXRD 
comparison). Comparison of the cohesive energies in the water and pyridine cocrystals showed 
the intermolecular forces between sorbitol and water to be stronger than those between sorbitol 
and pyridine (Table 6-2), leading to the breakdown of the sorbitol-pyridine crystal structure. 
This difference in intermolecular forces is also illustrated in the hydrogen bond lengths between 
sorbitol and the solvent molecules. The hydrogen bond length between sorbitol and pyridine is 
2.712 Å compared to the shorter and stronger sorbitol-water hydrogen bonds, which average 
2.675 Å. The two sorbitol-water hydrogen bonds for each water molecule compared to only one 
possible sorbitol-pyridine hydrogen bond for each pyridine molecule further supports the 
computational results. This significance of hydrogen bond strength in the relative stability of 
these solids is similar to trends observed for sorbitol and other polyalcohols in MD 
simulations.37,38 
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6.3.3.3 Comparison of Sorbitol-Water and Mannitol-Water Cocrystal Stabilities 
The cohesive energies can be evaluated per atom, as described earlier, to facilitate 
comparisons between the sorbitol-⅔ hydrate and the mannitol hemihydrate crystals. A 
comparison of the cohesive energies within the hydrates revealed more favorable intermolecular 
interactions in the sorbitol solid by 0.62 kJ/mol per atom (Table 6-2). The source of this 
difference is primarily the manner in which the water molecules interact with each other as 
opposed to with the polyalcohols in the crystal structures. Sorbitol and water cocrystallize in a 
channel hydrate solid, adding stabilizing water-water hydrogen bonding not present in the 
mannitol-water isolated-site structure (Figure 6-7). These additional interactions result in 
stronger cohesion within the sorbitol-water solid relative to both the mannitol-water solid and 
anhydrous sorbitol. The lack of water-water interactions in the mannitol-water crystal even 
results in weaker cohesion relative to anhydrous mannitol (Table 6-2). Consequently, water-
water interactions play a key role in the improved thermal stability of sorbitol-water over 
mannitol-water.  
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Figure 6-7. The channel hydrate structure of sorbitol-water and the isolated-site hydrate 
structure of mannitol-water. Water space visualization (blue regions) was created with 
Mercury39. 
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6.4 Conclusion 
The ability of sorbitol to cocrystallize with water and pyridine molecules was 
investigated using solid-state DFT, X-ray diffraction, and THz spectroscopy in order to 
understand the factors governing the stability of each sorbitol solid. A thermodynamic analysis 
of the optimized crystal structures showed both the water and pyridine cocrystals to be 
energetically favored over anhydrous sorbitol at ambient conditions and elevated temperatures. A 
detailed energetic analysis revealed that minimal conformational strain in the pyridine cocrystal, 
at the expense of strong intermolecular forces, is the driving force behind its growth. Its weak 
cohesion energy enables the ready replacement of pyridine molecules with water even through 
exposure to modest atmospheric humidity, leading to the breakdown of the sorbitol-pyridine 
cocrystals. 
The sorbitol-water cocrystal, by containing strong intermolecular forces, yields enhanced 
electronic stability over the sorbitol-pyridine cocrystal. This electronic stability and its 
demonstrated high thermal stability also differ considerably from the relatively unstable 
mannitol-water cocrystal. Analyses of the crystalline hydrates of mannitol and sorbitol have 
illustrated the importance of both conformation and cohesion energies in the formation of 
polyalcohol-water samples. While time-domain data is required for definitive proof, the results 
here suggest that the growth of these cocrystals is at least partly kinetically controlled by low 
conformational strain in the hydrated polyalcohols relative to their anhydrous counterparts. 
Ultimately, unless the cocrystal is further stabilized by significant cohesive forces driven by both 
favorable polyalcohol-water and water-water interactions, it is unlikely to be durable under 
ambient conditions. 
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6.5 Supporting Information (see APPENDIX B) 
Experimental PXRD for D-sorbitol solids, temperature dependent free energy plots of α 
versus ε anhydrous sorbitol, THz spectra collected at 293 K and 78 K for D-sorbitol solids, 
overlay of simulated THz vibrational spectrum of the sorbitol-water cocrystal from a fixed-lattice 
optimization with 78 K experimental data, local energetic minima of molecular sorbitol 
identified from gas-phase conformational searches, PXRD patterns obtained for samples of the 
sorbitol-pyridine cocrystal kept in a desiccator and in a high humidity environment over a period 
of nearly two weeks, evaluation of the simulated sorbitol structures in each solid by RMSDs, 
general descriptions of the calculated IR-active vibrational modes of the sorbitol solids, Solid-
state DFT simulated IR-active vibrational frequencies and intensities for the sorbitol solids, Gas-
phase simulated IR-active vibrational frequencies and intensities for the three lowest energy 
molecular sorbitol conformations. This material is available free of charge via the internet at 
http://pubs.acs.org. CCDC 1547731 and 1547880 contain the supplementary crystallographic 
data for this paper. These data can be obtained free of charge from The Cambridge 
Crystallographic Data Centre via www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/structures.  
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CHAPTER 7: Refinement of the γ Polymorph of Sorbitol Using Powder X-ray Diffraction 
and Solid-State Density Functional Theory 
  
Abstract 
 Sorbitol is a common excipient, plasticizer, and artificial sweetener used in a variety of 
industries. Despite its wide use, there is limited structural information about the most commonly 
encountered crystalline polymorph. In this work, the structure of the γ anhydrous sorbitol 
polymorph has been refined using a combination of powder X-ray diffraction data and solid-state 
density functional theory computational methods. The ab initio refinement of the atomic 
positions of 156 unique atoms in the unit cell has yielded a chemically accurate hydrogen 
bonding arrangement within the crystal lattice, correcting the previously reported structure of 
this solid. The hydrogen atom positions reveal the new crystallographic space group to be P21, 
with six symmetry-unique sorbitol molecules in the asymmetric unit (Z = 12), rather than the 
original P21212 symmetry with only three unique sorbitols. Electronic energy analysis of the 
refined γ structure of sorbitol and comparison to its α and ε polymorphs suggests that despite its 
prevalence, γ is predicted to be metastable at ambient conditions.  
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7.1 Introduction 
Molecular crystal structure determination has long been an important aspect of chemical 
research and vital to achieving better understanding of material properties and characteristics.  
Single-crystal X-ray diffraction (SC-XRD) is the standard method for determining atom-level 
structural details in crystalline samples. However, in many cases, growing crystals of suitable 
size and quality for SC-XRD can be prohibitively difficult. In these instances, powder X-ray 
diffraction (PXRD) patterns can be obtained of microcrystalline samples instead and used for 
structure determination, but with limits. While the practical accuracy of simple inorganic crystal 
structures determined from PXRD data is often similar to those determined from SC-XRD1, the 
enormous number of parameters necessary for elucidating atomic positions in organic molecular 
crystals using Rietveld refinement2, simulated annealing3, or direct methods4, makes it a less 
reliable method for large crystal systems (especially if one includes hydrogens). Indeed, several 
reported crystal structures determined from PXRD measurements contain errors such as poor 
hydrogen positions producing chemically improbable hydrogen bonding patterns, inaccuracies in 
heavy atom positions leading to incorrect molecular geometries, or solutions in the wrong 
crystallographic space group.1 
 For many years, crystallographers have been complementing PXRD data with 
computational methods in an effort to increase atom position accuracies and improve 
intermolecular packing arrangements in their determined crystal structures. Initially, force field 
methods were used with molecular mechanics to model the molecular conformations and 
packing forces in the crystal structure.5-6 In the late 1990s, such techniques were used to 
investigate crystal structures of polymers such as isotactic polypropylene7 and thiophene 
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oligomers8, as well as molecular crystal structures such as the structure of 4-amidinoindanone 
guanylhydrazone9.  
 As computational tools began to evolve in the early 2000s, researchers took advantage of 
improved methods with increased rigor in crystal structure determination. Computational 
methods expanded to the use of density functional theory (DFT), and new software such as 
DMol10, CASTEP11, VASP12, and CRYSTAL13 started to become available for crystal structure 
analysis. Using these programs, atomic positions within a crystal structure can be refined with 
first principles solid-state DFT (ss-DFT) and either plane-wave or atom-centered basis sets, 
while holding the lattice dimensions fixed at those determined via Rietveld refinement or PXRD 
indexing. Such approaches have been used to refine the atomic details of PXRD-determined unit 
cells for small inorganic crystals (e.g.. LixCoO2 crystals and LiMoS2) and organic polymers such 
as tetrahexylsexithiophene. 14-16  
 In the last decade, the use of solid-state DFT has been expanding beyond only refinement 
of atomic positions within lattices determined from experimental methods.5-6 While DFT has 
continued to be used to refine atomic positions within fixed-lattice-parameter unit cells, other 
studies began to appear using full structural optimizations to supplement the shortcomings of 
Rietveld refinement or PXRD indexing. These analyses of experimental PXRD data are useful 
for determining lattice parameters, but the resulting atomic positions do not necessarily represent 
a minimum (global or otherwise) on the crystal structure’s potential energy surface (PES). To 
overcome this problem, multiple structural candidates can be optimized (within constraints 
imposed by experimental symmetry) and compared energetically to identify the best solution. In 
2006, this approach was used to determine the crystal structure of the CaAlH5 intermediate by 
optimizing nine MAlX5 crystals selected from the literature.
17 
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 Similarly, Rietveld refinement and indexing procedures on PXRD data often identify 
multiple possible space groups, which at best, can represent local minima on the PES. A 
crystallographer then determines the most probable space group from these experimental results 
based on interpretations of systematic absences and other characteristics of the diffraction 
pattern. However, unambiguously identifying the correct space group based only on the limited 
information offered in PXRD data becomes challenging for more complex crystal structures. 
Solid-state DFT optimizations have been used since the mid-2000s to either confirm or correct 
the space groups of PXRD and SC-XRD crystal structures.18-21 Using the lattice parameters and 
atomic coordinates determined from analysis of the experimental diffraction pattern, subsequent 
P1 optimizations (no symmetry except periodicity) are useful for refining atomic positions 
without any symmetry induced constraints. The resulting optimized crystal structure can then be 
analyzed for existing symmetry elements and used to determine the “true” space group. Such a 
procedure was carried out in 2012 by King et al. to identify the accurate space group (P2 rather 
than P2221) as well as the atomic positions and hydrogen-bond arrangement of the L-
phenylalanine crystal structure.18 
Another useful application of rigorous computational methods is the improvement of 
hydrogen atom positions in X-ray diffraction structures. Due to low X-ray scattering by 
hydrogen atoms, their atomic positions determined from even single-crystal X-ray diffraction are 
often poor. In 2007, the Smrčok group solved the crystal structure of 5-anilinomethylene-2,2-
dimethyl-1,3-dioxane-4,6-dione combining multiple computational techniques with PXRD 
experiments. Molecular and solid-state DFT calculations were used to optimize the hydrogen 
atom positions and hydrogen bond geometries in the crystal structure identified from the 
experimental data.20 
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As solid-state DFT methods became accepted means of crystal structure refinement and 
determination, combined computational/experimental methods have become increasingly 
prominent by solving many previously unattainable crystal structures (Table 7-1), such as 5-
aminotetrazole, creatine, benzamide, and cimetidine hydrochloride.22-25 Many research groups 
have published crystal structures with asymmetric units containing significant atom counts, 
including large pharmaceutical solids such as hydrocortisone acetate (61 atoms) and 
clarithromycin monohydrate (121 atoms excluding the water molecules).26,27 Such methods have 
also been recently used to identify cocrystal structures, such as ciprofloxacin saccharinate (59 
atoms in the asymmetric unit) loxapine succinate monohydrate (116 atoms in the asymmetric 
unit).28,29 While the size of the crystal systems analyzed with these methods has been able to 
increase with improved computational resources, their complexity remains a practical issue. The 
asymmetric unit is often limited to one or two molecules, and many of the larger molecules 
studied consist of fused ring systems with limited degrees of conformational freedom. 
In perhaps the ultimate application, computational methods have been used completely 
independently of experimental methods in an effort to predict unknown crystal structures of 
organic molecules. The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Center (CCDC) has held blind crystal 
structure prediction (CSP) tests since the late 1990s for groups to test their methods on CCDC 
selected molecules.30-34 Research in the CSP area has been largely pioneered by European groups 
including (but not limited to) Price, Leusen, van Eijck, Day, and Ogonov.35-46 The computational 
resources necessary to generate enough crystal structures to sample the crystal energy landscape 
has often been viewed as prohibitive for the use of DFT.47 As a result, DFT approaches are often 
combined with faster computational methods to capture a wide array of crystal structure 
candidates. As recently as the sixth blind test in 2016, use of DFT had been primarily limited to  
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Table 7-1. Example organic molecular crystal structures solved using combined PXRD 
and solid-state theory from 2011 to present, ordered by unique atom counts. 
 
Year Crystal System Molecular Formula Z’/Z Unique 
atoms 
*This 
work* 
anhydrous γ-sorbitol C6O6H14 6/12  156 
201227 clarithromycin monohydrate C38H69NO13·3H2O 1/4 130 
201329 loxapine succinate monohydrate 2C18H19ClN3O+·C4H4O42-
·C4H6O4·2H2O 
1/1 116 
201548 folic acid dihydrate C29H29N2O6 · 2H2O 1/4 72 
201649 
3-(arylmethylidene)pyrrolidine-2,5-
diones 
C17H12ClNO2 
 
2/2 
(form I) 
66 
2/8 
(form II) 
201726 hydrocortisone acetate C23H32O6 1/2 61 
201728 ciprofloxacin saccharinate C17H18FN3O3·C7H5NO3S 1/2 59 
201650 paliperidone  C23H27FN4O3 1/4 58 
201851 ixazomib citrate complex C20H23BCl2N2O9 
1/4 
(form II) 
57 
1/4 
(form X) 
201329 loxapine succinate C18H19ClN3O+·C4H5O4- 1/8 55 
 dehydroepriandrosterone hydrate C19H28O2·H2O 1/4 52 
201652 dehydroepriandrosterone C19H28O2 1/2 49 
201553 curcumin  C21H20O6 1/4 47 
201218 L-phenylalanine C9H11NO2 2/8 46 
201554 rilpivirine  C22H18N6 1/4 46 
201355 L-ephedrine D-tartrate C10H16NO+·C4H5O6- 1/2 43 
201656 9-tert-butyl anthracene ester 
intermediate 
C38H36O4 0.5/4  39 
201457 theophylline-nicotinamide C7H8N4O2·C6H6N2O 1/4 36 
201625 cimetidine hydrochloride C10H17ClN6S 1/4 35 
201423 creatine  C4H9N3O2 1/4 18 
201624 benzamide C7H7NO 1/4 16 
201122 5-aminotetrazole CH3N5 1/4 9 
201758 coumarin C9H6O2 
1/2 
(form II) 
17 
2/8 
(form III) 
34 
3/12 
(form IV) 
51 
1/4 
(form V) 
17 
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initial molecular conformation searches followed by lattice-only crystal structure 
optimizations.34, 59 When CSP is used to identify not just single crystal structures, but several 
polymorphic forms of a substance, DFT is commonly used to evaluate and rank the relative 
electronic energies of the low-energy crystal structures identified in the search.60 
In this work, a combined PXRD and solid-state DFT approach has been used to improve 
the published crystal structure of the anhydrous γ polymorph of sorbitol. Sorbitol is a common 
excipient, artificial sweetener, and plasticizer used in the pharmaceutical, food, and cosmetic 
industries.61 It occurs naturally in many types of ripe tree berries, but is commonly produced 
commercially by hydrogenating D-glucose.62 Due to the wide usage of sorbitol, it has been 
studied extensively and is known to crystallize in three anhydrous polymorphic states (Figure 7-
1). While SC-XRD data has been used to solve the crystal structures of the α63 and ε64 forms, 
only PXRD data has been collected for the most commonly occurring polymorph, γ65. In 2004, 
Rukiah et al. used Monte Carlo simulated annealing and Rietveld refinement analysis of 
synchrotron PXRD data to determine the γ-sorbitol crystal structure.65 However, the identified 
orthorhombic P21212 space group and Z’ = 3 (Z = 12) resulted in an intermolecular hydrogen 
bonding geometry that was not chemically feasible, as noted in later publications.1 In an effort to 
identify the correct symmetry, all 312 atoms in the unit cell (26 atoms per molecule) have been 
optimized using solid-state DFT, making this one of the largest and most complicated crystal 
systems refined using ab initio computational methods so far. 
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Figure 7-1.  Unit cell packing as viewed along the crystallographic a (α and ε) and c (γ) axes 
of the published anhydrous sorbitol polymorphs.63-65 
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7.2 Methods 
7.2.1 Experimental  
D-sorbitol was purchased from Alpha Aesar (98% purity) and used as received. Powder 
X-ray diffraction data was taken at room temperature (approximately 295 K) on a Bruker D8 
Advance powder diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation. The diffraction angles were scanned over 
8 - 42° (due to limitations of the instrument resolution at higher 2θ angles) at a step size of 0.01° 
with a scan speed of 20 s/step. The powder pattern was indexed with the DICVOL0666 program 
in the EXPO201467 software package from 10 – 40° using an 8.48% intensity threshold to define 
25 peaks. The identified unit cell dimensions were in close agreement with those published65: a = 
4.8890 Å, b = 24.3670 Å, c = 20.6426 Å, β = 89.7730° and V = 2459.147 Å3. However, contrary 
to the published unit cell (P21212), the indexed unit cell was determined to be monoclinic, 
emphasizing the need for further refinement of the γ crystal structure. 
7.2.2 Theoretical 
 Solid-state calculations were carried out using periodic boundary condition DFT with the 
CRYSTAL1768-69 software package. Anhydrous γ sorbitol structure candidates were initially 
optimized using the PBE70 generalized-gradient approximation density functional with the 6-
31G(d,p)71 basis set. The PBE072 hybrid density functional and the 6-311G(d,p)73 basis set were 
used for structure optimizations on the final determined γ crystal structure, as well as the α and ε 
anhydrous polymorphs for purposes of energy ranking. The D374 dispersion energy correction 
was applied to the DFT energies as specified in certain simulations. 
 Energy convergence criteria were ΔE < 10-8 hartree for optimizations. Atomic overlap 
tolerances for the Coulomb and exchange integrals (program option TOLINTEG) were defined 
as 10-7, 10-7, 10-7, 10-7, and 10-14 hartree for the PBE γ structural optimizations, and 10-9, 10-9, 10-
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9, 10-10, and 10-20 hartree for the PBE0 calculations. 64 (α) and 80 (ε and γ) k-points in the 
irreducible Brillouin-zone were used after monitoring the energy convergence as a function of k-
point count in reciprocal space according to the Pack-Monkhorst method.75 The γ crystal 
structure candidates were created using starting structures derived from room-temperature PXRD 
results.65 Anhydrous α optimizations used an initial structure obtained from room-temperature 
SC-XRD data and anhydrous ε optimizations used an initial structure obtained from 100 K SC-
XRD data63-64. Final optimizations were executed without limits placed on atom positions or cell 
dimensions, beyond that of space group symmetry. 
 Conformational and cohesion energy calculations were carried out on all crystal 
structures optimized with the PBE0 functional. The sorbitol molecular conformational energy in 
each crystal structure was calculated by extracting an individual sorbitol molecule from the 
optimized solid-state structures and calculating its rigid isolated electronic energy. The cohesive 
energy of the solid was calculated from the difference between the total energy of the 
crystallographic unit cell and the conformational energy of a single sorbitol molecule multiplied 
by the unit cell Z value. Estimations of the basis set superposition error (BSSE) were made using 
the counterpoise method, with a spatial cutoff of 250 atoms within 14 Å (α), 26 Å (ε) and 32 Å 
(γ) of the molecule being assessed.76  
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7.3 Results and Discussion 
7.3.1 Theoretical Crystal Structure Refinement 
Initial attempts at structural optimization of the unaltered published γ crystal structure 
were unable to find a stable minimum on the potential energy surface. As the calculation 
progressed, the unit cell continously expanded in volume and was unable to converge to a 
solution due to intermolecular repulsion between misaligned hydroxyl hydrogen atoms. 
Subsequently, the C-C-O-H torsional angles of each symmetry-unique molecule were manually 
adjusted in order to change the directionality of the intermolecular hydrogen bonds within the 
crystal lattice. All of the resulting crystal structures (16 in total) were optimized initially in the 
P21212 space group using PBE/6-31G(d,p) to eliminate unlikely high-energy structures. The D3 
dispersion correction was not used in this initial structural test to avoid the possibility of 
unrealistic unit cell contraction artifacts resulting from overestimated intermolecular forces. Of 
the initial set of structures, only eight hydrogen bond geometry arrangements (structures I – VIII 
in Table 7-2) were able to be optimized to stable energetic minima, with the most favorable 
structure (II) being approximately 1600 kJ/mol lower in energy than the best possible 
optimization obtained from the as-published structure. Structures demonstrating large volume 
expansions, and thus poor densities (e.g. structures I and VIII) relative to the published structure, 
were also deemed to be unlikely solutions. 
The two lowest energy and highest density structures (II and IV of Table 7-2) were 
allowed to further relax in the P1 space group with PBE-D3/6-31G(d,p) to ensure the more 
complete modeling of the intermolecular London dispersion forces with the general hydrogen 
bond network patterns established in the previous step. Comparison of the final structural 
energies from these optimizations showed the two structures to be essentially unchanged in their  
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Table 7-2.  Unit cell dimensions (Å), volume (Å3), density (g/cm3), and relative total 
energy (kJ/mol) of optimized γ-sorbitol crystal structure candidates (PBE/6-31G(d,p)) 
compared to the published structure. No BSSE corrections have been applied. 
 
Structure a b c V density Rel. tot. E. 
Published65 24.30122(17) 20.57261(14) 4.86719(3) 2433.301 1.491 − 
I 25.12581 20.81154 5.13203 2683.574 1.352    985.67 
II 24.99423 20.44187 4.84364 2474.756 1.466       0.00 
III 25.50957 20.49868 4.79050 2505.011 1.448      70.90 
IV 24.12749 21.01214 4.77983 2423.228 1.497      15.60 
V 26.46537 19.89380 4.90136 2580.550 1.406    308.30 
VI 24.91084 20.96649 4.98142 2601.758 1.395  1162.53 
VII 25.06718 21.05456 5.07318 2521.948 1.437    654.89 
VIII 25.16151 21.05456 5.07318 2687.591 1.350  1504.50 
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energy rankings (ΔE = 16.5 kJ/mol). Each structure in its P1 form was further used to generate 
additional structural candidates through C-C-O-H torsional angle manipulation and evaluation of 
the resulting structures for symmetry elements. Final candidates in the structure search were 
optimized with PBE-D3/6-31G(d,p) in the P1, P21 and P21212 space groups with the results 
listed in Table 7-3. It is important to note that candidate structures in the original higher 
symmetry P21212 space group were consistently higher in energy.  
The lowest energy structure, IV-d, was identified as possessing the most chemically 
accurate packing arrangement despite not having the highest density as might be expected from 
the most efficient solid packing. The simultaneous low energy and low density of this structure 
results from the dominance and directionality of the numerous intermolecular hydrogen bonds 
that provide excellent cohesion, but at the expense of creating void spaces in the crystal. The end 
result of the structural candidate search for γ sorbitol yielded a crystal structure with P21 (IV-d in 
Table 7-3) space group symmetry and an asymmetric unit with six sorbitol molecules (Z = 12, 
Z’ = 6), illustrating an overestimation of symmetry elements in the original published crystal 
structure. The differing asymmetric units are illustrated in Figure 7-2. 
This final structure was reoptimized using the PBE0 hybrid functional with the larger 6-
311G(d,p) basis set to improve modeling of the hydrogen bonding within the crystal lattice of γ 
sorbitol. Optimizations of the α and ε structures using this hybrid functional with dispersion 
corrections (PBE0-D3) resulted in large volume contractions (-4.8% for α and -6.0% for ε) and 
large errors in the hydrogen bond lengths (0.087 Å for α and 0.073 for ε). Use of PBE0 without 
the D3 correction improved the modeled crystal structures (Table 7-4), and as a result, 
dispersion corrections were not applied to the final optimization of the refined γ crystal structure. 
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Table 7-3.  Volume (Å3), density (g/cm3) and relative total energy (kJ/mol) of optimized γ-
sorbitol crystal structure candidates (PBE-D3/6-31G(d,p)) in various space groups. No 
BSSE corrections have been applied. 
 
Structure Space Group V density Rel. tot. E. 
II-a P21212 2373.682 1.529 103.33 
II-b P1 2389.524 1.518   38.59 
IV-a P21 2336.034 1.553   31.08 
IV-b P21212 2465.541 1.472   98.76 
IV-c P1 2426.404 1.495     3.25 
IV-d P21 2425.293 1.496     0.00 
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Figure 7-2. The crystal packing and yellow-highlighted asymmetric units of the published γ 
sorbitol crystal structure (top) and the DFT-refined crystal structure (bottom). Hydrogen 
bonds are illustrated as dashed lines in blue if the O-H···O angle is < 160° and in green if 
the O-H···O angle is  > 160°.  
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Table 7-4. Percent errors in the unit cell dimensions (a, b, c, V), and the root-mean-squared 
deviation (RMSD) of the hydrogen bond lengths (Å) of the 100 K α and ε anhydrous sorbitol 
crystal structures optimized using the PBE and PBE0 functionals (both using 6-311G(d,p)) 
with and without dispersion corrections. 
 
 α ε 
 PBE-D3 PBE PBE0-D3 PBE0 PBE-D3 PBE PBE0-D3 PBE0 
% error a -1.55 1.86 -2.24 1.21 -3.22 -1.05 -3.16 -1.10 
% error b 0.29 1.24 -0.66 0.35 -1.21 3.09 -1.92 2.34 
% error c -1.98 0.24 -1.95 -0.13 -0.26 0.77 -0.94 0.03 
% error V -3.22 3.38 -4.80 1.43 -4.69 2.68 -5.97 1.13 
Hydrogen bond 
RMSD 
0.077 0.011 0.087 0.029 0.076 0.025 0.073 0.026 
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Comparison of the hydrogen bond geometries within the published crystal structure and 
the newly DFT-refined crystal structure showed improvement in the hydrogen bond angles in the 
simulated solid with a clear trend towards linearity (180°) (Figure 7-2). Significantly more 
hydrogen bond interactions in the P21 structure achieve O-H···O angles within 10° of the ideal 
linear behavior (Table 7-5). The average hydrogen bond angle of 169° was also compared and 
found to be in good agreement with the average hydrogen bond angles found within the 
optimized crystal lattices of both the α (169°)  and ε (168°) polymorphs.  
To evaluate the accuracy of these refined atomic coordinates, it was also necessary to 
compare the internal molecular geometries found in the γ crystal to those found in the other 
polymorphs. The average C-C bond lengths, C-O bond lengths, and bond angles in the refined γ 
sorbitol molecules were found to be in agreement with those found in the ss-DFT optimized α 
and ε sorbitol molecules (Table 7-6). The torsion angles were not compared across the crystal 
structures due to their strong dependence on the different molecular conformations within each 
polymorph. 
A final PXRD comparison of the ss-DFT calculated IV-d structure to the experimental 
PXRD data confirmed this to be a good representation of the γ sorbitol packing arrangement 
(Figure 7-3, green trace) but with noticeable shifting of the simulated patterns. Use of IV-d as a 
starting point for a Rietveld refinement resulted in excellent agreement with the room 
temperature experimental PXRD pattern (Figure 7-3, red trace). The refinement using the 
experimental PXRD pattern allowed the  zero-temperature ss-DFT crystal structure to expand to 
room-temperature unit cell dimensions with corresponding small changes in atomic positions. 
This highlights a common, by addressable, limitation that occurs when comparing zero-
temperature computational results with non-zero temperature experiments. This Rietveld   
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Table 7-5.  Intermolecular hydrogen bond distances and angles found in the 
computationally refined (PBE0/6-311G(d,p)) and the as-published65 crystal structures of 
γ sorbitol. Values determined using Mercury.77 
 
P21 DFT-refined crystal structure Published P21212 crystal structure 
O···O distance (Å) O-H···O angle (°) O···O distance (Å) O-H···O angle (°) 
2.841 171.2 2.893 161 
2.684 152.6 2.78 163.5 
2.751 170.9 2.723 160.4 
2.720 174.4 2.942 160.9 
2.826 154.1 2.883 168.8 
2.793 179.0 2.838 146.2 
2.730 174.7 2.838 136.3 
2.835 166.6 2.723 148.5 
2.941 165.9 2.785 167.5 
2.685 176.1 Average = 2.823 Å Average = 157.1° 
2.720 174.6 
2.738 164.6 
2.832 175.1 
2.750 146.9 
2.734 170.2 
2.657 171.9 
2.794 170.9 
2.675 163.9 
2.746 176.8 
2.725 176.8 
2.752 164.9 
2.675 173.5 
2.923 158.3 
2.675 178 
2.724 176.8 
2.839 156.2 
Average = 2.760 Å Average = 168.7° 
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Table 7-6. Intramolecular structural analysis for each sorbitol polymorph. Dimensions 
are reported as averages over all sorbitol molecules in the simulated unit cell. Root-
mean-squared deviations (RMSDs) between theory (PBE0/6-311G(d,p)) and experiment 
are reported for only the α and ε polymorphs. 64, 78 
 
 α ε γ 
 Avgs. RMSD Avgs. RMSD Avgs. 
C-C bond length (Å) 1.529 0.005 1.529 0.010 1.527 
C-O bond length (Å) 1.432 0.009 1.429 0.016 1.418 
Heavy-atom bond angle (°) 110.829 0.836 110.723 0.721 110.596 
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Figure 7-3. Comparison PXRD patterns of γ-sorbitol between the final PBE0/6-311G(d,p) 
crystal structure (IV-d), the Rietveld refined pattern (Rietveld IV-d), and the experimental 
pattern. 
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refinement of IV-d resulted in an R value of 6.41%, as compared to an R value of 5.07% when 
using the published structure as a starting point, illustrating the good accuracy of this DFT-
calculated crystal structure. The fact that the published structure achieved a lower R value is also 
indicative of how the less chemically accurate structure could be mistakenly selected in a solely 
PXRD-based crystal structure determination. The lattice dimensions and atomic fractional 
coordinates for both the pure ss-DFT calculated IV-d structure and the room-temperature 
Rietveld refined structure are available in Appendix C. 
7.3.2 Energetic Comparison Across Sorbitol Polymorphs 
Once the final atomic coordinates of the γ polymorph were determined, the PBE0-
optimized structures of all three sorbitol forms were used to evaluate the underlying details of the 
polymorph stabilities and the possible driving forces behind their crystallization. When 
comparing the total electronic energies of the crystal structures, an unexpected pattern is 
observed. Despite being the most commonly encountered sorbitol polymorph, γ sorbitol is 
actually the highest energy form at 0 K (Table 7-7). The hydrogen bond lengths within the 
crystal lattices also indicate the γ polymorph to be the least stable, with the hydrogen bonds in 
the γ structure being longer than those in the α (by 0.03 Å) and the ε (by 0.06 Å) polymorphs. 
These longer intermolecular interactions are also reflected in γ by it exhibiting the poorest 
cohesive binding energy (Table 7-7) of the solid forms. Evaluating the conformational energies 
of each symmetry-unique sorbitol molecule across the three polymorphs shows that the ε 
polymorph contains the most stable solid-state sorbitol molecule, while the α polymorph contains 
the least stable. The γ crystal has six symmetry-unique sorbitols with a range of conformational 
energies, with a relative average (Econ) of 5.65 kJ/mol, being close to that found in the ε form 
(4.87 kJ/mol on average). 
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Table 7-7. Calculated (PBE0/6-311G(d,p)) relative per molecule electronic energy (Etot), 
relative conformational energy (Econ), and cohesive energy (Ecoh) of the sorbitol 
polymorphs. All energy values are reported in kJ/mol and have been corrected for BSSE.  
 Relative Etot Relative Econ Ecoh 
ε 0.00 
0.00 -98.90 
9.73 
α 6.09 18.48 -102.99 
γ 16.36 
4.61 
-85.18 
0.55 
13.60 
7.03 
4.58 
3.51 
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The high electronic energy of the γ polymorph showed it to be metastable with respect to 
both the α and ε polymorphs. This suggests that its crystallization follows Ostwald’s rule, which 
is found in many organic crystal systems where metastable polymorphs are the first ones 
observed.79-80 Still, the commonality and simple growth of the γ form raises the question of what 
is the driving force behind its crystallization. The cohesion and conformation energetic trends 
illustrated in Table 7-7 argue against both enthalpy-driven and kinetically-driven crystallization. 
Therefore, given the lower symmetry and higher Z’ of the γ polymorph, it is likely that its 
formation is entropically favored. 
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7.4 Conclusion 
The ubiquitous γ anhydrous sorbitol crystal structure was refined and fully solved using a 
combination of experimental PXRD and solid-state DFT computational methods. Particular 
focus was placed on determining the correct space group and to improving the hydrogen bond 
geometries within the crystal lattice. Indexing the powder data showed good agreement with the 
published lattice dimensions, justifying their use as starting parameters for computational 
refinement of the atomic positions. Multiple crystal structures were optimized in the P21212, P21, 
and P1 space groups, using solid-state DFT to refine 78, 156, and 312 symmetry unique atoms 
respectively for the various candidates. Overall, this makes the γ anhydrous sorbitol polymorph 
with P21 symmetry and an asymmetric unit comprised of six independent sorbitol molecules, the 
largest crystal structure refined to date using rigorous DFT computational methods. 
The final structure with the new P21 symmetry and proper O-H···O hydrogen bond 
directionality, was used to further understand the relative stabilities of all three sorbitol 
polymorphs. Despite being the most commonly encountered polymorph, the γ crystal is actually 
the least electronically stable sorbitol structure. Due to the lower symmetry and higher 
complexity of its crystal structure relative to the other two anhydrous polymorphs, the formation 
of the γ polymorph is likely to be entropically driven following Ostwald’s rule of stages. 
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7.5 Supporting Information (APPENDIX C) 
 Rietveld refinement plot, lattice dimensions and atomic fractional coordinates of the 
computationally derived γ-sorbitol structure, lattice dimensions and atomic fractional coordinates 
corresponding to a room temperature γ-sorbitol structure. 
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CHAPTER 8: Evaluation of Functional and Basis-set Performance in Molecular Crystal 
Structure Simulations using Solid-state Density Functional Theory 
 
Abstract 
 Many of the factors governing the relative stabilities of organic molecular crystals are 
based on the type and magnitude of intermolecular forces holding the structures together. These 
characteristics are often investigated computationally in order to reach a detailed understanding 
of experimentally observed trends. The first step to accepting computationally-derived 
conclusions, however, requires trusting the quality of the simulated structure. Over the years 
many functionals and basis sets have been developed, each targeting chemical accuracy but with 
computational efficiency. However, the optimal functional/basis set combination has been shown 
to be highly dependent on the intermolecular forces present in the unit cell. In order to improve 
modelling of the intermolecular forces, semi-empirical dispersion corrections have also been 
developed. In this work, solid-state density functional theory was used to optimize multiple 
molecular crystal systems with generalized gradient approximation (GGA and hybrid functionals 
combined with basis sets of double- and triple-zeta quality. While all molecular crystals 
demonstrated sensitivity to changes in functional and basis set, highly hydrogen bonded solids 
also proved sensitive to the use of dispersion corrections. This extensive method testing has 
shown that solids consisting of neutral molecules with O-H···O hydrogen bonding were most 
accurately modelled using the PBE0 hybrid functional and no dispersion correction. Zwitterionic 
molecular solids with primarily N-H···O hydrogen bonding required the PBE GGA functional 
with the dispersion correction to accurately modeling the intermolecular interactions. 
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8.1 Introduction 
The pharmaceutical industry works with many active and inactive ingredients throughout 
the process of product development. In pursuit of producing the most stable and effective 
medicinal tablets, it is as important to understand the properties and stabilities of the inactive 
components as it is to understand those of the active ingredients. For many pharmaceutical 
excipients, this means investigation into the structures, properties, and trends of not just one, but 
multiple crystal structures due to the presence of anhydrous polymorphs, solvates, and cocrystals 
for different substances.1 The differing packing arrangements and resulting intermolecular 
interactions across a class of polymorphs dictate differing physical properties such as melting 
point, hygroscopicity, and solubility. 
The identification of different forms and their corresponding physical properties within a 
group of related polymorphs can be investigated using various experimental methods such as 
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), 
terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS), X-ray diffraction, and solid-state NMR.2-8 The 
electronic origins of the properties probed with these methods are frequently further investigated 
using solid-state density functional theory (ss-DFT).9-13 
Through the theoretical simulations, electronic energies of each structure can be 
compared for relative stabilities and analyzed for the conformational and cohesive components 
of the electronic energies.14-17 The simulated structures can also be used for a vibrational and 
thermodynamic analysis. Free energies are particularly useful not only for determining a relative 
stability trend across polymorphs at ambient conditions, but also for building phase diagrams.18 
Free energy versus temperature phase diagrams are of particular interest when searching for 
specific transition temperatures, if they exist.18 
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The ability to analyze and understand the electronic origins of experimentally observed 
behaviors rely entirely on the quality of the simulated unit cell initially obtained. Within ss-DFT, 
multiple functionals and basis sets have been made available targeting chemical accuracy 
balanced with computational efficiency. Initially, functionals available included generalized 
gradient approximations (GGAs) such as the PBE19 and BLYP20-21 functionals. As computational 
methods began to improve, the approximations by these GGAs for the correlation functional 
were combined with exact results for the exchange function in hybrid functionals such as PBE022 
and B3LYP23. To further improve the modelling of intermolecular interactions, functionals were 
further developed into range-corrected hybrids such as LC-wPBE24, LC-BLYP25-26 and wB97X23, 
27. 
Modelling the long-range interactions has continued to be a struggle despite the 
development of these long-range hybrid functionals. While these functionals do result in marked 
improvement of modelled crystal structures, they do so at the expense of computational cost.28 
To achieve a correction for the modelling of intermolecular interactions with minimal impact on 
the computational time, Grimme began developing an empirical London-dispersion correction.29-
30 This correction (D3) has been written into programs to augment the GGA and hybrid 
functionals. 
Despite the vast improvements that have been made to the computational methods 
available with ss-DFT, it is still sometimes difficult to achieve simulations of desirable accuracy. 
Use of the functionals without applying a dispersion correction most often leads to a large 
expansion in unit cell volume due to stronger simulated repulsion as compared to the simulated 
attractive forces within the model system. However, the strength of the dominating 
intermolecular forces within the crystal system impacts the accuracy achieved with the use of the 
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dispersion correction. When the D3 the dispersion correction was developed, it was tested on 
dispersion-dominated dimers and trimers.29  When the correction is applied in the solid state on 
crystal systems with hydrogen bonding or other forces stronger than dispersion, the dispersion 
correction results in apparent over-binding. While simulations without dispersion corrections 
enlarge the unit cell, simulations of hydrogen-bonded solids with dispersion corrections result in 
largely contracted unit cells. The over-correction seen in highly hydrogen bonded solids is to an 
extent that constraints, such as constant volume, must be applied to the lattice during structural 
optimizations to achieve models of the desired quality.31 
In this work, 21 crystal systems (shown in Figure 8-1) have been used as a benchmark 
set for identifying the optimal functional with or without the dispersion correction for achieving 
high quality simulations with relatively low computational cost. As the accuracy of the 
dispersion correction is dependent on the intermolecular forces present in the unit cell, different 
types of crystal systems were tested. The 21 crystal systems consisted of 12 structures with 
extensive hydrogen bonding, 6 crystal structures with dispersion or dipole-dipole intermolecular 
forces, and 3 zwitterionic crystal structures. Each crystal system has been optimized using both 
GGA and hybrid functionals combined with basis sets of double- and triple-zeta quality. The 
impact of the dispersion correction has also been tested in each crystal system with each 
functional. Through both intermolecular and intramolecular evaluations of each optimized 
structure, it became clear that crystal structures with extensive hydrogen bonding were the most 
sensitive to the application of a dispersion correction. This extensive method testing has shown 
that solids consisting of neutral molecules with O-H···O hydrogen bonding were most accurately 
modelled using the PBE0 hybrid functional and no dispersion correction. Zwitterionic molecular 
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solids with primarily N-H···O hydrogen bonding required the PBE GGA functional with the 
dispersion correction to accurately model the intermolecular interactions. 
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Figure 8-1. Molecular diagrams for each crystal system evaluated in this study. The 21 
systems have been categorized based on the nature of the component molecules and 
intermolecular forces within the unit cells.32-52  
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8.2 Computational Methods 
Solid-state calculations were carried out using periodic boundary condition DFT with the 
CRYSTAL1753-54 software package. Optimizations were carried out using the PBE19, BLYP20-21, 
PBE022 and B3LYP23 functionals. Each functional was augmented with London force corrections 
(DFT-D3 with the Becke-Johnson damping functions29-30) to attempt to better account for the 
long-range noncovalent interactions known to be underestimated by typical DFT methods55. 
Calculations also utilized the 6-31G(d,p)56 and 6-311G(d,p)57 Pople-style basis sets the VTZP58-
59, def2-SVP60, def2-TZVP60, and pobTZVP61 Ahlrich-style basis sets. 
Geometry analyses were performed using low temperature (15 K – 143 K) single-crystal 
X-ray diffraction structures as the starting points. Optimizations were executed without limits 
placed on atom positions or cell dimensions, beyond that of space group symmetry. Energy 
convergence criteria were ΔE = 10-8 hartree. Atomic overlap tolerances for the Coulomb and 
exchange integrals53 were defined as 10-8, 10-8, 10-8, 10-8, and 10-16 hartree. Between 30 and 68 
(depending on the crystal structure) k points in the irreducible Brillouin-zone were used, as 
determined after monitoring  energy convergence as a function of k-point count in reciprocal 
space according to the Pack-Monkhorst method.62 
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8.3 Results and Discussion 
The most important step in electronic structure analysis involves optimizing the crystal 
structure. Different functionals and basis sets treat atom types, intermolecular forces, and other 
properties within the crystal structure differently. As a result, across the field of solid-state 
computational research, there is no indication of the optimum combination of methods to use.  
8.3.1 Basis Sets 
The size of basis set used, and types of orbitals defined (pure or hybrid orbitals) has a 
strong influence on the quality of the optimized structure. For this reason, one of each structure 
type (structures 4, 10 and 19) were optimized using the PBE functional with Pople and Ahlrich 
style basis sets of increasing size: def2svp (152, 180, and 157 basis functions), 6-31G(d,p) (152, 
180, and 157 basis functions), 6-311G(d,p) (192, 228, and 198 basis functions), pobtzvp (192, 
228, 198 basis functions), VTZP (208, 248, 214 basis functions), and def2tzvp (196, 358, and 
302 basis functions). As expected, the quality of the simulated structures generally improved 
with increasing basis set size. Volume contractions observed with 6-311G(d,p) in the hydrogen 
bonded and the zwitterionic structures increased in magnitude when double zeta basis sets were 
used (6-31G(d,p) and def2svp) and decreased to almost negligible errors (shown in Figure 8-2) 
with the larger VTZP and def2tzvp basis sets. While pobtzvp utilizes the same number basis 
functions as 6-311G(d,p), its simulation quality is more comparable to the simulated structures 
obtained from the double-zeta basis sets. 
A similar trend was seen in the intermolecular hydrogen bonds and the intramolecular 
bond lengths and angles. With both sets of parameters, the def2tzvp basis set consistently 
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Figure 8-2. Percent errors of optimized unit cell volumes as compared to published unit 
cells for structures 4, 10 and 19 with def2svp, 6-31G(d,p), 6-311G(d,p), pobtzvp, VTZP, and 
def2tzvp combined with PBE-D3. 
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produced the highest quality simulations. The hydrogen bond interactions were most poorly 
simulated by the def2svp basis set but performed on par with the double-zeta Pople basis set 
when analyzing the quality of the molecular structures (see Appendix D). As seen with errors in 
unit cell volume, VTZP produced structures of similar quality to the def2tzvp simulations while 
the pobtzvp basis set performed similarly to 6-31G(d,p). 
 The choice of basis set is also very important when considering the reliability of 
calculated electronic energies. Every basis set imparts some amount of basis set superposition 
error (BSSE). This error leads to artificial contraction of the crystal unit cell, resulting in the 
large errors seen in Figure 8-2. It also causes the calculated electronic energy to be artificially 
lowered, a particular concern when analyzing the intermolecular binding energy within a crystal 
structure This correction can be calculated using the Boys-Bernardi counterpoise method.63 The 
magnitude of BSSE from each basis set is compared in Figure 8-3. To make the amount of 
BSSE comparable across the different structures, it is shown in terms of percent contamination in 
the intermolecular binding energy. As the size of the basis set increases, the amount of BSSE 
contamination decreases, as expected. In this respect, the pobtzvp basis set generally appeared to 
be better than either Pople-style basis set. 
Analysis of the electronic binding energy is also impacted by the energy resulting from 
the D3 dispersion correction. This energy accounts primarily for van der waals interactions, 
making its magnitude largest for structure 4, which only contains dispersion interactions within 
its unit cell. In these type of structures, larger basis sets resulted in a lower D3 dispersion energy, 
making the calculated binding energy a more realistic representation of the strength of 
intermolecular forces in the unit cell. Despite this improvement, the D3 dispersion still accounted 
for over half of the intermolecular binding energy of the crystal. In crystal structures with 
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Figure 8-3. Percent of the binding energy contaminated by BSSE energy resulting from 
def2svp, 6-31G(d,p), 6-311G(d,p), pobtzvp, VTZP, and def2tzvp for structures crystal 
structures of 4, 10, and 19 optimized using PBE-D3. 
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hydrogen bonding and other stronger intermolecular interactions, the magnitude of the D3 
dispersion energy is not sensitive to the choice of basis set. It also comprises a much smaller 
percentage of the total binding energy. 
Overall, the larger basis sets consistently produced more accurate crystal structures and 
more reliable electronic energies The Ahlrich-style basis set def2tzvp imparted the smallest 
magnitude BSSE contamination on the electronic energies and resulted in the lowest errors in the 
simulated internal and external structures of each crystal.  Unfortunately, this marked 
improvement occurred at a great expense of computational time. However, the VTZP basis set 
produced simulations of similar accuracy to def2tzvp and demonstrated a similarly low 
percentage of BSSE contamination without being as computationally expensive as def2tzvp. 
Calculations were most efficient using the 6-31G(d,p) basis set, with def2svp, 6-311G(d,p) and 
pobtzvp each taking about three times as long. The ideal basis set, def2tzvp, would be 
impractical to rely on, with it requiring about 12 times as long as 6-31G(d,p) to perform the same 
calculation (illustrated in Figure 8-4), but its VTZP counterpart is only 5 times slower than 6-
31G(d,p).  
8.3.2 Functionals 
The most common types of functionals, GGAs and hybrids, were tested for internal and 
external structural accuracy. These comparisons were conducted while holding the basis set 
constant at 6-311G(d,p) This was evaluated by comparison of the lattice dimensions (a, b, c, and 
V) and of the molecular measurements (bond lengths, bond angles, and bond torsions) to those 
found in the published crystal structures. These benchmarks were also used to evaluate the 
change in accuracy obtained by each functional with the addition of the dispersion correction. 
Beginning with the simplest systems used (structures without hydrogen bonding, structures 1-6 
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Figure 8-4. Relative total cpu time (s) for the optimization of cyclohexane-1,4-dione using 
the def2svp, 6-31G(d,p), 6-311G(d,p), pobtzvp, VTZP, and def2tzvp basis sets. Times were 
calculated relative to the most efficient basis set, 6-31G(d,p). 
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as numbered in Figure 8-1), percent errors of the unit cell volumes were compared to evaluate 
average errors across the individual dimensions (Figure 8-5). Individual lattice dimension errors 
can be seen in Appendix D. Calculations in which the functionals were augmented with the 
dispersion correction are indicated with “-D” after the functional. 
With the addition of the dispersion correction, each optimized unit cell contracted; 
calculations performed without the dispersion correction led to largely expanded unit cells. 
While thermal expansion is a concern when comparing computationally derived structures to 
experimentally determined equivalents, it usually results in just a 5-10% difference in volume if 
the starting structure was solved at room temperature.64 The low temperatures all structures in 
this work were solved at, therefore, should reflect a thermal expansion even less than 5%, and 
this behavior should be reflected as a unit cell contraction As can be seen in Figure 8-5, the use 
of the dispersion correction was necessary to achieve errors of an acceptable magnitude. 
Disregarding the dispersion correction, in the best case, resulted in an expansion of 11% in 
structure 3 with PBE. In the two worst cases the lack of this correction resulted in errors well 
over 100% (structure 2 – 107% with BLYP and structure 5 – 325% with B3LYP; 263% with 
BLYP).  
Upon addition of the dispersion correction, all functionals performed significantly better, 
with the largest magnitude error being about 6%. Consistently across the six tested systems, the 
GGA functionals were able to achieve more accurate simulated lattices, with the PBE functional 
proving to be ideal for modelling the unit cell. Analysis of the intramolecular measurements 
show adequate reproduction across all structures when all four functionals are paired with the 
dispersion correction (see Appendix D). However, when specifically measuring the C-X bond 
lengths, the hybrid functionals proved noticeably more accurate than the GGA functionals  
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Figure 8-5. Percent errors of optimized unit cell volumes as compared to published unit 
cells for structures 1-6 with B3LYP, PBE0, BLYP, and PBE with and without the D3 
dispersion corrections and 6-311G(d,p). The errors have been cut off at 70%. Large errors 
include 107.3% (structure 2/BLYP), 325.1% (structure 5/B3LYP), and 263.9% (structure 
5/BLYP). 
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(Figure 8-6). The scale of these errors, though, make the difference between the functional 
types negligible. Overall, between the results of both the external and internal crystal structure 
evaluation, the optimum functional for computational analysis is PBE with the D3 dispersion 
correction. 
As expected, the relative accuracy of the various functionals changes when analyzing 
crystal structures with extensive hydrogen bonding. It is well known that hybrid functionals 
perform better when modelling the strong hydrogen bonding interactions.65 This trend was 
partially seen in the optimization of structures 7 – 18 when analyzing the unit cell dimensions 
(Figure 8-7), in the accuracy of the PBE0 hybrid functional. Interestingly, rather than both 
hybrid functionals agreeing closer with experiment, these optimizations showed both PBE 
related functionals (PBE0 and PBE) to be more accurate than the B3LYP and BLYP 
functionals. The impact of the dispersion correction was also unexpected. When using the 
GGA functionals and the B3LYP hybrid functional, the dispersion correction did result in 
improved modelling of the unit cell dimensions. However, the lowest magnitude error for half 
of the hydrogen bonded crystals was achieved by using the PBE0 hybrid functional without the 
use of the dispersion correction. 
The average accuracy of the lattice dimensions is only one indicator of the ability to 
model hydrogen bonds. In order to determine the optimum functional to be used, it is also 
necessary to compare the root-mean-squared deviations (RMSDs) of the calculated hydrogen 
bond lengths and angles (Figure 8-8).  These errors reflect large contractions in the hydrogen 
bonds modelled in the dispersion corrected calculations and elongating of the hydrogen bonds 
in the uncorrected calculations. The hydrogen bond angles require inclusion of the hydrogen 
atoms in the measurement. Therefore, due to the poor X-ray scattering of hydrogen atoms, the  
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Figure 8-6. Root-mean-squared deviation of C-X bond lengths as compared to published 
structures for structures 1-6 with B3LYP, PBE0, BLYP, and PBE with and without the D3 
dispersion corrections and 6-311G(d,p). The RMSDs have been cut off at 0.025. Large 
errors include 0.699 Å (structure 1/BLYP), 0.693 Å (structure 1/BLYP-D), 0.081 Å 
(structure 2/BLYP-D), 0.109 Å (structure 3/BLYP), and 0.107 Å (structure 3/BLYP-D). 
Structure 5, which did not contain C-X bonds, does not have RMSDs to display. 
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Figure 8-7. Percent errors of optimized unit cell volumes as compared to published unit 
cells for structures 7-18 with B3LYP, PBE0, BLYP, and PBE with and without the D3 
dispersion corrections with 6-311G(d,p). 
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comparison could not meaningfully be carried out across all twelve hydrogen bonded solids. 
Structures 16-18 were experimentally determined using neutron scattering, resulting in reliable 
experimental hydrogen atom positions for these three structures, and so they were used to 
evaluate the accuracy of the O-H···O angles. 
 When comparing the simulated hydrogen bond lengths, it is again clear to see that the 
PBE0 and PBE functionals are superior to the B3LYP and BLYP functionals (Figure 8-8a). In 
the case of the hydrogen bond lengths, both functionals showed improvement when the 
dispersion correction was removed from the calculation. This result is unexpected when 
considering the calculations conducted with the PBE GGA functional due to the large unit cell 
volume errors seen in the pure PBE calculations as compared to the PBE-D optimizations. 
When comparing the length of the C-X bonds which participate in these hydrogen bonds, 
though, it became clear that, despite the results in the hydrogen bond lengths, the pure PBE 
calculations were less adequate than using PBE with the dispersion corrections (see Appendix 
D). The hydrogen bond lengths closely agree with experiment in the PBE calculations without 
dispersion corrections because the C-X bond lengths were stretched to accommodate the 
intermolecular interactions. 
Analysis of the calculated hydrogen bond angles in the three neutron-diffraction 
structures (Figure 8-8b) further indicated that, despite its ability to reproduce the external 
lattice structure, PBE is not the best functional for use with strongly hydrogen-bonded solids. 
In all three structures, the RMSDs for the hydrogen bond angles of these PBE models are much 
larger than those calculated for the hydrogen bond angles in the PBE0 models. When 
comparing the PBE0 models with and without dispersion corrections, the errors appear to be 
similar, never exceeding 0.5° (very small relative to the average magnitude of bond angles).  
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Figure 8-8.  RMSDs as compared to published structures of O/N···O/N hydrogen bond 
lengths for structures 7-18 (a) and O/N-H···O/N hydrogen bond angles for structures 16-18 
(b) with B3LYP, PBE0, BLYP, and PBE with and without the D3 dispersion corrections 
and 6-311G(d,p). 
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Based on the accuracy of the modelled intermolecular interactions and the modelled unit cells, 
PBE0 without dispersion corrections result in the optimum structure models for crystals with 
extensive hydrogen bonding. 
 Building on the study of structures with strong intermolecular interactions, three 
zwitterionic crystal structures (structure 19-21) were examined as well. Surprisingly, despite 
containing both extensive hydrogen bonding and ion-dipole interactions, these structures behave 
very similarly to the first set of structures, which were dominated by dispersion forces. When 
analyzing the accuracy of the modelled unit cells, the GGA functionals performed better than the 
hybrid functionals (Figure 8-9a). Also, all functionals required the use of the dispersion 
correction in order to achieve unit cells with less than 5% error when compared to the 
experimental structures.  
Comparison of the modelled hydrogen bond lengths showed similar results in the 
accuracy of the BLYP calculations. The PBE functional did not produce high quality modelled 
hydrogen bonds relative to the BLYP calculations (Figure 8-9b). Rather, when analyzing the 
hydrogen bonds, the B3LYP functional with D3, which produced the highest unit cell errors, 
resulted in hydrogen bond lengths of similar accuracy to the BLYP models (within two standard 
deviations). The optimum functional for the zwitterionic crystals is not as simple to determine as 
the optimum functional for the hydrogen bonded crystals. When analyzing the intramolecular 
measurements, the most accurate functionals change. For the molecular structures, the hybrid 
functionals performed better than the GGA functionals. The most significant difference in 
performance across the functionals could be seen in the ability to model the C-C and C-X bonds 
(Figure 8-10). While the BLYP functional reproduced the hydrogen bond lengths, this was at the 
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Figure 8-9. (a) Percent errors of optimized unit cell volumes and (b) RMSDs of optimized 
O/N···O/N hydrogen bond lengths as compared to published unit cells for structures 19-21 
with B3LYP, PBE0, BLYP, and PBE with and without the D3 dispersion corrections and 6-
311G(d,p). 
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Figure 8-10.  RMSDs of C-C (a) and C-X (b) bond lengths as compared to published 
structures for structures 19-21 with B3LYP, PBE0, BLYP, and PBE with and without the 
D3 dispersion corrections. 
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expense of both the C-C and C-X bonds; in order to accommodate the well modelled 
intermolecular hydrogen bonds, the intramolecular bonds were elongated. In an effort to balance 
adequate molecular structures, intermolecular interactions and unit cell structures for zwitterionic 
solids, the PBE functional would be optimal. 
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8.4 Conclusion 
Over the course of multiple crystal structure optimizations, it became clear that the choice 
of functional is entirely dependent on the intermolecular forces present within the unit cell. 
Structures that contain intermolecular interactions other than hydrogen bonding (the dispersion 
dominated crystals and the zwitterionic crystals) were both more accurately modeled by GGA 
functionals as opposed to the hybrid functionals. In the dispersion dominated structures, PBE 
resulted in both the most accurate internal molecular structures and the most accurate external 
unit cell structures. The PBE functional is also optimal for simulating the zwitterionic crystal 
structures. For this structure type, the functional choice resulted from the need to achieve both 
reasonable unit cells and hydrogen bonds as well as reasonable molecular structures.  
All of these calculations benefited greatly from the use of the dispersion corrections. 
When using the dispersion correction with extensively hydrogen bonded crystal structures, 
though, the simulated cells contracted by, about 4% on average. As a result of these contractions, 
the hydrogen bond interactions were overestimated in strength and underestimated in length. 
Across the hydrogen-bonded systems tested, the optimal functional was determined to be the 
PBE0 hybrid functional without the use of the dispersion correction. However, when the size of 
the basis set was increased, and therefore the amount of BSSE was decreased, the magnitude of 
unit cell contraction decreased greatly. This indicated that the most accurate results for hydrogen 
bonded systems could be obtained with the use of PBE0-D and the VTZP basis set. 
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8.5 Supporting Information (see APPENDIX D) 
 Percent errors of optimized lattice dimensions for structures 1-6, RMSDs of bond lengths, 
angles, and torsions for structures 1-6, RMSDs of C-X bond lengths for structures 7-18 
RMSDs of bond lengths, angles, and torsions for structures 4,10 and 19, RMSDs of hydrogen 
bond lengths for structures 4, 10, and 19. 
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CHAPTER 9: Use of Solid-State DFT for Crystal Structure Prediction: A Study for 
Glycine Polymorphs 
 
Abstract 
Crystal structure prediction has become an important aspect of pharmaceutical, food, and 
other industries, where crystalline structure-dependent properties of individual components can 
greatly impact the properties of the final product, such as solubility. The most commonly 
encountered organic molecular crystal systems in these fields are often known for exhibiting 
polymorphism, making it necessary to not only identify the most thermodynamically stable 
crystal structure, but other probable low energy (metastable) structures as well. In this work, 
solid-state density functional theory (DFT) has been used to test a multitude of packing 
arrangements within each of the fifty most common space groups to search for the three most 
common glycine polymorphs (α, β, and γ). These initial geometry optimizations were conducted 
on unit cells built using only the constraints imposed by symmetry. Full vibrational and 
thermodynamic analyses of the identified structures were also used for evaluation of each 
structure’s chemical viability. Targeted searches within the published space groups for these 
polymorphs (P21/c, P21, P32), were able to identify both the most common polymorph, γ (P32), 
as well as β (P21). However, within the P21/c space group, α has proven difficult to discover on 
the potential energy surface, while another, less common polymorph (β’) could be identified 
easily. The targeted search within this space group revealed that the solid-state DFT approach 
used in this project can not only find the most well-known structures, but can identify less 
abundant polymorphs as well, in this case the high pressure β’ polymorph. 
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9.1 Introduction 
 Within the field of computational solid-state chemistry research, crystal structure 
prediction (CSP) has seen a growing interest. The ability to predict crystal structures and their 
corresponding properties before investing experimental resources would be a more efficient use 
of time and supplies in pharmaceutical and other industries. With this interest from industry, an 
increasing number of research groups over the years have been able to partake in the field of 
CSP, with the ultimate goal being to  not only predict anhydrous polymorphs, but also cocrystals, 
salts, solvates, etc.1 
 To encourage development of CSP methods, the Cambridge Crystallographic Data 
Center has hosted blind tests every few years since 2000.1-6 These are formatted to simply 
provide the participants with a molecular structure, whose crystal structure is known to the 
judges but not the participants. European groups including (but not limited to) Price,7-20 
Leusen21-27, van Eijck28-35, Day18, 36-47, and Ogonov48-56 have been consistent contributors to the 
development of CSP methods, from the first through the most recent sixth blind test. 
 Crystal structure prediction generally involves two steps. Initial structures are generated, 
then the energies of these generated structures are compared. A common method for identifying 
ideal structures on the resulting crystal energy landscape is to plot the electronic energy of a 
packing arrangement versus its corresponding density.10 As of the sixth blind test, the most 
common structure generation methods include random or quasi-random searches and genetic 
algorithms, each of which used an optimized molecule as the initial molecular building block.1 
More rigorous methods are later applied to the identified “winning structure” to obtain a more 
realistic representation of its lattice dimensions and atomic coordinates.1 
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 Ab initio computational methods such as density functional theory (DFT) have been used 
in many current CSP protocols to identify the initial molecular conformation using either simple 
structural optimizations or even conformational scans. These rigorous methods have also been 
used by some groups for crystal structure optimizations, but only when limiting such calculations 
to lattice-only optimizations.6 In the instances when CSP is used to identify multiple 
polymorphic forms, solid-state DFT (ss-DFT) has been used to rank the relative electronic 
stabilities of the identified low-energy structures. However, the computational resources needed 
to generate enough structures to accurately represent the crystal energy landscape have often be 
viewed as prohibitive for the use of DFT alone as a structure generation method.26  
 In this work, an entirely ss-DFT approach to CSP has been developed and tested on the 
highly characterized glycine polymorphs.57-70 This CSP approach generates a multitude of crystal 
packing arrangements within constraints of space group symmetry in order to identify all 
possible glycine structures. Glycine, the simplest amino acid found in protein structures, is 
known to occur in three different polymorphs at ambient conditions: α (P21/n), β (P21), and γ 
(P32) (packing arrangements shown in Figure 9-1), which have a relative stability ranking of γ > 
α > β.58, 71-73 Glycine has also been shown to transform into less stable, crystal structures under 
high pressure. At 0.8 GPa, the β polymorph will transform into β’-glycine (Figure 9-1).74 
Between 2.73 and 7.85 GPa, the γ polymorph transforms into δ-glycine (Figure 9-1).75  When 
this CSP method was targeted at the published space groups of each polymorph stable at ambient 
conditions, it successfully found the published γ and β structures. Within the P21/c space group, 
glycine has two known polymorphs (both α and the high pressure β’), making the structure 
search more challenging. While it has been possible to find β’, α has proven much more difficult 
to identify on the potential energy surface.  
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Figure 9-1. Unit cell packing of the anhydrous glycine polymorphs 
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9.2 Crystal Structure Prediction Protocol 
 Initial packing arrangements for geometry optimizations were constructed from a 
molecular building block. The glycine molecular geometry was determined based on ideal bond 
lengths and angles (illustrated in Figure 9-2a) obtained by constructing (but not optimizing) the 
molecule in a molecular modelling program such as GaussView76. The cartesian coordinates for 
this structure were used to calculate a surrounding rectangular molecular volume. The origin (O) 
of this prism was determined from the minimum cartesian coordinate along each direction (x, y, 
and z). An additional distance, 0.8 Å, was subtracted from this coordinate to create a space that, 
if packed infinitely, accounts for half the average interaction distance between two molecules 
(when packed, this distance would be doubled, allowing for the full distance needed for attractive 
intermolecular interactions): 
 O = (xmin − 0.8, ymin − 0.8, zmin − 0.8) (9.1) 
In order to calculate the coordinates of the glycine molecule within the boundaries of this prism, 
each coordinate was shifted by (xi, yi, zi) – (Ox, Oy, Oz) to be defined relative to the origin. 
The dimensions for the prism were also calculated from the cartesian coordinates of the 
molecule. The prism needed to be long enough to encompass everything between the atom 
closest to the origin and the atom farthest from the origin. Again, an additional distance of 0.8 Å 
was added to each side of the prism (with a total of 1.6 Å added to each dimension length).  
 a = (xmax − xmin) + 1.6 
b = (ymax − ymin) + 1.6 
c = (zmax − zmin) + 1.6 
(9.2) 
This packing structure is limited to the capacity of a single glycine molecule (as illustrated in 
Figure 9-2b). To accommodate the packing arrangements resulting from space groups with a Z  
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Figure 9-2. a) Bond lengths and angles of the initial glycine molecular geometry used for 
crystal structure generation. b) glycine molecule contained within a specified rectangular 
volume, which is doubled in each dimension to obtain the initial unit cell for geometry 
optimizations. 
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value greater than one, the dimensions were doubled (shown in Figure 9-2b), generating the 
starting unit cell.   
 While a full geometry optimization does allow for both the lattice dimensions as well as 
the atomic positions to relax, the initial molecular orientation in space limits how much of the 
potential energy surface (PES) can be searched for an energetic minimum. To increase the size of 
the sampled area, the initial glycine molecule was rotated around each axis (x, y, z) by 180° in 
30° increments. This transformation was obtained by applying a rotation matrix77 to each of the 
cartesian coordinates: 
[
cos⁡α −sin⁡α 0
sin⁡α cos⁡α 0
0 0 1
] [
cos⁡β 0 sin⁡β
0 1 0
−sin⁡β 0 cos⁡β
] [
cos⁡γ −sin⁡γ 0
sin⁡γ cos⁡γ 0
0 0 1
] (9.3) 
Rotating the molecule in space resulted in 216 packing arrangements to be optimized per 
space group. After transforming the cartesian coordinates with the above matrix, fractional 
coordinates for the geometry optimizations were calculated by (xi/2a, yi/2b, zi/2c). Even though 
many possible crystal structures were generated, not all candidates were optimized. If the 
molecular orientation resulted in unfavorable intermolecular interactions, the structural 
optimization was incapable of reaching an energy minimum and the packing arrangement was 
rejected as a possible glycine structure.  
When this process is applied to a general search for crystal structures, these packing 
arrangements are generated in multiple space groups in order to sufficiently sample the overall 
crystal energy landscape. This involves testing crystal structures within the 50 most populated 
space groups according to the Cambridge Structural Database78 (CSD), which accounts for 
97.4% of the crystal structures within the CSD. 
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9.3 Computational Methods 
 Solid-state calculations were carried out using periodic boundary condition DFT with the 
CRYSTAL1779-80 software package. Initial geometry optimizations were carried out using the 
PBE81 generalized-gradient approximation functional with the 6-31G(d,p)82 basis set. The 
PBE083 hybrid functional and the 6-311G(d,p)84 basis set were used for final structural 
optimizations on low energy/high density candidates. The D3 dispersion energy correction with a 
Becke-Johnson damping scheme was applied in all simulations.85-86 All optimizations were 
executed without limits placed on atom positions or cell dimensions, beyond that of space group 
symmetry. 
 To minimize computational cost of the CSP process, convergence criteria were initially 
set loose, and progressively tightened through rounds of structural optimizations. RMS 
displacement and RMS gradient convergence criteria for optimizations were initially set to 1.2 x 
10-3 a.u. and 4 x 10-4 a.u. respectively. In the final optimizations, these were lowered to 1.0 x 10-5 
a.u. and 4.0 x 10-5 respectively. The energy convergence criterion was ΔE < 10-6 hartree for 
initial optimizations. Final structural optimizations were carried out using an energy convergence 
criterion of ΔE < 10-8 hartree. Atomic overlap tolerances for the Coulomb and exchange integrals 
were defined as 10-8, 10-8, 10-8, 10-8, and 10-16 hartree. 80 (α, β’ and β) and 44 (γ) k-points in the 
irreducible Brillouin-zone were used after monitoring  the energy convergence as a function of 
k-point count in reciprocal space according to the Pack-Monkhorst method.87  
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9.4 Results and Discussion 
 Initial glycine polymorph searches were focused on trying to identify the structures 
within the published space groups. As a result, the CSP process described above was executed 
using the symmetry limitations of the P32, the P21, and the P21/c space groups. Initial structural 
searches within each space group were limited to 50 optimization cycles for computational 
efficiency. 
9.4.1 P32 and P21 Space Group Searches 
 The initial structural search within the γ glycine space group (P32) resulted in three 
possible structures of similar density, energy and packing geometry. These structures, as the 
lowest energy candidates (14.7 kJ/mol lower than the second-lowest energy packing 
arrangements), were clearly identified as the correct crystal structure for the most stable glycine 
polymorph (Figure 9-3). When the lattice dimensions and densities for the lowest energy 
structures were compared to the published dimensions, they also showed negligible percent 
errors relative to the dimensions of the known γ crystal structure (Table 9-1). 
 A structural search within the β glycine space group was used to refine the sampling 
scheme. When the molecule was rotated at only 30° increments, low energy structures were 
identified on the crystal energy landscape. As was necessary for an unbiased test of the CSP 
procedure, the low energy structures (structures up to ~20 kJ/mol to account for possible 
energetic reordering) were re-optimized and the unit cell dimensions were compared to those of 
the published crystal structure. The volume contractions seen in the lowest energy structures are 
within results expected from thermal expansion contributions (Table 9-2).88 However, the large 
expansions observed along the b-axis are indicative of possible repulsive molecular orientations 
pushing the unit cell apart (Figure 9-4). 
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Figure 9-3. Energy versus density plot of 29 optimized (PBE-D/6-31G(d,p)) glycine packing 
arrangements constrained by P32 symmetry. The benchmark energy and density of the 
published structure is indicated by the green diamond. The lowest energy structures are 
indicated by a yellow circle on the x-axis. Low energy/high density structures which were 
further optimized are circled in red. 
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Table 9-1. Relative energy (calculated relative to the published crystal structure) and 
optimized versus CSP-derived (with PBE-D/6-31G(d,p)) unit cell parameters (Å), volume 
(Å3), and density (g/cm3) for the γ glycine polymorph and the P32 glycine packing 
arrangements. The lowest energy/highest density structures are highlighted in yellow. 
Rel. E 
(kJ/mol) 
Density a c V % err a % err c % err V 
0.00 1.643 6.939 5.455 227.48 ---------- ----------- ---------- 
-0.025 1.645 6.936 5.455 227.27 -0.042 -0.005 -0.089 
-0.016 1.645 6.936 5.455 227.29 -0.035 -0.012 -0.083 
-0.016 1.645 6.937 5.454 227.29 -0.023 -0.025 -0.083 
11.025 1.376 5.306 11.140 271.63 -23.53 104.19 19.41 
11.041 1.377 5.306 11.137 271.54 -23.53 104.14 19.37 
11.078 1.376 5.306 11.142 271.73 -23.52 104.24 19.45 
14.734 1.554 4.819 11.963 240.59 -30.55 119.28 5.76 
14.734 1.554 4.819 11.963 240.59 -30.55 119.28 5.76 
14.750 1.553 4.819 11.963 240.61 -30.55 119.30 5.77 
14.750 1.553 4.819 11.963 240.61 -30.55 119.30 5.77 
16.288 1.559 6.945 5.739 239.72 0.089 5.19 5.38 
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Table 9-2. Relative energy (calculated relative to the published crystal structure) and 
optimized versus CSP-derived (with PBE0-D/6-31G(d,p)) unit cell parameters (Å), 
volume (Å3) for the β glycine polymorph and the initial P21 glycine packing 
arrangements.  
Rel. E 
(kJ/mol) 
a b c V % err a % err b % err c % err 
V 
0.00 4.993 5.958 5.356 146.386 ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- 
6.670 4.868 7.253 4.556 148.983 -2.497 21.739 -14.930 1.774 
8.332 5.008 7.608 5.180 146.166 0.305 27.697 -3.283 -0.151 
8.350 5.008 7.608 5.179 146.159 0.309 27.694 -3.299 -0.155 
8.407 4.126 7.614 5.177 146.141 -17.358 27.805 -3.347 -0.168 
8.407 4.126 7.614 5.177 146.141 -17.358 27.805 -3.348 -0.168 
8.506 5.007 7.611 5.181 146.179 0.273 27.742 -3.269 -0.142 
8.506 5.007 7.611 5.181 146.179 0.273 27.742 -3.269 -0.142 
10.376 5.297 9.065 3.788 144.125 6.088 52.153 -29.279 -1.545 
10.514 3.788 9.067 5.292 144.153 -24.134 52.179 -1.195 -1.526 
10.519 3.788 9.066 4.236 144.201 -24.128 52.174 -20.902 -1.493 
10.651 4.240 9.064 3.783 144.094 -15.080 52.142 -29.373 -1.566 
11.150 4.994 7.798 4.883 151.403 0.014 30.887 -8.825 3.427 
11.251 4.995 7.801 4.879 151.565 0.036 30.936 -8.908 3.538 
16.331 4.304 7.973 5.021 157.528 -13.790 33.828 -6.249 7.611 
17.323 3.811 8.352 5.594 145.008 -23.670 40.187 4.436 -0.941 
20.160 3.909 7.968 5.429 152.461 -21.710 33.736 1.354 4.150 
20.509 3.912 7.965 5.432 152.450 -21.656 33.694 1.423 4.142 
20.574 5.386 7.742 5.289 160.406 7.871 29.952 -1.252 9.577 
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Figure 9-4. Example P21 packing arrangements optimized with PBE0/6-31G(d,p) as viewed 
along the crystallographic a-axis. Each structure corresponds to the indicated energy and 
percent error labeled above the unit cells. Hydrogen bonds are indicated by blue lines 
between the molecules. 
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These unfavorable interactions suggested packing arrangements with improbable 
molecular orientations. As a result, the sampling of the PES for the P21 space group was doubled 
to include rotations of the glycine molecule from 180° to 360° about each axis. This resulted in a 
more well-defined representation of the crystal energy landscape, albeit with significantly more 
low energy/high density structures. For computational efficiency in the successive structural 
evaluations, only packing arrangements with a density greater than 1.3 g/cm3 and a relative 
energy less than 50 kJ/mol (see Appendix E for the energy versus density plot) were re-
optimized until they each reached a local minimum on the PES. The increased sampling was 
successful in identifying a single crystal structure 14 kJ/mol lower in energy than the second-
lowest energy packing arrangement, with a density of 1.665 g/cm3. On comparison with the 
experimental unit cell dimensions, this low energy candidate showed very high accuracy in its 
lattice structure (Table 9-3). 
The winning low energy/high density packing arrangements within both the P32 and the 
P21 space groups were optimized a final time with PBE0-D and 6-311G(d,p) to improve the 
simulated intermolecular forces and reduce the impact of basis set superposition error (BSSE). 
The accuracy of these final structures was verified by comparison of simulated powder X-ray 
diffraction (PXRD) patterns between the experimental and computationally-derived structures. In 
both cases, the CSP structures resulted in PXRD patterns in complete agreement (disregarding 
temperature-related peak shifting) with the published crystal structures. The winning structures 
were also visually compared via structural overlays in Mercury89. The PXRD comparisons and 
structural overlays can both be seen in Appendix E. 
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Table 9-3. Relative energy (calculated relative to the published crystal structure) and 
optimized versus CSP-derived (with PBE-D/6-31G(d,p)) unit cell parameters (Å), 
volume (Å3) for the β glycine polymorph and the P21 glycine packing arrangements 
resulting from increased sampling of the PES. The lowest energy structure is highlighted 
in yellow. 
Rel. E 
(kJ/mol) 
a b c V % err a % err b % err c % err 
V 
0.00 5.023 5.994 5.400 149.708 ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- 
-0.289 5.022 5.995 5.399 149.650 -0.021 0.021 -0.018 -0.039 
14.353 4.918 7.182 4.735 160.303 -2.099 19.825 -12.321 7.077 
19.428 5.009 7.844 4.905 154.616 -0.281 30.857 -9.171 3.278 
19.642 5.606 7.244 4.710 158.331 11.598 20.857 -12.778 5.760 
20.118 5.358 7.031 4.346 151.749 6.666 17.299 -19.521 1.363 
20.276 4.847 7.940 4.561 158.776 -3.511 32.469 -15.550 6.057 
20.802 5.321 7.364 4.452 163.173 5.931 22.854 -17.565 8.994 
21.443 5.017 7.940 4.852 157.651 -0.133 32.459 -10.156 5.306 
21.477 5.968 7.831 3.812 148.340 18.813 30.653 -29.404 -0.914 
21.517 5.315 7.402 4.457 164.086 5.806 23.484 -17.469 9.604 
27.158 4.679 8.061 5.049 162.239 -6.850 34.487 -6.509 8.370 
30.276 4.349 8.045 5.049 162.443 -13.428 34.223 -6.511 8.507 
30.837 4.326 8.047 5.061 164.485 -13.890 34.246 -6.284 9.871 
36.219 5.293 8.275 5.038 165.501 5.366 38.057 -6.701 10.549 
36.256 5.292 8.291 5.037 165.487 5.337 38.316 -6.724 10.540 
37.674 3.893 8.149 4.938 152.769 -22.507 35.945 -8.552 2.045 
38.974 4.808 7.940 5.044 159.053 -4.290 32.460 -6.590 6.242 
40.957 5.620 6.579 4.803 176.639 11.872 9.752 -11.065 17.989 
43.477 5.037 6.679 5.350 163.339 0.275 11.433 -0.941 9.105 
47.497 5.206 5.923 5.331 155.616 3.636 -1.193 -1.290 3.946 
55.682 5.240 5.128 8.818 176.527 4.303 -14.452 63.281 17.914 
56.466 5.839 4.998 5.999 173.607 16.237 -16.610 11.088 15.963 
58.144 5.848 5.050 5.986 175.060 16.412 -15.753 10.851 16.934 
59.207 5.601 7.073 4.254 159.918 11.495 18.005 -21.226 6.820 
72.275 5.554 5.170 5.631 150.644 10.561 -13.754 4.277 0.625 
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9.4.2 P21/c Space Group Search 
 The potential energy surface corresponding to the P21/c space group proved to be 
significantly less defined compared to the surfaces for the P32 and P21 space groups. Initial 
structural searches found multiple structures within 5 kJ/mol of the minimum, each with different 
lattice dimensions. Identified low energy structures structures were reoptimized with higher 
levels of theory in an effort to identify the global minimum corresponding to the α-glycine 
packing arrangement. Again, to reduce the computational cost, the re-optimized structures were 
chosen within a density and energy cutoff (1.3 g/cm3 and 100 kJ/mol). A larger energy cutoff 
was used for the P21/c structures to accommodate the significantly larger pool of viable packing 
arrangements. However, even when these structures were optimized with PBE0-D and 6-
311G(d,p), the resulting lattice dimensions differed greatly from the expected unit cell. Within 
this list of inaccurate unit cell axes, it was possible to identify patterns among the a-b-c 
relationships. The majority of identified P21/c structures were packed within lattices of about 5 Å 
x 8 Å x 9.5Å (see Table 9-3 for example lattice dimensions and Appendix E for the full energy 
versus density plot). Simply doubling the parameter space by sampling the 180° - 360° molecular 
orientations resulted in a similar population of structures.  
 Given that a large number of tested structures resulted in similarly constructed unit cells, 
it was necessary to determine if there were other possible known glycine polymorphs within the 
P21/c space group. A fourth polymorph (β’) formed via exerting 0.8 GPa of pressure on the β 
polymorph packs within this space group in a unit cell with dimensions 5.4 Å, 6.0Å, and 9.9Å. 
These unit cell dimensions confirmed the fact that a structural search within this space group was 
repeatedly identifying a metastable polymorph. 
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Table 9-4. Relative energy (calculated relative to α-glycine) and optimized versus CSP-
derived (with PBE-D/6-31G(d,p)) unit cell parameters (Å), volume (Å3) for the α and β’ 
glycine polymorph and the P21/c glycine packing arrangements. The known α and β’ 
structures are listed in order above the bold line. 
Rel. E. 
(kJ/mol) 
density 
(g/cm3) 
a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) V (Å3) 
0.00 1.674 5.437 11.652 5.905 297.649 
2.845 1.672 5.391 6.048 9.939 298.001 
3.89 1.653 4.998 7.454 9.401 301.573 
10.67 1.596 4.856 6.634 10.698 312.321 
15.49 1.617 5.772 6.579 8.337 308.217 
20.28 1.516 5.440 9.327 6.483 328.726 
25.55 1.651 5.196 5.840 10.236 301.889 
28.32 1.606 8.193 7.906 5.786 310.319 
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 With two known polymorphs packing within the same crystallographic space group, it 
became necessary to increase the number of generated and tested packing arrangements again. In 
this case, the increased sampling was achieved by rotating the initial glycine molecule in space at 
15° increments. This increased search resulted, as expected, in considerably more probable 
packing arrangements (see Figure 9-5). The larger number of potential structures included unit 
cells similar to both the β’ and the α polymorphs (Table 9-4).  
 The two known crystal structures also revealed an additional necessary step in structure 
evaluation of the viable packing arrangements. A metastable and stable polymorph within the 
same space group is indicative of a stable local minimum on the PES as well as the expected 
global minimum. The identified packing arrangements, being scattered in different areas of the 
PES might be able to shift toward one polymorph over the other when allowed to optimize fully 
(beyond the initial limitation in the number of optimization cycles). To achieve as complete an 
optimization of the atomic positions as possible, the packing arrangements were re-optimized 
without symmetry beyond that of periodicity (P1 optimizations). In these optimizations, the step 
size along the PES was lowered to more finely sample the surface around each packing 
arrangement. The work to identify the winning α and β’ packing arrangements is currently 
ongoing. 
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Figure 9-5. Energy versus density plot of 926 optimized (PBE-D/6-31G(d,p)) glycine 
packing arrangements constrained by P21/c symmetry. The benchmark energy and density 
of the published structures are indicated by the green diamonds. Low energy/high density 
structures which were further optimized are boxed in red. 
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Table 9-5. Relative energy (calculated relative to α-glycine) and optimized versus CSP-
derived (with PBE-D/6-31G(d,p)) unit cell parameters (Å), volume (Å3) for the α and β’ 
glycine polymorph and the P21/c glycine packing arrangements resulting from increased 
sampling of the PES. The known α and β’ structures are listed in order above the bold 
line. 
Rel. E. 
(kJ/mol) 
ρ (g/cm3) a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) V (Å3) 
0.00 1.674 5.437 11.652 5.905 297.649 
2.845 1.672 5.391 6.048 9.939 298.001 
4.21 1.680 5.012 7.853 9.423 295.508 
10.20 1.600 5.048 7.876 8.157 310.368 
15.16 1.510 5.404 8.848 6.993 329.277 
20.28 1.520 5.428 9.335 6.457 327.073 
25.01 1.620 5.034 7.697 8.941 305.866 
28.87 1.650 5.179 10.914 5.959 301.129 
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9.5 Conclusions 
 Solid-state density functional theory has been successfully applied to the field of crystal 
structure prediction to identify the lattice dimensions and atomic coordinates of both the γ and β 
glycine polymorphs. The most stable polymorph, γ, proved to have the most well-defined 
potential energy surface. A targeted search within the P32 space group generated a minimal 
number of viable packing arrangements (compared to the number of reasonable packing 
arrangements generated within the P21 and P21/c space groups). The winning structure was also 
easily identified, being 14 kJ/mol lower in energy than the second-lowest energy structure. A 
similarly well-defined PES was achieved within the P21 space group, but this required more 
packing arrangements to characterize the shape of the surface. Within the increased parameter 
space, the β crystal structure was identified, being 14 kJ/mol lower in energy than the second-
lowest energy structure, akin to the results from the γ structure search. 
 The PES within the P21/c space group was determined to be more complicated than the 
PES corresponding to either the P32 or the P21 surfaces. This stems from the presence of two 
known crystal structures packing in P21/c. The presence of multiple polymorphs in a single space 
group revealed the need to refine the sampling of the PES. This space group also demonstrated 
that more polymorphic structures could result in more energy wells within the PES. In order to 
maximize the chance for a structure to shift from a metastable to a stable packing arrangement 
(and in this case find the α structure from packing arrangements seeming to favor the β’ 
structure) it was necessary to re-optimize probable crystal structures under P1 symmetry. 
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9.6 Future Work 
 Current testing of the CSP protocol described in section 9.2 has been limited to targeting 
the known anhydrous glycine polymorphs within their respective space groups. Once the 
procedure has been fully refined (based on success with identifying the α and β’ crystal 
structures), it will be tested in the context of a general search. This will result in the determined 
number of molecular orientations (1728 orientations when rotating in 15° increments about each 
axis) being generated in each of the 50 most populated space groups. Once the initial set of 
probable packing arrangements has been generated within each space group, density and energy 
cutoffs (1.3 g/cm3 and 50 kJ/mol) will be used to identify structures for further analysis in order 
to reduce the computational cost of refining the search. The remaining structures would be re-
optimized fully to local minima under P1 symmetry; when all space groups are searched, 
additional optimization without symmetry constraints could allow for the molecules within a 
structure to shift their packing geometry from one space group to another. 
 After testing and proving the accuracy of this ss-DFT CSP method on glycine, it will be 
applied to crystal systems with larger atom counts per asymmetric unit. For example, it will be 
tested on ring systems, such as cyclobutylfuran (a CSD test structure from the first blind test). It 
will also be tested on increasingly flexible molecules or rigid but complex pharmaceutical 
molecules. Once the CSP protocol has succeeded in finding the crystal structures for multiple 
test systems, it will be used on solids with uncharacterized polymorphs. 
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9.7 Supporting Information (see APPENDIX E) 
 Energy versus density plot of optimized glycine packing arrangements constrained by 
P21 symmetry, comparison of simulated powder X-ray diffraction patterns for the winning 
structures and the published structures of the γ and β anhydrous glycine polymorphs, structural 
overlays of the published and computationally derived crystal structures for the the γ and β 
anhydrous glycine polymorphs, energy versus density plot of the initial optimized glycine 
packing arrangements constrained by P21/c symmetry. 
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CHAPTER 10: Concluding Remarks 
 This research has demonstrated the wide applicability of solid-state density functional 
theory and low-frequency terahertz spectroscopy to investigate polymorphic systems. These 
techniques can provide a wide range of information about the properties of individual forms as 
well as trends across all polymorphic forms. Terahertz spectroscopy, with its ability to detect 
low-frequency lattice vibrations, is very useful when identifying a particular polymorph of a 
certain chemical. The unique fingerprint spectra have been shown in this work not just for 
comparison across anhydrous polymorphs but also between anhydrous polymorphs and related 
pseudopolymorphs (Chapters 5 and 6).  
 When combining the experimental vibrational data with computational simulations, it is 
also possible to better understand the electronic origins of observed stability trends. The 
intermolecular stretches which occur at low frequencies can have implications on the 
intermolecular interactions present in the unit cell. When the vibrational modes are simulated, it 
becomes possible to visualize the motions associated with experimentally observed peaks. Such 
analysis was used to better understand the low stability of the sorbitol-pyridine cocrystal in the 
presence of high humidity (Chapter 6). 
 The fingerprint spectra obtained using terahertz spectroscopy also make it a useful 
experimental benchmark for verifying the quality of computationally derived models. The 
general spectral pattern is a strong indicator of not only accurate unit cell dimensions but also 
accurate molecular conformations.  
When simulating various organic molecular crystals, choosing the optimal computational 
methods for achieving high quality simulations is not a trivial problem. Different functionals and 
basis sets model the intermolecular and intramolecular interactions within a unit cell to varying 
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degrees of accuracy. Crystal structures containing only dispersion interactions are able to be 
adequately modelled using simple generalized-gradient-approximation (GGA) functionals in 
combination with a London dispersion correction. When crystal structures are held together with 
stronger intermolecular forces, the choice of basis set has more of an impact. In order to achieve 
physically reasonable simulations, it is necessary to include a dispersion correction. However, 
the strength of hydrogen bond interactions combined with basis set superposition errors result in 
largely contracted crystal structures. As a result, the most accurate simulations will be obtained 
with larger basis sets. Crystal structures with hydrogen bonding interactions also benefit from the 
use of hybrid functionals (which are known to better handle polar interactions and polar 
molecules compared to GGAs) (Chapter 8). Knowledge of the performance of various 
computational methods when simulating molecular crystal structures can be used in future ss-
DFT work to obtain higher quality simulations, and thus more accurate representations of the 
electronic interactions present in the models. 
When accurate crystal structure models can be obtained for all forms in a polymorphic 
system, it becomes possible to understand the relative electronic and thermodynamic stabilities 
across the forms. These simulations can also be used understand possible driving forces 
(thermodynamic or kinetic) behind crystal formation. Structures with favorable binding energies 
are likely thermodynamically driven while structures with more favorable molecular 
conformations are likely kinetically driven. This understanding can be applied to experiments 
aimed at controlling which polymorphic form is grown from a solution. 
Thermodynamic data from ss-DFT models can also be used to provide data about 
thermodynamic relationships between polymorphs. Free-energy versus temperature phase 
diagrams not only illustrate the relative stability at room temperature (which is more 
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experimentally relevant than relative electronic stabilities) but also indicate existing 
enantiotropic transition temperatures. This is particularly useful in crystal systems where the 
transition temperature is not easily observed experimentally (such as low temperature 
transitions).  
Beyond simulating the structures and properties for known crystal structures, ss-DFT has 
also been shown to be useful for crystal structure prediction (CSP) (Chapter 9). When starting 
from a single molecular structure, ss-DFT was successfully used to generate a multitude of 
glycine (the molecular test system in this work) packing arrangements and, among those 
arrangements, identify two low energy structures. These low energy structures were in agreement 
with two known commonly occurring polymorphs. Given further refinement of the CSP 
protocol, it will also be able to find the third common polymorph as well as two known high-
pressure forms. 
The research described in this thesis provides useful information about the mannitol and 
sorbitol crystal systems to aid experimental studies. The thermodynamic and electronic data 
obtained for the known crystal structures can also be calculated for possible crystal structures 
identified in CSP studies. Together, this research shows examples of the extensive capabilities of 
solid-state research for better understanding crystal structures. This body of work would be 
useful not just for developing further computational methods but also for aiding experimental 
investigations. Especially in industrial applications, the use of computational resources offers 
alternative research methods to extensive (possibly unsuccessful) experimental investigations. 
Rather, as shown here, experimentally relevant stability trends, spectroscopic patterns, and other 
properties can be predicted with simulations to aid efficient use of experimental resources. 
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Table A-4. Lattice parameters and fractional coordinates of the refined hemihydrate structure. 
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Figure A-1. Experimental PXRD data (blue) for α, β, and δ mannitol compared to X-ray 
data published in Fronczek, F.; Kamel, H. N.; Slattery, M. Acta Crystallogr., Sect. C. 2003, 
59, 567-570 (black). 
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Figure A-2. Terahertz spectra collected at 293 K (red) and 78 K (blue) from 10 to 90 cm-1 
for the anhydrous polymorphs. 
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Figure A-3. Gibbs free energy data calculated for each anhydrous mannitol polymorph 
over the temperature range of 0.0 – 600.0 K. The relative free energy for the fully 
optimized (left) and constant-volume optimized (right) structures of the α (blue), β (red), 
and δ (green) polymorphs was plotted over the range of 200.0 K – 550.0 to more clearly 
show the enantiotropic transitions. 
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Table A-1. Comparison of optimized structures simulated with 6-311G(d,p) and Ahlrich’s VTZ 
with polarization functions (VTZP). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 α β  δ  
 6-311G(d,p) 
 Exp. Calc.  % Err Exp. Calc.  % Err Exp. Calc. % Err 
a     4.8653     4.8280 -0.77     5.5381     5.4998 -0.69     4.899     4.855 -0.90 
b     8.873      8.671 -2.27     8.580     8.369 -2.46   18.268   18.109 -0.87 
c   18.739   18.454 -1.52   16.795   16.392 -2.39     5.043     4.978 -1.29 
V 808.959 772.572 -4.50 798.046 754.478 -5.46 397.043 383.509 -3.41 
 Abs. Avg. %Err 2.26 Abs. Avg. %Err 2.75 Abs. Avg. %Err 1.62 
  
 VTZP 
a     4.8653     4.8766 +0.23     5.5381     5.5230 -0.27     4.899     4.870 -0.59 
b     8.873     8.678 -2.19     8.580     8.411 -1.97   18.268   18.148 -0.65 
c   18.739   18.556 -0.97   16.795   16.547 -1.48     5.043     4.999 -0.86 
V 808.959 785.321 -2.92 798.046 768.681 -3.68 397.043 387.617 -2.37 
 Abs. Avg. %Err 1.58 Abs. Avg. %Err 1.85 Abs. Avg. %Err 1.12 
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Table A-2. Comparisons of BSSE in kJ/mol calculated with 6-311G(d,p) and VTZP for the 
anhydrous mannitol polymorphs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 6-311G(d,p) Ahlrich’s pVTZ 
α 69.17 19.43 
β 72.75 19.73 
δ 76.34 23.24 
 
Table A-3. Frequencies (cm-1) of terahertz spectral peaks for the anhydrous polymorphs and 
their temperature correlations. 
α β δ 
293 K 78 K 293 K 78 K 293 K 78 K 
35.4 36.4 36.4 40.1 33.7 34.0 
43.7 45.8 50.0 53.1 37.5 38.0 
57.3 58.3 56.2 58.3 47.9 50.7 
62.5 64.5 76.0 79.8  56.7 
 69.8  83.4 63.6 64.9 
79.1 82.3   73.6 77.0 
      79.1 82.7 
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Table A-4. Lattice parameters and fractional coordinates of the refined hemihydrate structure 
a 9.607991 α 102.9253     
b 10.13037 β 89.4453     
c 4.747702 γ 112.742     
V 413.8625   
    
    
    
 X/A Y/B Z/C  X/A Y/B Z/C 
C -0.44558 0.217386 0.13636 O 0.338103 -0.45453 -0.29474 
C -0.31407 0.348365 0.319701 O 0.369597 -0.29881 0.247486 
C -0.36693 0.47057 0.46178 O 0.143144 -0.22581 -0.16281 
C -0.23502 -0.38492 -0.39769 O 0.196049 -0.06183 0.365274 
C -0.28827 -0.26002 -0.27806 H 0.220897 0.249483 -0.49923 
C -0.16146 -0.12118 -0.10245 H 0.100433 0.160563 0.175397 
O -0.40825 0.09227 0.028307 H 0.286181 0.410009 0.166104 
O -0.18915 0.399062 0.152353 H 0.112706 -0.48955 -0.35088 
O -0.46691 0.414952 -0.33009 H 0.146628 -0.3459 0.284414 
O -0.15672 -0.40904 -0.17144 H 0.37265 -0.17488 -0.18418 
O -0.35149 -0.23451 0.476746 H 0.414448 -0.02526 0.470579 
O -0.02562 -0.07366 -0.24691 H 0.322243 0.037721 -0.23807 
H -0.47537 0.249416 -0.05164 H 0.110357 -0.04949 0.460858 
H 0.4568 0.187255 0.264787 H 0.172159 -0.16705 0.04047 
H -0.27238 0.31434 0.492194 H 0.461971 -0.28899 0.355622 
H -0.42643 0.493231 0.294559 H 0.339286 -0.39893 -0.09511 
H -0.15859 -0.35167 0.436194 H -0.02223 0.384097 0.139709 
H -0.37625 -0.29528 -0.13098 H 0.029113 0.283438 -0.27319 
H -0.13798 -0.1418 0.10453 O -0.29158 0.04947 -0.49024 
H -0.19912 -0.03063 -0.05561 H -0.18275 0.110807 -0.49002 
H 0.02997 -0.13252 -0.21508 H -0.32389 0.079546 -0.29701 
H -0.31876 -0.12799 0.492125 O 0.338103 -0.45453 -0.29474 
H -0.04821 -0.36242 -0.18474 O 0.369597 -0.29881 0.247486 
H 0.457101 0.457794 -0.31626 O 0.143144 -0.22581 -0.16281 
H -0.20499 0.455814 0.022228 O 0.196049 -0.06183 0.365274 
H -0.37206 0.068332 0.195066 H 0.220897 0.249483 -0.49923 
C 0.129383 0.251194 0.368456 
C 0.181709 0.395876 0.272662 
C 0.212412 -0.46942 -0.47379 
C 0.245015 -0.32845 0.422805 
C 0.274531 -0.1936 -0.32599 
C 0.308895 -0.05196 -0.4259 
O -0.00258 0.228923 -0.47706 
O 0.074765 0.390104 0.060311 
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Table A-5. Simulated frequencies and intensities of the refined hemihydrate structure. 
Frequency 
(cm-1) 
Intensity 
(km/mol) 
Frequency 
(cm-1) 
Intensity 
(km/mol) 
Frequency 
(cm-1) 
Intensity 
(km/mol) 
Frequency 
(cm-1) 
Intensity 
(km/mol) 
51.8614 4.0273 443.2881 30.3213 1044.84 299.7898 1416.459 9.9308 
56.8677 14.1352 461.0101 12.4384 1048.523 144.5092 1421.754 12.7377 
68.6305 2.167 497.9258 23.0986 1057.95 389.7714 1429.465 19.683 
87.5031 1.894 510.6677 35.2258 1066.037 60.9327 1429.707 46.7466 
93.3217 3.0161 519.0083 50.8981 1070.843 114.3136 1436.588 47.7363 
95.5676 0.8755 536.8444 52.647 1080.659 15.8618 1442.095 114.4263 
107.8393 17.1237 538.1302 21.0818 1091.168 52.2679 1459.706 30.1819 
110.4593 6.7689 555.0263 203.6651 1105.128 275.3716 1462.125 64.1875 
133.5553 4.1885 598.4601 21.9117 1105.483 42.9562 1471.201 106.7044 
143.3082 2.7867 646.1733 101.4937 1112.269 139.0108 1482.728 62.6982 
154.8386 3.6694 651.2752 13.598 1120.896 53.4826 1488.837 182.4178 
157.1949 8.9526 661.7494 12.6752 1134.783 114.4788 1491.224 19.7957 
164.2936 9.3874 679.8548 14.6892 1135.503 20.6379 1507.458 1.7919 
174.837 9.8578 710.6007 376.1607 1144.74 49.9399 1509.352 59.5136 
190.4225 14.7718 721.4863 8.2405 1156.625 18.8904 1514.167 18.0531 
204.1443 6.5782 751.9393 204.7881 1168.783 33.916 1525.863 107.0552 
210.5449 36.3556 766.4041 99.4415 1169.6 22.6896 1527.728 31.597 
218.357 10.9963 787.4164 19.8823 1240.093 29.3814 1535.156 21.9072 
221.7064 27.8254 793.6438 5.4274 1253.156 29.7612 1554.605 138.2918 
233.0581 0.3877 805.5188 66.0798 1264.264 20.6572 1574.518 112.7211 
244.877 17.5505 819.8585 95.0985 1272.04 33.0031 1700.761 49.5835 
253.3694 1.5909 839.5372 181.2985 1282.604 43.4063 3055.375 35.8852 
259.4349 3.4417 848.0495 363.1264 1292.194 3.5925 3060.9 68.9259 
272.2811 23.455 858.8875 263.1604 1303.79 83.4494 3066.973 62.2002 
281.2087 2.5255 883.1215 115.7319 1311.806 47.8918 3067.853 32.9718 
285.9259 9.4132 883.8534 67.44 1324.983 13.2031 3078.588 45.8707 
297.4335 6.0678 900.6123 32.7242 1336.919 29.1824 3086.085 59.765 
305.4809 29.4305 905.6623 51.3647 1353.353 28.1532 3090.916 1.0359 
315.1186 21.6872 907.5639 172.0276 1357.096 22.471 3104.59 36.6713 
318.8662 4.5683 910.2369 30.4895 1359.384 55.9908 3108.34 29.8047 
330.9939 9.0025 921.7348 365.9481 1372.276 70.1161 3110.422 71.473 
346.1055 26.3952 946.1268 31.0256 1375.319 69.8491 3116.963 33.0441 
350.3618 22.1723 959.6773 154.6588 1380.111 56.1862 3117.851 9.1713 
359.016 43.9748 968.0354 39.7477 1391.906 6.8571 3128.639 33.8222 
375.0239 4.9137 982.1921 107.041 1393.509 7.6416 3130.64 49.5974 
376.5504 47.093 992.3467 72.3904 1404.338 22.248 3141.482 130.8691 
435.8809 16.9778 1022.17 293.6652 1407.54 12.0906 3164.291 14.7931 
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Frequency 
(cm-1) 
Intensity 
(km/mol) 
3234.649 2168.893 
3273.551 3829.841 
3315.059 304.1689 
3337.677 29.6561 
3367.604 3088.877 
3384.464 1469.144 
3409.532 4102.245 
3417.152 471.3177 
3493.629 1246.916 
3536.914 1401.42 
3539.765 147.2816 
3558.501 342.3875 
3633.445 573.6256 
3671.295 1217.803 
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APPENDIX B: Chapter 6 Supporting Information 
 
Contents: 
Figure B-1. Experimental PXRD data for α anhydrous sorbitol, the water-sorbitol cocrystal, and 
the pyridine-sorbitol cocrystal compared to published X-ray data. 
Figure B-2. Calculated temperature dependent relative free energies (kJ/mol) for the α (blue) 
and the ε (red) anhydrous polymorphs of sorbitol. 
Figure B-3. Terahertz vibrational spectra collected at 293 K and 78 K from 20 to 90 cm-1 for the 
sorbitol solids. 
Figure B-4. Overlay of the simulated terahertz vibrational spectrum of the sorbitol-water 
cocrystal from a fixed-lattice structural optimization with 78 K experimental data. 
Figure B-5. Local energetic minima of molecular sorbitol identified from gas-phase 
conformational searches.  
Figure B-6. PXRD patterns obtained for samples of the sorbitol-pyridine cocrystal kept in a 
desiccator (orange) and in a high humidity environment (blue) over a period of nearly two 
weeks. 
 
Table B-1. Evaluation of the simulated sorbitol structures in each solid by root-mean-squared 
deviations (RMSDs). 
Table B-2. General descriptions of the calculated IR-active vibrational modes of the sorbitol-
water cocrystal. 
Table B-3. Solid-state DFT simulated IR-active vibrational frequencies (cm-1) and intensities 
(km/mol) for the anhydrous α polymorph of sorbitol. 
Table B-4. Solid-state DFT simulated IR-active vibrational frequencies (cm-1) and intensities 
(km/mol) for the sorbitol-pyridine cocrystal. 
Table B-5. Solid-state DFT simulated IR-active vibrational frequencies (cm-1) and intensities 
(km/mol) for the sorbitol-water cocrystal. 
Table B-6. Gas-phase simulated IR-active vibrational frequencies (cm-1) and intensities 
(km/mol) for the ttttg- sorbitol molecule. 
Table B-7. Gas-phase simulated IR-active vibrational frequencies (cm-1) and intensities 
(km/mol) for the g+tttg- sorbitol molecule. 
Table B-8. Gas-phase simulated IR-active vibrational frequencies (cm-1) and intensities 
(km/mol) for the g-tttg- sorbitol molecule. 
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Table B-9. Calculated relative conformational energies of sorbitol molecules utilizing water, 
ethanol, and pyridine solvents through application of polarized continuum solvent models. 
 
Supporting Information References 
a. Park, Y. J.; Jeffrey, G. A.; Hamilton, w. C., Determination of the crystal structure of the A 
form of D-glucitol by neutron and x-ray diffraction. Acta Crystallogr., Sect. B 1971, 27 (Pt. 
12), 2393-401. 
b. Schouten, A.; Kanters, J. A.; Kroon, J.; Comini, S.; Looten, P.; Mathlouthi, M., 
Conformational polymorphism of D-sorbitol (D-glucitol): the crystal and molecular 
structures of D-glucitol 2/3-hydrate and epsilon D-glucitol. Carbohydr. Res. 1998, 312 (3), 
131-137. 
c. Kim, H.-S.; Jeffrey, G. A.; Rosenstein, R. D., Crystal structure of glucitol pyridine. Acta 
Crystallogr., Sect. B 1971, 27 (2), 307-14. 
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Figure B-1. Experimental (blue) PXRD data for α anhydrous sorbitol, the sorbitol-pyridine 
cocrystal, and the sorbitol-water cocrystal compared to published X-ray data (black).a-c  
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Figure B-2. Calculated temperature dependent relative free energies (kJ/mol) for the α 
(purple) and the ε (dashed, red) anhydrous polymorphs. Room temperature is indicated by 
the blue dashed line. 
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Figure B-3. Terahertz vibrational spectra collected at 293 K (red) and 78 K (blue) from 20 
to 90 cm-1 for the sorbitol solids. 
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Figure B-4. Overlay of the simulated (red) terahertz vibrational spectrum of the sorbitol-
water cocrystal from a fixed-lattice structural optimization with 78 K experimental data 
(black). 
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Figure B-5. Local energetic minima of molecular sorbitol identified from gas-phase 
conformational searches. The structures differ primarily in heavy-atom dihedral angle 
values with respect to the global minimum. 
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Figure B-6. PXRD patterns obtained for samples of the sorbitol-pyridine cocrystal kept in a 
desiccator (orange) and in a high humidity environment (blue) over a period of nearly two 
weeks. 
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Table B-1. Evaluation of the simulated sorbitol structures in each solid by root-mean-
squared deviations (RMSDs). Hydrogen-bond lengths refer to the intermolecular 
O···O distances. 
 α polymorph Sorbitol-pyridine Sorbitol-water 
Bond lengths (Å) 0.010 0.009 0.004 
Bond angles (deg.) 1.340 1.196 0.622 
Dihedral angles (deg.) 1.685 1.447 1.859 
H-bond lengths (Å) 0.046 0.048 0.048 
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Table B-2. General descriptions of the calculated IR-active vibrational modes 
of the sorbitol solids. The percent contributions of the motions are determined 
by summation of the absolute value eigenvector displacements of all atoms in 
the solid with respect to the crystallographic axes.  
Frequency % a % b % c Motion 
α-sorbitol 
29.12 19.36 65.48 15.16 External lattice 
47.01 18.14 66.80 15.06 External lattice 
70.22 33.42 22.79 43.79 Internal molecular 
74.17 24.55 24.91 50.54 Internal molecular 
80.33 34.82 21.02 44.16 Internal molecular 
Sorbitol-pyridine 
35.32 25.48 39.07 35.44 External lattice 
39.37 33.56 25.74 25.67 External lattice 
44.95 36.15 47.19 16.66 External lattice 
47.25 42.91 26.50 30.60 External lattice 
55.76 46.11 20.74 33.16 External lattice 
62.43 57.29 19.75 22.95 External lattice 
65.01 50.97 31.86 17.16 External lattice 
71.87 45.43 24.16 30.41 External lattice 
75.71 27.66 57.43 14.91 External lattice 
79.59 43.19 21.36 35.44 External lattice 
82.10 38.34 29.43 32.23 Internal molecular 
82.19 20.60 57.35 22.06 Internal molecular 
87.08 42.30 22.77 34.93 Internal molecular 
Sorbitol-water 
36.63 50 32 18 External lattice 
45.22 57 29 14 External lattice 
49.35 13 69 17 External lattice 
51.52 47 37 16 External lattice 
62.41 28 21 51 External lattice 
68.67 29 23 47 Internal molecular 
69.11 37 28 35 Internal molecular 
75.04 43 25 32 Internal molecular 
80.42 41 19 39 Internal molecular 
87.54 34 28 37 Internal molecular 
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Table B-3. Solid-state DFT simulated IR-active vibrational frequencies (cm-1) and 
intensities (km/mol) for the anhydrous α polymorph of sorbitol. 
Frequency Intensity Frequency Intensity Frequency Intensity Frequency Intensity 
29.12 7.22 275.85 6.42 717.06 227.36 1063.16 22.35 
47.01 0.01 287.57 24.16 720.08 39.19 1063.19 217.59 
70.22 0.12 289.90 42.47 757.01 77.35 1064.99 15.63 
74.17 3.23 296.25 0.16 758.77 428.26 1070.33 560.32 
80.33 15.87 307.66 5.00 763.12 768.72 1070.97 25.10 
91.03 10.70 310.76 129.00 785.42 88.30 1071.69 0.21 
94.97 20.91 320.88 2.17 787.93 24.48 1093.94 470.90 
96.52 2.19 330.51 5.19 793.78 39.28 1096.98 15.03 
105.33 69.19 338.50 15.66 829.75 431.73 1097.40 25.43 
105.43 6.14 339.90 49.82 831.24 18.82 1102.55 82.86 
112.26 59.98 370.49 10.98 831.92 14.00 1102.68 16.68 
114.65 10.88 371.21 31.51 851.57 588.46 1105.22 27.46 
116.52 2.44 379.59 40.53 853.34 12.25 1124.93 134.07 
116.96 4.68 414.38 19.95 854.29 0.44 1127.78 0.14 
117.45 2.21 418.47 11.91 860.10 1.82 1135.85 219.22 
127.70 5.15 421.02 2.58 872.29 123.40 1195.79 80.64 
129.84 0.71 428.18 14.85 873.23 44.62 1196.50 43.42 
135.31 0.17 429.99 0.03 876.52 12.22 1200.67 3.48 
150.03 3.50 432.70 0.23 876.97 0.86 1201.66 1.42 
163.71 3.62 460.99 33.01 878.10 280.90 1204.02 5.85 
165.57 0.12 469.58 0.39 887.13 277.91 1206.29 3.17 
171.35 1.89 476.54 1.84 888.80 308.57 1224.15 1.33 
175.84 10.26 504.56 31.43 894.23 3.29 1225.19 206.96 
179.50 0.05 506.94 9.01 978.15 333.70 1226.35 1.82 
182.20 0.16 508.35 126.13 981.38 363.58 1229.29 10.48 
193.54 60.08 551.95 381.53 981.47 260.65 1238.62 1.89 
194.13 17.00 556.58 0.56 1009.22 81.38 1242.39 84.85 
199.54 3.21 560.32 0.63 1013.00 58.08 1252.02 42.95 
210.68 24.79 590.47 137.79 1015.15 8.30 1256.06 0.80 
223.61 3.58 591.46 44.35 1035.28 109.89 1265.36 8.37 
227.83 2.04 593.71 77.69 1036.42 74.78 1291.71 28.46 
238.00 1.70 612.94 229.75 1037.71 2.15 1292.07 37.35 
246.48 2.30 625.16 48.90 1043.28 157.16 1292.67 0.07 
248.15 1.93 625.18 159.64 1046.17 383.89 1299.95 23.31 
250.08 0.02 644.35 764.35 1048.39 3.14 1300.06 12.88 
258.30 10.58 654.67 82.79 1048.52 149.52 1306.72 186.39 
273.53 23.12 655.44 6.13 1053.17 134.60 1311.83 16.02 
274.55 5.43 715.95 0.01 1056.48 170.49 1316.16 3.19 
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Frequency Intensity Frequency Intensity 
1320.29 9.79 2949.83 3820.70 
1333.24 3.57 2960.40 223.79 
1337.78 210.15 2961.03 435.19 
1338.18 4.85 2962.07 91.24 
1345.96 2.88 2971.84 322.81 
1347.64 0.36 2972.21 59.45 
1348.08 0.00 2972.47 1536.90 
1355.68 2.67 2974.31 18.68 
1355.75 3.51 2974.53 173.79 
1358.41 58.73 2976.55 46.67 
1362.08 59.09 2976.98 11.98 
1362.80 4.69 2978.22 525.21 
1363.80 1.85 2978.37 8.27 
1385.14 38.42 2989.58 586.97 
1385.19 56.98 2990.74 323.74 
1389.04 14.13 2991.02 235.49 
1394.87 0.01 2997.20 5485.64 
1396.64 381.57 3005.55 3267.11 
1402.92 190.97 3031.07 90.65 
1418.96 0.58 3031.23 5.29 
1419.02 18.23 3032.76 263.81 
1422.26 14.75 3053.30 13.43 
1431.10 23.14 3054.06 77.89 
1432.36 7.35 3054.24 7.51 
1432.49 129.17 3061.71 803.56 
1443.62 1.19 3069.00 145.02 
1444.28 20.33 3113.65 7.89 
1445.13 14.70 3164.75 3809.63 
1447.90 1.22 3170.41 2864.97 
1450.95 99.23 3176.24 2605.49 
1453.54 30.71 3314.98 3128.84 
1454.03 156.09 3318.18 299.37 
1454.57 3.07 3323.15 1843.41 
1454.84 105.25 3402.68 1611.88 
1484.01 37.72 3403.30 1878.46 
1488.08 106.92 3407.34 56.36 
1488.18 71.28 3440.60 727.64 
2947.86 259.38 3444.07 613.62 
2948.93 87.58 3444.36 450.13 
2949.08 465.27 
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Table B-4. Solid-state DFT simulated IR-active vibrational frequencies (cm-1) and 
intensities (km/mol) for the sorbitol-pyridine cocrystal. 
Frequency Intensity Frequency Intensity Frequency Intensity Frequency Intensity 
35.32 4.24 292.26 0.23 761.70 317.30 1059.90 471.20 
39.37 0.40 301.47 24.38 769.78 14.55 1062.41 63.54 
44.95 0.11 311.59 16.88 770.43 91.75 1065.02 398.00 
47.25 0.41 314.95 5.06 809.41 40.17 1068.76 101.35 
55.76 0.71 330.17 4.44 817.19 20.15 1070.16 6.88 
62.43 1.48 334.28 5.67 829.47 40.92 1073.93 60.17 
65.01 10.14 343.44 11.66 829.94 291.23 1078.34 0.15 
71.87 0.37 353.51 44.61 853.07 3.34 1081.22 64.06 
75.71 2.60 379.12 7.29 854.73 7.06 1090.72 4.35 
79.59 3.20 383.89 5.50 870.61 9.51 1092.03 67.87 
82.10 8.83 387.07 4.72 873.70 72.77 1102.68 156.16 
82.19 0.12 391.30 31.83 878.54 79.32 1103.66 28.82 
87.08 8.66 412.43 13.22 882.50 2.82 1112.15 61.45 
98.60 0.24 414.84 1.50 886.08 1.91 1112.65 12.65 
100.05 14.17 454.08 43.83 894.96 4.11 1146.56 11.81 
101.55 0.08 459.27 0.01 899.07 104.13 1148.41 0.07 
104.98 2.13 486.77 0.46 903.78 5.74 1196.37 20.27 
115.08 12.17 487.18 9.00 907.44 127.47 1197.67 44.32 
121.13 0.06 515.17 2.69 909.61 24.39 1202.90 0.08 
121.17 3.77 522.15 8.60 931.53 156.64 1204.81 3.26 
129.96 52.46 615.72 101.46 934.88 23.96 1217.77 0.76 
136.91 40.18 616.61 1.39 944.59 3.08 1224.35 77.49 
137.37 0.36 619.66 38.57 949.67 0.45 1230.27 20.91 
158.43 0.74 621.17 6.26 976.08 1.29 1230.54 26.41 
159.58 7.97 645.79 1.07 983.94 0.68 1251.62 15.14 
184.88 27.11 648.47 1.05 1004.40 6.25 1252.05 6.56 
197.62 10.63 653.96 46.64 1004.91 93.35 1266.01 11.13 
225.04 0.93 656.12 98.56 1013.83 0.06 1268.09 8.09 
228.42 9.13 662.21 14.83 1017.08 160.80 1279.52 16.74 
233.75 0.00 674.32 537.16 1022.40 6.47 1280.10 4.86 
238.74 13.80 699.71 29.18 1023.73 9.93 1289.50 0.51 
246.24 34.11 704.72 534.30 1031.58 35.47 1291.90 0.06 
247.73 6.05 714.03 144.55 1032.74 2.93 1306.93 0.08 
266.72 0.69 715.52 79.87 1038.35 98.75 1308.31 1.01 
267.05 11.70 752.75 122.46 1041.98 46.20 1310.08 0.37 
277.69 0.87 759.42 1.86 1042.04 20.12 1314.84 47.55 
284.67 0.99 761.56 49.05 1043.80 15.96 1332.41 0.00 
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Frequency Intensity Frequency Intensity 
1332.48 3.20 2979.90 9.44 
1338.10 13.43 2996.33 94.65 
1338.75 0.04 2997.48 274.73 
1343.29 13.46 3004.43 22.10 
1343.58 7.50 3005.25 56.72 
1349.04 41.20 3015.48 56.98 
1352.25 35.29 3015.84 27.81 
1362.92 6.54 3018.12 233.40 
1363.51 1.42 3018.65 0.36 
1390.18 6.75 3046.41 59.00 
1390.88 148.78 3046.57 2.97 
1404.57 1.10 3093.51 40.41 
1410.75 17.95 3094.11 35.90 
1424.33 0.35 3100.49 9.26 
1425.02 55.10 3100.58 117.84 
1425.20 0.19 3107.72 324.74 
1433.52 4.25 3108.76 262.75 
1435.73 24.28 3110.03 130.04 
1436.41 32.41 3118.32 5026.57 
1437.38 49.81 3126.92 4.44 
1437.81 74.09 3127.49 4.60 
1463.80 69.25 3135.10 35.00 
1464.21 23.04 3135.32 2.86 
1466.23 8.52 3152.32 2127.57 
1466.74 0.02 3154.45 2481.89 
1473.41 395.19 3184.66 1314.85 
1478.78 17.45 3201.34 246.44 
1488.31 28.52 3247.28 719.91 
1488.79 0.00 3251.59 614.97 
1573.81 13.54 3379.53 1656.17 
1573.86 3.87 3382.97 178.68 
1591.51 0.86 
1593.62 119.49 
2865.47 7812.48 
2889.91 3.49 
2898.76 81.34 
2899.04 9.90 
2946.05 66.18 
2946.21 123.38 
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Table B-5. Solid-state DFT simulated IR-active vibrational frequencies (cm-1) and 
intensities (km/mol) for the sorbitol-water cocrystal. 
Frequency Intensity Frequency Intensity Frequency Intensity Frequency Intensity 
36.63 0.73 263.27 0.60 683.61 41.89 997.45 3.83 
45.22 0.85 267.70 26.86 702.17 245.98 1004.78 422.23 
49.35 0.87 275.43 4.62 720.90 142.86 1011.09 68.14 
51.52 1.00 282.63 28.69 738.35 138.62 1011.70 13.26 
62.41 1.50 286.60 11.41 746.61 25.40 1019.41 27.83 
68.67 2.33 290.06 12.34 751.06 142.51 1022.18 24.37 
69.11 4.70 300.78 34.46 753.53 233.78 1039.66 241.55 
75.04 15.16 307.94 41.67 757.64 69.30 1044.23 63.15 
80.42 6.03 313.56 6.67 761.70 259.46 1048.42 60.26 
87.54 5.85 317.70 17.14 765.37 231.60 1049.47 169.60 
91.30 8.19 325.50 30.18 772.55 28.95 1053.43 48.90 
94.33 1.50 328.11 12.35 776.49 136.56 1056.81 128.19 
105.43 10.35 337.31 45.21 786.73 173.34 1061.60 93.85 
111.84 4.30 339.56 3.42 792.46 56.24 1061.96 24.82 
113.36 2.75 344.73 7.12 804.68 175.20 1065.64 30.21 
122.45 4.66 352.25 41.05 812.83 103.55 1076.11 104.23 
130.57 32.41 361.71 5.05 818.19 152.63 1080.25 44.94 
142.92 3.63 363.43 37.26 831.47 143.95 1082.21 326.20 
147.82 6.93 399.30 30.09 838.64 29.55 1084.71 64.56 
152.08 12.50 412.51 4.24 844.57 22.49 1087.96 106.54 
159.16 8.02 418.29 14.81 854.16 177.76 1090.88 127.91 
164.97 38.92 424.47 2.51 859.02 11.98 1095.16 53.72 
176.77 30.81 447.00 10.02 862.30 67.54 1097.11 108.73 
181.28 4.90 464.59 34.25 863.66 89.10 1102.80 28.64 
190.22 3.31 465.36 5.98 865.61 56.58 1115.83 22.20 
193.98 68.16 476.24 11.24 871.79 28.07 1116.53 2.36 
198.63 30.38 479.78 26.15 874.97 164.60 1119.59 13.67 
207.94 22.86 485.31 23.76 879.81 115.71 1179.06 65.12 
215.18 19.00 504.31 8.84 884.20 125.48 1189.93 43.37 
217.23 25.83 507.57 50.26 888.20 116.25 1194.33 9.99 
230.40 41.27 511.31 35.72 903.23 193.17 1206.32 7.12 
233.37 6.08 569.15 18.63 910.07 147.35 1210.12 16.39 
233.88 24.90 575.00 34.43 928.98 23.24 1213.54 15.56 
237.91 16.48 580.72 25.20 938.63 29.16 1232.75 60.46 
242.91 37.81 602.63 69.72 943.30 23.97 1235.19 34.40 
249.82 44.96 633.96 112.50 947.86 364.24 1239.48 19.58 
251.24 17.14 635.08 55.26 994.08 140.59 1241.91 28.87 
258.26 8.15 636.53 7.78 994.48 334.51 1249.23 39.12 
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Frequency Intensity Frequency Intensity Frequency Intensity 
1258.13 21.42 1443.30 119.94 3058.62 2362.21 
1267.01 59.93 1449.63 50.64 3062.33 2122.00 
1268.94 2.02 1460.49 133.20 3076.02 3825.44 
1277.10 6.91 1464.58 10.38 3080.37 2670.80 
1283.87 10.51 1470.71 24.04 3113.42 1031.64 
1286.26 147.38 1480.44 122.78 3142.60 1886.32 
1287.86 10.29 1481.14 16.48 3168.16 1579.56 
1292.20 97.57 1495.13 125.96 3190.60 2390.61 
1299.31 37.08 1504.33 16.57 3195.70 2236.72 
1302.05 37.12 1586.18 41.61 3206.60 1845.81 
1303.88 42.62 1701.22 125.81 3223.47 551.43 
1310.17 25.88 2932.36 579.41 3256.98 1660.51 
1312.69 10.81 2934.45 375.73 3263.03 1527.27 
1318.46 13.61 2935.24 461.99 3291.33 202.10 
1329.91 15.37 2942.33 146.05 3296.55 53.29 
1330.47 33.10 2942.88 341.61 3309.55 1030.76 
1332.93 10.78 2943.31 95.21 3328.08 1070.26 
1341.28 8.14 2946.07 1709.62 
1343.38 14.68 2951.77 34.75 
1353.63 18.85 2954.21 3631.23 
1358.48 2.24 2959.39 458.53 
1361.04 12.06 2963.49 198.36 
1362.61 64.58 2966.21 1.79 
1365.03 31.70 2969.81 113.46 
1366.88 37.17 2978.43 153.34 
1368.90 5.70 2979.05 539.26 
1379.29 189.11 2983.93 154.83 
1385.27 50.78 2993.57 887.92 
1391.54 16.56 2995.49 43.30 
1398.74 10.07 2997.82 91.54 
1408.54 29.98 3003.99 954.18 
1413.87 30.99 3004.50 792.17 
1421.36 2.32 3006.20 731.51 
1425.99 53.78 3010.80 216.46 
1428.31 26.89 3012.30 308.79 
1430.49 65.01 3013.52 108.91 
1433.01 5.32 3027.57 1553.04 
1434.57 14.91 3030.36 176.17 
1438.28 63.23 3040.34 19.93 
1439.08 56.79 3054.55 176.92 
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Table B-6. Gas-phase simulated IR-active vibrational frequencies (cm-1) and intensities 
(km/mol) for the ttttg- sorbitol molecule. 
Frequency Intensity Frequency Intensity 
54.27 3.94 1068.11 210.00 
63.46 1.15 1103.02 0.92 
83.22 3.38 1140.71 49.86 
118.40 3.20 1170.13 8.77 
130.57 2.30 1188.08 18.48 
163.01 13.95 1215.58 24.32 
219.11 10.36 1224.25 25.50 
235.27 9.27 1264.04 14.16 
246.91 5.99 1270.72 30.92 
283.63 14.26 1293.21 15.79 
301.03 1.98 1302.12 2.12 
305.55 9.64 1319.95 2.08 
311.63 64.20 1322.35 2.22 
331.24 1.62 1329.88 8.41 
426.00 3.53 1352.03 52.33 
463.35 9.61 1361.66 40.14 
500.10 28.27 1374.35 61.28 
519.10 108.39 1379.66 60.20 
522.77 62.48 1411.67 74.95 
553.39 80.61 1436.64 4.54 
593.31 13.13 1437.65 16.00 
676.57 304.35 1446.29 5.96 
718.45 7.43 2874.21 31.05 
766.75 3.21 2924.41 34.11 
780.16 25.07 2940.05 33.69 
813.80 32.42 2963.91 31.14 
859.13 12.85 2975.97 23.68 
873.40 12.43 2997.93 16.84 
927.40 13.17 3020.03 29.46 
942.16 41.09 3030.52 21.18 
976.81 60.43 3457.74 189.13 
1016.84 9.86 3502.42 193.38 
1023.94 48.23 3524.02 181.18 
1036.58 30.30 3534.24 25.28 
1042.64 8.65 3605.41 69.65 
1060.21 24.51 3686.42 22.97 
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Table B-7. Gas-phase simulated IR-active vibrational frequencies (cm-1) and intensities 
(km/mol) for the g+tttg- sorbitol molecule. 
Frequency Intensity Frequency Intensity 
33.82 4.59 1076.22 29.75 
69.66 0.26 1077.50 115.08 
84.94 0.83 1155.81 22.99 
97.27 5.65 1167.96 9.85 
138.92 8.45 1188.90 18.83 
175.60 12.37 1208.79 3.62 
223.29 5.04 1217.53 21.70 
226.84 7.55 1245.70 6.85 
247.57 11.01 1279.10 30.97 
285.95 8.85 1302.78 2.51 
305.61 1.49 1305.70 8.61 
309.46 0.31 1322.97 1.18 
336.20 0.93 1332.02 18.53 
345.59 73.36 1337.76 2.58 
419.01 3.42 1345.98 45.96 
463.56 5.54 1368.31 22.78 
489.31 6.67 1374.27 47.41 
494.96 209.09 1376.33 92.32 
530.77 83.67 1413.22 56.20 
556.99 11.54 1414.59 37.02 
634.30 17.37 1430.31 20.70 
680.51 272.49 1446.03 6.90 
738.38 3.60 2907.67 26.78 
764.65 5.38 2941.81 32.40 
782.17 34.92 2963.61 26.03 
813.15 35.21 2975.52 5.37 
855.39 3.87 2987.05 48.14 
869.58 5.61 2991.37 19.35 
891.72 29.22 3022.00 28.17 
931.13 7.18 3035.26 17.41 
943.65 30.78 3434.28 235.68 
1002.55 92.21 3506.44 102.02 
1022.92 33.19 3525.22 214.22 
1034.93 39.36 3544.23 37.28 
1042.89 96.32 3613.82 41.77 
1059.91 17.35 3695.87 23.08 
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Table B-8. Gas-phase simulated IR-active vibrational frequencies (cm-1) and intensities 
(km/mol) for the g-tttg- sorbitol molecule. 
Frequency Intensity Frequency Intensity 
46.4695 0.0475 1061.658 30.9533 
73.1295 0.0978 1090.24 76.9323 
85.6166 3.7107 1160.707 4.6649 
134.4385 6.3175 1170.286 16.5712 
153.4112 3.8633 1178.475 61.9252 
171.9056 17.3736 1186.928 37.9789 
213.166 24.275 1225.45 18.4498 
217.9073 65.4264 1263.946 8.4617 
231.7923 3.8237 1276.055 0.2132 
260.7154 6.6216 1277.243 9.6395 
283.2836 10.4574 1304.118 0.795 
308.3136 0.5144 1321.411 1.1572 
345.1837 2.648 1330.556 8.3121 
369.3852 2.9358 1336.482 3.8722 
397.5337 22.6616 1352.993 26.2276 
424.1373 15.3864 1367.934 43.782 
482.5044 50.9457 1374.009 51.0734 
513.6358 58.5781 1402.945 82.4135 
528.1148 73.8151 1413.971 76.6734 
542.638 85.4247 1431.456 41.6863 
559.5717 6.0844 1447.416 9.3775 
679.1893 285.828 1449.65 2.2264 
721.3674 6.7451 2899.155 39.4149 
763.6556 1.4294 2920.653 0.2798 
779.0153 30.9801 2936.587 63.1972 
816.294 22.9198 2943.235 31.5963 
839.4226 10.9271 2966.912 29.2591 
893.0851 10.0365 2983.751 44.6549 
929.523 7.5081 2995.156 20.8137 
943.8533 20.5221 3022.912 27.4245 
1010.485 52.475 3415.559 313.7692 
1020.041 29.3364 3504.317 86.3754 
1030.943 33.7531 3524.828 221.839 
1040.433 64.9095 3552.669 50.0786 
1049.473 116.9601 3613.991 103.7415 
1054.406 32.4071 3707.693 27.8148 
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Table B-9. Calculated relative conformational energies (kJ/mol) of geometry-optimized 
sorbitol molecules utilizing water, ethanol, and pyridine solvents through application 
of polarized continuum solvent models. 
Molecular 
Conformation 
No Solvent Water Ethanol Pyridine 
g+tttg- 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
ttttg- 1.21 0.06 0.06 0.07 
g-tttg- 4.30 1.89 1.94 2.02 
g-g+ttt 11.35 6.57 6.71 6.88 
tg+tg-g- 11.39 8.88 8.94 9.03 
tg+ttg- 11.96 12.09 12.09 12.10 
g+tttt 13.62 11.18 11.27 11.39 
tg+ttt 13.69 13.25 13.24 13.22 
ttttt 15.41 11.31 11.40 11.52 
g-tttt 17.83 12.78 12.90 13.07 
tg+tg-t 18.82 14.94 15.04 15.18 
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Figure C-1. Rietveld refinement plot comparing the experimentally observed data (blue) to 
the calculated pattern (red). A residual (purple) and background (green) green have been 
plotted for reference as well. 
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Table C-1. Lattice dimensions and atomic fractional coordinates of the PBE0/6-
311G(d,p) computationally derived γ-sorbitol structure. 
a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) β (°) Atom X/a Y/b Z/c 
4.8638 23.7870 21.4485 89.8764 H -0.0535 0.1873 0.1701 
Atom X/a Y/b Z/c H 0.3816 0.2288 0.2058 
C -0.2992 0.3698 0.2516 H 0.1259 0.2799 0.1938 
C -0.4580 0.4240 0.2411 H 0.3462 0.3058 0.1046 
C 0.3659 0.4226 0.1822 H -0.2379 0.2509 0.1050 
C -0.4665 0.4240 0.1212 H -0.4263 0.1172 0.1345 
C 0.3349 0.4229 0.0663 H -0.0093 0.0668 0.1343 
C 0.4631 0.4317 0.0028 H 0.1810 0.0294 -0.0434 
O -0.1362 0.3729 0.3055 H -0.2579 0.0693 -0.0422 
O 0.3617 0.4342 0.2924 C -0.1320 0.4552 -0.1625 
O 0.1681 0.4663 0.1834 C -0.1845 0.4074 -0.2076 
O -0.3063 0.4736 0.1170 C -0.2989 0.3563 -0.1718 
O 0.1915 0.3705 0.0687 C -0.0804 0.3196 -0.1400 
H -0.4206 0.3947 -0.0118 C -0.2157 0.2789 -0.0939 
H -0.4000 0.4680 0.0036 C -0.0168 0.2356 -0.0679 
O 0.2507 0.4391 -0.0420 O -0.0245 -0.4954 -0.1904 
H 0.1866 0.4570 0.0734 O -0.3783 0.4255 -0.2523 
H -0.3349 0.3866 0.1186 O -0.4423 0.3206 -0.2139 
H 0.2481 0.3835 0.1823 O 0.0443 0.2866 -0.1873 
H -0.3094 0.4587 0.2382 O -0.3402 0.3102 -0.0458 
H -0.1766 0.3598 0.2101 O 0.1703 0.2584 -0.0241 
H -0.4450 0.3353 0.2586 H 0.0976 0.2163 -0.1061 
H 0.1569 0.4740 -0.0325 H -0.1381 0.2025 -0.0455 
H 0.0939 0.3660 0.0299 H -0.3715 0.2554 -0.1202 
H -0.1395 0.4686 0.1418 H 0.0703 0.3455 -0.1153 
H 0.2565 -0.4967 0.1856 H -0.4471 0.3710 -0.1370 
H 0.4560 0.4273 0.3321 H 0.0090 0.3959 -0.2310 
H 0.0265 0.3954 0.2972 H 0.0031 0.4402 -0.1253 
C 0.4178 0.1160 -0.0238 H -0.3282 0.4676 -0.1415 
C 0.2524 0.0827 0.0239 H 0.0831 0.2567 0.0169 
C 0.0800 0.1208 0.0660 H 0.4851 0.2923 -0.0353 
C 0.2571 0.1612 0.1049 H 0.2281 0.3006 -0.1975 
C 0.0837 0.2070 0.1359 H -0.3042 0.2935 -0.2268 
C 0.2610 0.2499 0.1700 H -0.3602 0.4025 -0.2895 
O -0.4289 0.0798 -0.0627 H 0.1463 0.4963 -0.2114 
O 0.0735 0.0451 -0.0092 H 0.4005 0.1830 0.0737 
O -0.1054 0.0897 0.1035 C -0.2902 -0.3621 0.2280 
O 0.4028 0.1320 0.1519 C -0.4527 -0.4155 0.2405 
O -0.0708 0.2337 0.0881 C 0.3752 -0.4138 0.3002 
O 0.4460 0.2786 0.1298 C -0.4548 -0.4159 0.3607 
H -0.4485 0.1465 -0.0008 C 0.3523 -0.4196 0.4167 
H 0.2772 0.1390 -0.0541 C 0.4895 -0.4234 0.4799 
H 0.3934 0.0575 0.0526 O -0.1393 -0.3672 0.1722 
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Atom X/a Y/b Z/c Atom X/a Y/b Z/c 
H -0.0484 0.1469 0.0359 O 0.3628 -0.4253 0.1900 
O 0.1776 -0.4574 0.2990 C -0.4261 -0.3775 -0.3307 
O -0.2888 -0.4645 0.3632 C -0.2210 -0.3307 -0.3478 
O 0.1675 -0.3730 0.4163 C -0.3679 -0.2810 -0.3783 
H -0.4262 -0.3826 0.4937 C -0.1743 -0.2323 -0.3922 
H -0.3463 -0.4547 0.4793 O 0.0276 0.4943 -0.3484 
O 0.2857 -0.4363 -0.4749 O -0.4952 -0.4703 -0.2910 
H 0.2329 -0.4583 0.4105 O 0.4054 -0.3592 -0.2806 
H -0.3292 -0.3776 0.3642 O -0.0883 -0.3111 -0.2936 
H 0.2580 -0.3745 0.3009 O -0.4946 -0.2999 -0.4337 
H -0.3069 -0.4507 0.2429 O 0.0168 -0.2443 -0.4405 
H -0.1570 -0.3523 0.2677 H -0.0561 -0.2215 -0.3508 
H -0.4331 -0.3270 0.2221 H -0.2971 -0.1954 -0.4048 
H 0.2103 -0.4729 -0.4846 H 0.4772 -0.2657 -0.3449 
H 0.0741 -0.3740 0.4560 H -0.0710 -0.3464 -0.3819 
H -0.1197 -0.4582 0.3393 H 0.4376 -0.3843 -0.3705 
H 0.2644 -0.4947 0.2969 H -0.1424 -0.4250 -0.2753 
H 0.4573 -0.4203 0.1500 H -0.0095 -0.4289 -0.3923 
H 0.0293 -0.3879 0.1806 H -0.2900 -0.4756 -0.4004 
C 0.3719 -0.1119 -0.4513 H -0.0773 -0.2463 -0.4803 
C 0.2028 -0.0791 -0.4983 H 0.3283 -0.2810 -0.4373 
C 0.0215 -0.1178 0.4626 H 0.0906 -0.3292 -0.2895 
C 0.1936 -0.1572 0.4215 H -0.4870 -0.3589 -0.2425 
C 0.0157 -0.2004 0.3877 H -0.4048 0.4955 -0.2761 
C 0.1927 -0.2394 0.3481 H 0.1980 -0.4910 -0.3303 
O -0.4673 -0.0751 -0.4147 H -0.4048 0.4955 -0.2761 
O 0.0328 -0.0397 -0.4655 H 0.1980 -0.4910 -0.3303 
O -0.1744 -0.0872 0.4277 C -0.2889 -0.4329 -0.3132 
O 0.3471 -0.1270 0.3763 
O -0.1379 -0.2304 0.4328 
O 0.3871 -0.2707 0.3826 
H -0.4992 -0.1429 -0.4750 
H 0.2356 -0.1343 -0.4192 
H 0.3416 -0.0554 0.4709 
H -0.0953 -0.1446 0.4944 
H 0.3325 -0.1813 0.4516 
H -0.1227 -0.1778 0.3559 
H 0.3092 -0.2133 0.3157 
H 0.0588 -0.2676 0.3215 
H 0.2983 -0.3035 0.4009 
H -0.3060 -0.2452 0.4139 
H -0.4809 -0.1142 0.3952 
H -0.0871 -0.0601 0.3990 
H 0.1469 -0.0231 -0.4331 
H -0.2977 -0.0650 -0.4363 
C -0.1368 -0.4595 -0.3676 
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Table C-2. Lattice dimensions and atomic fractional coordinates corresponding to a 
room temperature γ-sorbitol structure. The lattice dimensions were determined from the 
Rietveld refinement and the atomic coordinates were derived from an atom-only PBE0/6-
311G(d,p) optimization constrained at the Rietveld-refined dimensions. 
a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) β (°) Atom X/a Y/b Z/c 
4.8890 24.3670 20.6426 89.7730 H 0.388078 0.186703 0.071449 
Atom X/a Y/b Z/c H -0.0567 0.19064 0.173507 
C -0.3026 0.372255 0.258672 H 0.372066 0.231807 0.209957 
C -0.46138 0.425014 0.247214 H 0.118132 0.281643 0.196731 
C 0.367761 0.423253 0.185465 H 0.343587 0.307342 0.105227 
C -0.46065 0.424834 0.122983 H -0.24506 0.252369 0.105669 
C 0.347413 0.423591 0.065025 H -0.42883 0.123219 0.134884 
C 0.487469 0.431146 0.000287 H -0.02448 0.069868 0.133441 
O -0.1399 0.375658 0.314532 H 0.183846 0.031805 -0.04238 
O 0.354554 0.435001 0.299444 H -0.25192 0.069065 -0.03978 
O 0.169768 0.465626 0.185769 C -0.1591 0.458603 -0.15541 
O -0.30315 0.473414 0.119234 C -0.20266 0.412622 -0.20344 
O 0.20107 0.372895 0.067767 C -0.31461 0.361524 -0.16828 
H -0.40789 0.393432 -0.01402 C -0.0927 0.324028 -0.14013 
H -0.36441 0.464517 0.002961 C -0.2191 0.281348 -0.09465 
O 0.288555 0.441732 -0.04824 C -0.0154 0.238378 -0.07202 
H 0.201932 0.457489 0.070997 O -0.03002 -0.49422 -0.18197 
H -0.32832 0.388486 0.120743 O -0.39173 0.430381 -0.25051 
H 0.25158 0.384868 0.185318 O -0.46394 0.329007 -0.21303 
H -0.31426 0.459003 0.244499 O 0.025536 0.295321 -0.19301 
H -0.18036 0.362177 0.21561 O -0.33845 0.308619 -0.04137 
H -0.44733 0.33857 0.266286 O 0.170479 0.259071 -0.02562 
H 0.202393 0.476445 -0.03834 H 0.098737 0.222146 -0.11327 
H 0.102151 0.368398 0.027803 H -0.13088 0.204189 -0.05083 
H -0.13481 0.46816 0.143983 H -0.37609 0.259646 -0.12275 
H 0.255318 -0.49796 0.186871 H 0.060469 0.348065 -0.11381 
H 0.44543 0.429613 0.341403 H -0.45707 0.374342 -0.13028 
H 0.022755 0.39734 0.305252 H -0.00667 0.402521 -0.22701 
C 0.423531 0.115666 -0.02395 H -0.04213 0.442417 -0.11468 
C 0.248751 0.085678 0.025735 H -0.35842 0.472213 -0.13739 
C 0.074517 0.124978 0.065933 H 0.078434 0.257656 0.016465 
C 0.250139 0.165335 0.105003 H 0.484661 0.291447 -0.03268 
C 0.07741 0.209953 0.137555 H 0.211949 0.308308 -0.20097 
C 0.253288 0.252125 0.172483 H -0.32574 0.305342 -0.232 
O -0.42505 0.077472 -0.06104 H -0.37869 0.405691 -0.28734 
O 0.073882 0.048058 -0.00793 H 0.134785 0.495331 -0.20457 
O -0.11548 0.096249 0.105092 C -0.30534 -0.36501 0.227982 
O 0.401261 0.137715 0.153209 C -0.46487 -0.41754 0.240168 
O -0.07923 0.23539 0.088031 C 0.366608 -0.4163 0.302632 
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Atom X/a Y/b Z/c Atom X/a Y/b Z/c 
O 0.4392 0.279923 0.130754 C -0.46073 -0.41847 0.364605 
H -0.44131 0.145251 -0.00058 C 0.350588 -0.42161 0.423259 
H 0.291711 0.137723 -0.05771 C 0.494866 -0.42575 0.4876 
H 0.381989 0.061972 0.058077 O -0.147 -0.36888 0.171169 
H -0.0478 0.149696 0.03272 O 0.348401 -0.42718 0.188703 
O 0.170942 -0.45896 0.302013 H -0.10076 -0.18574 0.344128 
O -0.29796 -0.46625 0.366594 H 0.326173 -0.22706 0.309395 
O 0.170657 -0.37538 0.423566 H 0.07035 -0.27771 0.320661 
H -0.42174 -0.38585 -0.49829 H 0.303954 -0.30792 0.405976 
H -0.3411 -0.45608 0.485256 H -0.30028 -0.24768 0.410574 
O 0.299167 -0.43918 -0.46409 H -0.46187 -0.12366 0.384421 
H 0.227942 -0.45891 0.41736 H -0.0807 -0.06365 0.38864 
H -0.33402 -0.38137 0.367938 H 0.159683 -0.02623 -0.44337 
H 0.249044 -0.37805 0.303772 H -0.28212 -0.06402 -0.44707 
H -0.31843 -0.45166 0.242147 C -0.14324 -0.45956 -0.36508 
H -0.17889 -0.35518 0.270229 C -0.2929 -0.43165 -0.30967 
H -0.44957 -0.33111 0.221179 C -0.4242 -0.37761 -0.33059 
H 0.22255 -0.4748 -0.47378 C -0.21748 -0.3328 -0.3498 
H 0.080408 -0.37575 0.465212 C -0.36295 -0.28433 -0.38173 
H -0.12791 -0.46004 0.342402 C -0.17141 -0.23661 -0.39613 
H 0.257872 -0.49535 0.301146 O 0.025692 0.496384 -0.34413 
H 0.437281 -0.42282 0.146285 O 0.497539 -0.46666 -0.28536 
H 0.017752 -0.38992 0.180249 O 0.407477 -0.35758 -0.27986 
C 0.391824 -0.11081 -0.46113 O -0.08298 -0.31302 -0.2943 
C 0.214668 -0.08136 0.489597 O -0.48937 -0.30292 -0.43921 
C 0.034417 -0.12134 0.452438 O 0.026479 -0.24861 -0.44457 
C 0.20517 -0.1625 0.413334 H -0.06136 -0.22483 -0.35247 
C 0.027542 -0.206 0.380568 H -0.29501 -0.20135 -0.41128 
C 0.203414 -0.24838 0.345574 H 0.482529 -0.26943 -0.34712 
O -0.45538 -0.07211 -0.42539 H -0.06996 -0.3489 -0.38521 
O 0.045873 -0.0424 -0.47694 H 0.441572 -0.38545 -0.37178 
O -0.16152 -0.09376 0.414211 H -0.14764 -0.4232 -0.27048 
O 0.366884 -0.1365 0.365191 H -0.02054 -0.43012 -0.39232 
O -0.13735 -0.23054 0.429111 H -0.29672 -0.4768 -0.39762 
O 0.390502 -0.27606 0.386081 H -0.05874 -0.24795 -0.48704 
H -0.4736 -0.14033 -0.48502 H 0.334448 -0.28431 -0.44244 
H 0.262654 -0.13283 -0.42649 H 0.095504 -0.3307 -0.29009 
H 0.346248 -0.05892 0.455483 H -0.48645 -0.35587 -0.2401 
H -0.08075 -0.1456 0.487795 H -0.41684 0.498928 -0.27183 
H 0.336997 -0.18485 0.447098 H 0.194377 -0.48805 -0.32624 
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Contents: 
Figure D-1. Root-mean-squared deviation of C-C bond lengths, C-X bond lengths, bond angles, 
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Figure D-2. Root-mean-squared deviation of C-C bond lengths, bond angles, and torsion angles 
as compared to published structures for structures 1-6. 
Figure D-3. Percent errors of optimized lattice dimensions as compared to published unit cells 
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Figure D-4. Root-mean-squared deviation of C-C bond lengths, bond angles, and torsion angles 
as compared to published structures for structures 1-6. 
Figure D-5. Root-mean-squared deviation of C-X bond lengths as compared to published 
structures for structures 7-18. 
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Figure D-1. Root-mean-squared deviation of C-C bond lengths, C-X bond lengths, bond 
angles, and torsion angles as compared to published structures for structures 4, 10 and 19 
with PBE/D3 and the def2svp, 6-31G(d,p), 6-311G(d,p), and def2tzvp basis sets. Structure 4 
with 6-311G(d,p) contained an RMSD of 23.0° in its torsion angles. 
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Figure D-2. Root-mean-squared deviation of O/N···O/N hydrogen bond lengths as 
compared to published structures for structures 4, 10 and 19 with PBE/D3 and the def2svp, 
6-31G(d,p), 6-311G(d,p), and def2tzvp basis sets. 
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Figure D-3. Percent errors of optimized lattice dimensions as compared to published unit 
cells for structures 1-6 with B3LYP, PBE0, BLYP, and PBE with and without the D3 
dispersion corrections and 6-311G(d,p). The errors have been cut off at 60% and 50% for 
the a and b axis errors respectively to make the small negative errors visible. Large errors 
in the a-axis include 127.5% (structure 2/BLYP), 180.1% (structure 5/B3LYP), and 109.7% 
(structure 5/BLYP). The large error in the b-axis is 173.8% for structure 5 with BLYP.   
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Figure D-4. Root-mean-squared deviation of C-C bond lengths, bond angles, and torsion 
angles as compared to published structures for structures 1-6 with B3LYP, PBE0, BLYP 
and PBE with and without the D3 dispersion corrections and 6-311G(d,p). The errors have 
been cut off at 0.030 Å and 30° for the bond lengths and torsion angles respectively. Large 
errors in the bond lengths include 0.084 Å (structure 2/BLYP-D) and 0.130 Å (structure 
3/B3LYP). Large errors in the torsion angles include 53.8° (structure 1/PBE0) and 39.2° 
(structure 2/PBE-D). 
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Figure D-5. Root-mean-squared deviation of C-X bond lengths as compared to published 
structures for structures 7-18 with B3LYP, PBE0, BLYP, and PBE with and without the 
D3 dispersion corrections and 6-311G(d,p). The errors have been cut off at 0.030 Å. 
Structure 16 with PBE-D contained an RMSD of 0.108 Å. 
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APPENDIX E: Chapter 9 Supporting Information 
 
Contents: 
Figure E-1. Energy versus density plot of optimized (PBE0-D/6-31G(d,p)) glycine packing 
arrangements constrained by P21 symmetry. 
Figure E-2. Comparison of simulated powder X-ray diffraction patterns for the winning 
structures and the published structures of the γ and β anhydrous glycine polymorphs. 
Figure E-3. Structural overlay of the published and computationally derived crystal structures 
for the the γ and β anhydrous glycine polymorphs. 
Figure E-4. Energy versus density plot of optimized (PBE0-D/6-31G(d,p)) glycine packing 
arrangements constrained by P21/c symmetry. 
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Figure E-1. Energy versus density plot of optimized (PBE0-D/6-31G(d,p)) glycine packing 
arrangements constrained by P21 symmetry. The benchmark energy and density of the 
published structure is indicated by the green diamond. The lowest energy structure is 
indicated by a yellow circle on the x-axis. Low energy/high density structures which were 
further optimized are circled in red. 
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Figure E-2. Comparison of simulated powder X-ray diffraction patterns for the winning 
structures and the published structures of the γ (top) and β (bottom) anhydrous glycine 
polymorphs. 
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Figure E-3. Structural overlay of the published and computationally derived crystal 
structures for the the γ (top) and β (bottom) anhydrous glycine polymorphs. 
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Figure E-4. Energy versus density plot of optimized (PBE0-D/6-31G(d,p)) glycine packing 
arrangements constrained by P21/c symmetry. The benchmark energy and density of the 
published α (0.0 kJ/mol) and β’ (2.8 kJ/mol) structures are indicated by the green 
diamonds. Low energy/high density structures which were further optimized are boxed in 
red. 
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